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(ABSTRACT) 

In an integrated design environment, the common thread between the different design 

stages is usually the geometric model of the part. However, the requirements for the 

geometric definition of the design is usually different for each stage. The transformation 

of data between these different stages is essential for the success of the integrated design 

environment. For example, conceptual design systems usually deal with geometric 

dimensional parameters (e.g. length, radius, etc.) whereas preliminary design systems 

frequently require the geometry definition to be in the form of surface models. 

This dissertation presents the necessity and scope of creating and implementing 

methodologies to obtain dimensional geometric parameters from the surface description 

of an object. Since the study of geometric modeling and parametric surfaces is a new 

field, few classical methods are applicable. Methods and algorithms for the extraction 

of various geometry parameters are created. A few methods to pre-process and 

manipulate these surfaces before the parameter extraction methods can be applied are 

outlined. 

One of the most important applications of parameter extraction is in the field of aircraft 

design. There are two important aspects of geometry data conversion in the design 

cycle. The first is the conversion from conceptual CAD models to CFD compatible 

models. The second is the conversion from surface representations of CFD models to



obtain component parameters (e.g. wing span, fuselage fineness ratio, moments of 

inertia, etc.). The methods created in this dissertation are used to extract geometric 

parameters of importance in aircraft design. This enables the design cycle to be 

complete and promotes integrated design. 

These methods have been implemented in the aircraft design software, ACSYNT. 

Examples of the conversion of data from B-spline surface models to dimensional 

geometric parameters using these methods are included. 

The emphasis of this dissertation is on non-uniform B-spline surfaces. Methods for 

obtaining geometric parameters from aircraft models described by characteristic points 

are also considered briefly.
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1. Introduction 

Engineering design is an iterative process consisting of many phases, among which the 

most important are: 

Conceptual design: This is the first stage of the design process in which the designer 

proposes a basic design and performs initial calculations to substantiate the design 

and produce a variety of configurations. 

Preliminary design and design analysis: In this stage the conceptual design is 

examined in greater detail and detailed calculations and analyses are performed to 

assure that the design meets all the performance requirements. Minor modifications 

may be made at this stage to improve the design. 

Detail design: This is the final stage of design which links the design stage to the 

manufacturing stage. The details of all the components are specified, including 

pertinent information for manufacturing/fabricating the design. 
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The advent of computer aided design and the advances made in the field of 

computational geometry have set the stage for integrated design. Through the use of 

computer aided design systems, the designer can now interact with all the stages of 

design process in one integrated environment. This concept gains greater significance in 

the light of recent interest in concurrent engineering. 

In this integrated design environment, the common thread between the various stages 

is usually the geometric model of the design. However, the requirements for the 

geometric definition of the design are usually different for the various stages. For 

example, geometric dimensional parameters such as length, width, diameter, etc. are 

commonly used for the conceptual design of a product. Preliminary design and design 

analysis, which often consist of finite element analyses, CFD (computational fluid 

dynamics) analysis and so forth often require geometry definition in the form of surface 

descriptions. B-spline surfaces especially have generated a lot of interest recently in 

modeling applications for CAD. 

The transformation of data between the different forms is essential for the success of an 

integrated design system. The transfer of geometry information from conceptual design 

systems to preliminary design systems usually involves the creation of surface models 

from dimensional geometric parameters (sometimes called parametric modeling). These 

surface models can then be used to create grid points for CFD analysis, meshes for finite 

element analysis, etc. 

The reverse process involving the conversion of surface models to dimensional 

parametric definitions of geometry is a more complex problem. Since design is 

inherently an iterative process, the reverse transformation of geometry data is of extreme 
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importance. Achieving this capability will allow the user to make full use of the 

potential of computer aided design. 

This dissertation discusses the creation and implementation of new methods for the 

conversion of geometry data from surface models to dimensional parameter models. 

Special emphasis has been placed on the application of these methods to aircraft design. 
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2. Literature Review 

Much interest in B-spline surfaces has been demonstrated in B-spline surfaces recently. 

Farin(1990) outlines a brief history of B-splines and describes important properties and 

methodologies associated with B-splines. C. de Boor and N. Boehm have done some 

pioneering work in B-splines. Gloudemans (1989) describes the concepts and algorithms 

necessary to convert data from component-based models to more complete and 

integrated geometry models. The generation of a B-spline surface model from 

conceptual geometry data is presented. 

Jones (1991) has extended the work described by Gloudemans. The design and 

development of an interactive CAD system to assist in creating B-spline surface models 

of conceptual aircraft designs is described. A one-dimensional filleting algorithm for 

blending surfaces along iso-parametric curves is discussed. Marcaly (1991) has discussed 

the refinement and implementation of a data-reduction algorithm for non-uniform 

B-spline curves and surfaces. An intersection method for non-uniform bicubic B-spline 

surfaces is presented by Wong, Feustel and Myklebust (Wong,1991). 
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A review of methods to analyze surfaces for geometric properties and the mathematics 

needed for the involved computations has been performed. Lien and Kajiya (1984) 

propose a symbolic method for calculating the integral properties of arbitrary 

non-convex polyhedra. An efficient and exact technique to derive mass, volume and 

moment of inertia of a solid is expounded. A general formula for direct evaluation of 

the integral of a polynomial over a three-dimensional simplex is presented. Using the 

central projection method and decomposing a polyhedron into a set of simplices, an 

integral over a polyhedron is calculated. Kane (1968) and Shames (1976) outline steps 

to obtain principal axes and principal moments of inertia from moment of inertia values. 

A number of papers that calculate geometrical and inertial properties using a solid 

description was also examined to provide an insight into means to obtain them from 

surface descriptions. Methods to compute the geometrical and inertial properties such 

as area, moments of inertia and volume were developed by Wilson, et al. (1976) for a 

plane region or a volume of revolution consisting of straight lines and circular arcs. 

Miles and Tough (1983) extend the above work to boundaries where numerical methods 

are used to approximate the shape. The boundary is approximated by a local cubic 

‘spline’ and then Green’s theorem is used to evaluate the integrals. Fabrikant, et al. 

(1985) calculate various properties by evaluating the arbitrary contour integral along a 

curve explicitly described on a graphics screen. An algorithm to determine the distance 

to a surface represented in a piecewise fashion with surface patches was suggested by 

Scherrer and Hillberry (1978). Lee and Requicha (1982) published two papers that 

propose algorithms to compute the volume and the integral properties of solids. Timmer 

and Stern (1980) use the boundary representation model to compute geometric 

properties of solid objects. An algorithm is presented by Wu (1988) to evaluate the face 

area of solids in constructive solid geometry representation. 
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Roy A. Liming, a leader in numeric design concepts, is the author of two books (1944, 

1979) that address the fundamental mathematics generic to computer graphics and the 

application of these systems to design engineering and manufacturing. 

Paul Kutler (1986) at NASA Ames Research Center underscores the importance of 

“geometry-definition facet of CFD (i.e., translating a complicated configuration into 

data understandable by the flow solver)”. He states that it takes several months to input 

the geometry in an acceptable form to the flow solver. 

Paul E. Rubbert (1988) of the Boeing Company traces the growth of CFD and states 

that the definition, creation and discretization of surface geometry for CFD analysis is 

a challenging problem. 

Zacharias and Ives (1988) from Pratt and Whitney propose an automated path from 

CAD to CFD for a simple duct geometry. The surface geometry is processed and the 

required three dimensional grid for the CFD computations was obtained. Pagenderm, 

et al. (1988) report on a new iterative geometry definition and grid generation for applied 

aerodynamics in Germany. 

Extensive literature is available about the importance of geometry in aircraft analyses 

and the application of computer aided design systems to aircraft design. A few relevant 

papers are reviewed below. 

Boyles (1967) from Lockheed-Georgia Company describes aircraft design as a highly 

iterative process. These iterations occur between the geometry of the vehicle and the 

analyses of the performance of the aircraft based on the geometry. Using computers for 

analyses and graphics interface, the design was achieved in one tenth of the normal time. 
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Defining the geometry was stated as one of the most challenging and crucial tasks. 

Three geometry subprograms consisting of surface definition, surface modeling and three 

dimensional drafting were described. Data were stored as configuration-independent 

global and local data and configuration-dependent global and local data. 

Through various examples related to aerodynamic efficiency of wings, wave drag, 

pressure coefficients of wings, etc., Wallace (1969) illustrates how the accuracy needed 

to describe the geometry is vital to correct performance analysis, and how the accuracy 

needs to increase as one goes from the conceptual design stage to the final design stage. 

The geometric accuracy provided should be compatible with the mathematical 

approximations used in the analysis. 

There are two interesting papers dealing with the implementation of computer aided 

design as applied to aircraft in Israel. Dror (1978) describes computer aided design as 

“the synergistic use of computers in the design and manufacturing process, featuring 

direct conversational communication between computer and engineer, typified by the 

use of interactive graphic displays in conjunction with computerized databases”. Among 

the various CAD systems described, a few were of particular interest. The GEQODEF 

(GEOmetric DEFinition) system has surfaces described either by polynomial section 

methods or by Coons’ patches. GEOBASE (GEOmetry data BASE) is used to 

interrogate the surface and obtain coordinate information, intersection points of a line 

and a surface, intersection curves of two surfaces, etc. By using a mesh generator, grid 

meshes are generated by combined use of interactive and automated methods. 

Geometric panel data is produced in a format directly usable by the aerodynamic 

analysis module. Bendavid, et al. (1975) propose that ultimately design must be a 

process of synthesis where a configuration will be developed to satisfy the given 
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requirements. Until that is viable, an iterative analytic approach is the only way out. 

The authors point out that the major hurdle in using computers for analysis is the 

preparation of vast amounts of geometry-oriented data needed for input. A 

computerized system called ISSAS (Interactive Structural Sizing and Analyses System) 

is described, which has a geometry module accessed by all the other modules. The 

geometry database contains the external surface definition of the entire aircraft 

categorized in terms of its major components. Numeric data defining the geometry are 

automatically generated from these surfaces. 

Hacking, et al. (1985) from British Aerospace Aircraft Group recognize that there are 

two aspects of geometry: 1) The shape of the individual components, 2) The gross shape 

of the aircraft. The ideal case would be to have one geometric configuration 

incorporating both. A system called numeric master geometry (NMG) is used to store 

the data. The gross shape data are used to supply section drawings, to manufacture 

models, to obtain a single outer shape for aerodynamics, etc. An evaluation of the 

design computing requirements reveals that data transfer between various disciplines can 

be achieved using computers and that the basic data handles should be geometry. 

Mason (1979) elaborates on the above system. The parametric bicubic surfaces form the 

basis of the surface model. The shapes can be interrogated to obtain the intersection 

curve with a plane, areas of any section and even volume curves. 

Haines (1979) has enumerated some of the important ways computer aided design has 

contributed to aerodynamic design and helped solve some very difficult problems like 

design of a two-dimensional and three-dimensional wing sections, panel methods to 

handle complete and complex aircraft configurations, methods for multi-airfoils and 

selected transonic and supersonic cases. P. Ebeling, et al. (1979) have described how 
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computerized aircraft design is used starting from the first feasibility investigations to the 

details of final design. The advantages of CAD such as reduced processing time, 

possibility of performing several alternative solutions, improved response to short-term 

changes and accurately reproducible results are described by Schuster, et al. (1986). 

Gregory (1979) explores two typical cases where the role of computers has not been fully 

accepted. The first is computer use in technical specialties and the second is computer 

use in aircraft synthesis. He also expresses caution about the use of computers in the 

integration of the two fields. 

Howe (1979) describes how computer techniques enable a much wider range of designs 

to be evaluated. He proposes an interactive mode to overcome the inherent limitations 

of computer aided design and to balance the role of the designer and the computer. 

Klement and Nowacki (1988) discuss how the exchange of information between users in 

different CAD systems is of growing importance because of the growing number of CAD 

systems, the need for communication between users in different locations and 

organizations, and the improvement in the ability to physically connect remote systems. 

They postulate that product-describing data can be exchanged at three levels of 

information: 1) Product model information 2) Graphical information 3) Product model 

information with presentation instructions. 

Staley and Anderson (1986) provide a twenty-point functional specification for CAD 

databases. A brief discussion on AI tools and knowledge representation methods is 

included. Four generations of data models for CAD databases are specified. 

1. Primitive (file) models 
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2. Classical data models 

3. Semantic data models 

4. Special purpose (application oriented) data methods. 

A brief discussion of AI (Artificial Intelligence) tools and knowledge representation 

methods is included. 

It is of interest to know about the surfaces used in aircraft design. Coons (1967) 

discusses surfaces for computer aided aircraft design. A case is made to use the 

computer’s aid beginning at the preliminary phase so that the surface descriptions 

become the ‘master dimensions’ of the airplane without the necessity for refining or 

other techniques. Veron, et al. (1976) state that it is impossible to define a complex 

structure in its entirety by a single patch of surface. So the problem of continuity of 

adjoining surface patches arises. A geometric meaning of continuity is also presented. 

A surface has continuity of degree n if “in the neighborhood of C, the surface patches 

S1* and S2° are almost geometrically coincident and differ from each other only 

because of very small terms of degree higher than n+ 1.” The coincidence of the planes 

tangent along C and n=2 ensures perfect osculation between S1 and S2 is ensured when 

n=1. Piegl (1987) proposes some concepts on continuity and reviews some landmark 

papers on the subject. 

In all the above cases, the surfaces described were created from certain parametric 

definitions and fulfilled certain continuity requirements. In the next few paragraphs, 

cases where surfaces were directly computed to fulfill certain aerodynamic requirements 

and other constraints are presented. 
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Luciano Fornasier (1978) illustrates the approach to wing design by inverse techniques. 

While the direct problem solves for the flow around a body flying at fixed speed, the 

inverse problem calculates the body, subject to certain geometrical restrictions, which 

produces a prescribed flow. Wallace (1969) also refers to a method of generating airfoils 

by providing a desired pressure distribution as an objective to a geometry generation 

process. Dillner and Koper (1979) show how computational aerodynamics is used 

directly in the design of aircraft configurations at the Boeing Commercial Airplane 

Company. Inverse techniques are used to obtain wing strakes, transonic transport cruise 

wing design and supersonic wing design. 

Grossman, et al. (1988) investigate the techniques and payoffs of integrated aircraft 

design. The interaction of aerodynamic and structural design was studied for a sailplane 

wing. Two design procedures were compared: 1) the traditional ‘sequential design’ using 

iterative techniques and 2) the integrated technique. The integrated technique was 

shown to be superior to the sequential design. 

The literature review establishes that accurate geometric descriptions and geometric 

parameters are important. Integrated design is a viable alternative to sequential, 

iterative design. Geometry is the common thread through the various analyses. One 

way of describing geometry is to store surface descriptions based on the parameters of 

the given component or configuration. There are a number of surface descriptions in 

use for aircraft geometry description. In some cases surfaces are directly generated using 

synthesis. Very elementary work has been done on the extraction of various geometric 

and parametric properties from surfaces ( Lien and Kajiya (1984)). 
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3. Geometric Parameters, Aircraft Design and 

ACSYNT 

The previous chapters have outlined the importance of geometric parameters for 

computer-aided design systems. This is particularly true in the case of aircraft design. 

As discussed in the “Introduction”, aircraft design often consists of three phases : 

1. Conceptual Design: A configuration to fulfil the given constraints of range, payload, 

mission cycle, etc., is proposed and studied for feasibility. 

2. Preliminary Design: The configuration is examined in greater detail from the point 

of view of aerodynamics, structures, propulsion, controls and other relevant 

disciplines. 

3. Detail Design: The details of each component are specified, including manufacturing 

information. 
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Aircraft design is a complex and challenging task. It is an iterative process which 

involves the skill of the designer in many disciplines and the processing of vast amounts 

of numeric data. It entails numerous design modifications and repeated execution of 

sophisticated analyses. This cycle is repeated until the configuration satisfies the 

required criteria in all the disciplines. 

As with most design processes, the various stages of computer aided design of aircraft 

require the geometry to be defined in various different methods (surface points, 

parametric surfaces, geometric parameters, etc.) For example, while computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) systems may need the surface representation to analyze the 

configuration, the controls and stability analysis may need the information in the form 

of component parameters such as wing span, fuselage fineness ratio, etc. Geometric 

parameters are particularly important at the conceptual stage of aircraft design. Hence, 

if a designer wants to start with the CFD model of an existing aircraft and modify it for 

further sizing and mission analysis, the geometric parameters must be determined from 

the surface data or grid data. The following section describes a widely used CAD system 

for conceptual design of aircraft and the importance of geometric parameters for the 

design analysis. 

3.1 ACSYNT 

ACSYNT (AirCraft SYNThesis) is a well known aircraft conceptual design code which 

was developed in the early 1970’s at NASA’s Ames Research Center to fulfill the need 

to study the effects of advanced technology on future aircraft (Gregory, 1973). Among 
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other uses, the code is used for the analysis and design of Advanced Supersonic Short 

Take-Off and Vertical Landing (ASTOVL) aircraft at NASA-Ames (Gelhausen and 

Wilson, 1986). It has also been used at a number of aerospace companies, notably 

Northrop, Boeing Commercial Airplane Company and Cessna. In 1987, the CAD 

laboratory at Virginia Tech began creating a computer aided design (CAD) interface for 

ACSYNT (Wampler, et al., 1988). This interface permits the execution and control of 

the design process via interactive graphics menus and, by visual inspection of data and 

aircraft model shaded images, allows rapid evaluation of design configurations. This 

CAD interface was coded entirely with the new three dimensional graphics standard, 

PHIGS. The CAD interface is designed to be used on the new generation of high-speed 

workstations. The use of PHIGS, ANSI standard FORTRAN 77 and ANSI standard 

C render ACSYNT machine independent and graphics device independent. 

The methods used to create and analyze the aircraft design under consideration are 

outlined below. 

3.1.1 Geometric Modeling and the Geometry Data Structure in ACSYNT 

Geometric modeling is used within ACSYNT to mathematically describe the geometry 

of an aircraft, display an image of the aircraft and provide ACSYNT analysis modules 

with information required to perform multi disciplinary analysis (e.g., aerodynamics, 

weights, mission, propulsion). The interactive CAD portion of ACSYNT is designed to 

maintain the following models of aircraft: 

e ACSYNT component model 
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¢ ACSYNT component cross-section model 

e ACSYNT component surface model 

e ACSYNT PHIGS display model 

The ACSYNT component model defines each aircraft component parametrically. A 

hierarchical structure is defined for the aircraft components; i.e., each component has a 

“parent” component and can have a number of “children” components. The ACSYNT 

component cross-section model defines each component as a set of parametric 

cross-sections. The cross-section model is used to generate the surface model of the 

aircraft. The surface model of a component is generated by “lofting” parametric surface 

patches over the cross-sections defining the component. Hermite bicubic patches are 

used in ACSYNT and are defined by four corner points, tangent vectors and twist 

vectors. PHIGS display structures are created from surface models by representing the 

surface patches with iso-parametric curves and connecting intersection points of these 

curves with straight line segments by defining fill areas from the points. Figure 1 on 

page 16 shows an example of an aircraft model displayed by ACSYNT. 

The user of ACSYNT deals only with the top layer of the geometric modeling pipeline; 

viz., the parametric component definition. These parameters for the aircraft components 

include the variables most commonly used by aircraft designers (e.g., wing area, airfoil 

type, engine diameter, etc.). These are the parameters that are also used by the multi 

disciplinary analysis modules of ACSYNT. If the surface model data or grid point data 

for an aircraft are imported into ACSYNT from some other design system, there is no 

support for converting these models to the parametric component format for the 

analysis modules or for user interaction. 
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3.1.2 B-spline Module 

ACSYNT includes a module called the “B-spline Module” which can be used to create 

non-uniform B-spline surface models of aircraft. Some basic volumetric property 

calculations (e.g., volume, surface area, etc.) are supported by this module. The 

B-spline module can be used to determine the curves of intersection between different 

aircraft components and create fillets between the components. The filleting capability 

is Somewhat limited at this time. 

These B-spline surfaces representing the aircraft components can be modified using 

handles. Both the interpolation points as well as the control points can be modified 

using an interactive user interface. However, if an aircraft model from ACSYNT is 

modified using the B-spline module, the new model cannot be sent back to ACSYNT for 

analysis because ACSYNT requires the geometry information in the form of dimensional 

parameters. 
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4. Problem Definition and Research Objectives 

The previous chapters established the existence of many different methods for the 

representation of geometry for computer aided design. The emergence and importance 

of integrated design has also been discussed. Traditionally, many iterative cycles are 

performed at the conceptual design stage until a feasible solution is obtained. This is 

particularly true in aircraft design where, in the conceptual design phase, a configuration 

is proposed, modified and iterated upon to establish the feasibility of the configuration 

to fulfil the given constraints. Designers prefer to use dimensional geometric parameters 

to describe the model at this stage. Any lower-level method of geometry definition (such 

as the definition of points on the surfaces of the model, etc.) would be very cumbersome 

and would tend to reduce the creativity of the designer. 

The second phase of design, preliminary design and design analysis, usually involves the 

use of surface data for CFD analysis, finite element analysis and other such computer 

aided analysis methods. The conversion of geometry data from the conceptual design 

phase to this phase (from parametric geometric models to surface models) is often 

laborious but not too difficult to achieve. The results of the preliminary design and 
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analysis may be used to modify the original conceptual design and it may become 

necessary for the designer to perform the initial sequence of analyses again. To enable 

this, the changes in the grid point data or surface model data must be sent back to the 

conceptual design phase in the form of modified dimensional parameters. 

Thus there are two aspects of geometry data conversion involved. The first is the 

conversion of parametric geometry models to surface models. The second aspect is the 

conversion of data from surface models back to the form of dimensional parameters 

(such as length, diameter, etc.). These can be explained clearly using the example of 

aircraft design. Conceptual aircraft designers create and modify component geometry 

using dimensional parameters such as wing span, fuselage fineness ratio, etc. 

Preliminary design of aircraft usually involves CFD analysis which requires data in the 

form of curvature continuous (C? continuous) surfaces. If changes are made to the 

aircraft geometry at the preliminary design stage, they affect the surface descriptions 

(e.g., control points for B-spline surfaces, interpolated points, etc. as supported by the 

B-spline module of ACSYNT). The aircraft may need to be re-analyzed for weights, 

mission performance, etc., which requires data again in the form of dimensional 

parameters. A need for this type of conversion also arises when a shape is directly 

synthesized in a surface modeling system. This problem is illustrated in Figure 2 on 

page 20. 

Considerable attention has been focussed on the first aspect of geometry data 

conversion. Some systems (e.g. ACSYNT) are capable of converting dimensional 

parametric models to curvature continuous surface models. The second aspect of 

geometry data conversion is still poorly defined. It is much more complicated than the 

first one. In order to solve this problem, the following steps may need to be undertaken: 
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1. Given a surface model, divide the surface model and obtain a separate surface for 

each of the separate components of the model. 

2. Analyze the surface of each component to obtain the relevant dimensional 

parameters. 

Once the surface description for each component is available, the surface and volume 

properties must be evaluated. Moment of inertia calculations will enable the principal 

axes to be identified. Methodologies must be created to obtain relevant component 

parameters from these properties with minimum human interaction. 

Once the two bottlenecks of geometry conversion are removed, it will be possible to 

integrate the various stages of design. This flow of information in both directions will 

result in a beneficial blending of conceptual and preliminary design. 

4.1 Research Objectives 

This dissertation will concentrate on the second aspect of the problem described above; 

1.¢., the definition of dimensional parameters from surface descriptions. It will be 

assumed that the surface data are available for each component of a model. 

The objectives of the research in this dissertation are as follows: 

1. Define the important geometric parameters commonly used for geometric design. 
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2. Devise methods to obtain geometric parameters from surface representations of 

objects. 

3. Formulate methods to pre-process the surfaces (if necessary). 

4. Create computer programs to use the above methods on surface models of objects. 

5. Define the important geometric parameters used in conceptual design of aircraft. 

6. Test the methods and the computer programs created above in the B-spline module 

of ACSYNT. 

The following guidelines are to be used in the testing process: 

a. Create a cross-section data model of an aircraft by specifying geometric 

parameters for each component in ACSYNT. 

b. Obtain point data at each cross-section from the model. 

c. Use the cross-section data to create a B-spline surface representation for each 

component. 

d. Apply the methods devised above to each component and extract the listed 

parameters. For example, given a closed volume of B-spline surfaces in the form 

of control points of B-spline surfaces representing a wing, obtain the wing span, 

the quarter chord location and the thickness to chord ratio of the root and tip 

(Figure 3 on page 24). 
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e. Create additional methods and formulations necessary (in addition to the ones 

created in (4) above) to completely extract the geometric parameters of all the 

component parameters. 

f. Compare these parameters with the parameters used to create the original 

surface. 

This work will entail the derivation of new formulations as well as the modification of 

classical formulations for geometric properties of surfaces and volumes enclosed by the 

surfaces. Since the study of geometrical modeling and parametric surfaces is a new field, 

many classical methods are not applicable. It is necessary to derive algorithmic 

solutions in some cases. This dissertation should enable the extraction of geometric 

parameters from models described using a B-spline representation. 

In this dissertation, the word “parameter” is used in two different contexts. The 

“parameter value” for a B-spline curve or surface refers to the value of one of the 

parameters (u or w) in the parametric form of the equation of the curve or surface. The 

“parameter” of a geometry model refers to the dimensional geometric parameter (e.g., 

length, radius, etc.). 
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5. B-splines 

A B-spline curve is defined by a set of points called the control points or the control 

vertices. The shape of the polygon formed by the control points determines the general 

shape of the curve. The B-spline curve uses a special set of blending functions. 

Each point on the B-spline curve is calculated as a weighted average of a finite number 

of control vertices. A set of blending functions determines the effect of each vertex on 

the curve point for a given parameter value. These functions ‘blend’ the effects of the 

vertices of the control polygon on the resulting curve. 

The continuity of the curve is controlled by the degree k of the resulting polynomial in 

the parameter u. A cubic B-spline curve (degree 3) can be C? continuous. The blending 

functions depend on the degree of the polynomial required. This dissertation research 

is confined to cubic B-splines because this is the most commonly used B-spline form and 

is sufficient for representation of curvature continuous curves and surfaces. 

Each segment of a B-spline curve is influenced by only ( k+1 ) control points. 

Conversely, each control point influences only (k+1) curve segments. Thus, for a cubic 
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B-spline curve, each segment is influenced by four control points. Hence, there are four 

blending functions. Each of the blending functions is associated with one of the four 

control points. Each control point can influence only four curve segments. 

Knots are discrete values of the parameter associated with curve segment junction 

points. Every control vertex has a corresponding knot value. Also, there are additional 

Knots at each end depending on the degree of the B-spline curve. The knot sequence 

must be non-decreasing. 

Figure 4 on page 27 demonstrates the importance of the knot sequence. Using the same 

control polygon, two different knot sequences are shown to produce two quadratic 

closed curves that are very different from each other. The significance of multiple knots 

is expressed in Figure 5 on page 28. 

B-splines are defined in a piecewise manner. The points in each section are determined 

by a number of surrounding vertices. If there are N control vertices, there are N-3 curve 

segments. A breakpoint knot marks a curve junction point or the transition from one 

curve segment to another. Thus, each curve segment has two breakpoints corresponding 

to the beginning and end of the segment. Thus, there are N-2 breakpoints. Figure 6 

on page 29 illustrates the relationship between control points, number of knots and 

breakpoints for a cubic B-spline. 

The following B-spline nomenclature is used in this dissertation. 

B-spline Nomenclature 

k degree of curve (cubic k= 3) 

M order of curve (k+ 1, for a cubic curve M = 4) 
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p point on B-spline curve 

q control vertex 

Q control polygon or polyhedron 

u, W, t knot value along curve 

T knot vector for entire B-spline curve 

N blending function 

The mathematical formulation for a B-spline curve with n+1 control points is as 

follows: 

p(u) = > qNirdw) 
i=0 

The blending function N,,, for an M” order curve combines the effects of n+1 control 

points. All but k+1 blending functions will be zero for a point on the B-spline curve. 

Hence, any point on the curve is affected by at most k+1 surrounding control vertices. 

This allows local shape control for a B-spline curve. 

So the value of each point on the curve is the sum of each control vertex multiplied by 

a blending function. The blending function depends on the degree of the curve, the 

control point considered and the parameter u. 
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5.1 Uniform Cubic B-spline Curves 

Because of the uniform spacing of the knot values, a uniform B-spline curve has the 

same blending function coefficients throughout the curve. The equation for the uniform 

B-spline curve can be simplified to the following form: 

P(u) = UMQ, 

Where: 

-!1 3-3 1 Gi 

3-6 3 0 qi 
U=[w ul], m=+ , OF 

—3 0 3 0 G+) 

1 4 10 Gi 42 

Thus, each segment is defined by four control points. The multiplication of U and M 

gives the blending function for any point on the uniform B-spline curve. Figure 7 on 

page 32 illustrates the blending functions for a cubic B-spline curve. 

Figure 8 on page 33 shows five points of the control polygon and the corresponding two 

curve segments, AB and BC. Considering the first point of the segment AB, u = 0. 

P,=+Q++40,++0, +09 A 6 0 6 1 6 2 3 

In this case, N; is 0. Therefore, only points Q,, Q,, and Q, contribute to the value of point 

A. As we proceed from A to B, the blending functions Ny and N, decrease and the 

blending functions NV, and; increase. Thus, the influence of points Q,) and Q, decreases 
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Figure 8. Control Polygon and Interpolated Points     
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while the influence of points Q, and Q; increases. Blending function N; ends where 

blending function N, starts. The blending function of N, starts where the blending 

function N; ends. 

Considering B as the last point of segment AB, 

u= | 

Therefore, 

No=0 M=— N= Ny= 4 

P;=0H++9Q,+20,+1¢9, 
6 6 6 *" 

Considering B as the first point of segment BC, 

u=0 

Therefore, 

N= = N= 4 N= = N;=0 

The contro! points corresponding to this segment are Q,,Q.,Q,;andQ,. 

Therefore, 

Ps=L Ot 2+ 2st 00 

Thus, the value of point Ps, is the same whether it is considered as the end of one 

segment or as the beginning of the next. At a breakpoint, the value is determined by 

three surrounding control points and not four control points as is the case for the other 

points on the curve. 
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5.2 Non-Uniform B-spline Curves 

In the case of the uniform B-spline, the knot spacing is uniform. Another method of 

parametrization is to have the knot spacing proportional to the distances of the data 

points resulting in a non-uniform representation. 

The non-uniform B-spline curve allows more shape control than the uniform B-spline 

curve because of the variability of the knot sequence. The cubic B-spline curves used 

here have one knot value for each control vertex and two additional knot values at each 

end of the control polygon. It is the Knot spacing that is of significance, not the actual 

knot values. 

The B-spline blending functions are defined recursively by the following expressions: 

0, otherwise 

l, ifi;scu<ty, 

N, 1(u) = 

(u — &) Niaw-i(u) 4 (Geom — (4) Nivia-1 (4) 
N; => 

Mt fieme1 7 4 lism — Fiat 

(1) 

All but k+ 1 blending functions have a value of zero. Hence, at most k+1 points affect 

the coordinates of the point. 
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5.3 Properties of B-spline Curves 

B-spline curves exhibit some important properties which are listed below: 

1. A B-spline curve of degree k possesses C*-'! continuity between adjacent curve 

segments. T.. 1s, a cubic B-spline curve guarantees C? continuity between segments. 

Variation diminishing property: A B-spline curve has no more intersections with 

any plane than does the control polygon that defines it. A B-spline curve 

approximates its polygon. Thus, the variation diminishing property asserts that a 

convex polygon generates a convex curve. The inverse statement is, however, not 

necessarily true. 

Convex hull property: The entire span of a B-spline line segment lies within the 

convex hull formed by the four corresponding points of the control polygon. A 

two-dimensional case is shown in Figure 9 on page 37. For a three-dimensional 

case, the convex hull is a tetrahedron defined by the four vertices. 

The importance of the convex hull property lies in the ability to perform efficient 

interference checking. To determine if two B-spline curves intersect, a ‘min-max’ box 

is constructed for each curve by circumscribing the smallest possible box around the 

control polygon for each curve. If it can be determined that the two boxes do not 

overlap, it can be assumed that the two curves do not intersect. 

Local shape control: Changing a control vertex of a cubic B-spline curve affects at 

most four curve segments. Thus, the shape change is locally confined. Figure 10 
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on page 39 shows an example of local control of a B-spline curve. Changing the 

control point from Q5 to Q5’ changes only four segments of the B-spline curve. 

5. Curve degree control: The degree of a B-spline curve is independent of the number 

of control vertices. 

5.4 B-Spline Surfaces 

The B-spline curve formulation can be extended to obtain a B-spline surface. 

Figure 11 on page 40 shows a B-spline surface and the corresponding control net. A 

point on a B-spline surface can be obtained from the following equation, where the 

blending functions are defined in equation (1): 

pu) = >. > ay Nira) Nyc) 
i=0j/=0 

The uniform B-spline surface can be represented as follows: 

pi(uw) = UMQM' WT 

where: 

U=[v wu] W=[w ww] 
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For a non-uniform bicubic B-spline surface, a point having the parameter values u and 

w is obtained from the following equation: 

Pi (usw) = 

GW—-1,j-1 UW-1,) G—-1,/+1 %-1,/+2 No,a(w) 

Uj-t Uy Uypes UJ 42 Ny 4(w) 
[No 4(u) »N, (4) ’ N42 4(4) ’ N3 g(u) ] 

G+i,j—-1 UGt1,7 Ge1,s+1 M41, 4+2 Ny a(¥) 

      U4 2,j-1 W427 U42,741 G+2,542] | Noel)   
The variable N(u) represents the blending function in one parametric direction while the 

variable N(w) represents the blending function in the other parametric direction. 

5.5 Uniform Cubic B-Spline Inversion 

The process of determining the control polygon for a B-spline curve which passes 

through a given set of points is called inversion. Yamaguchi (1988) presents an iterative 

technique for finding the control vertices Q, (j=0,1,2,...n) for the set of points P; (1 = 

0,1,2,3,...n-1) to be interpolated on a uniform cubic B-spline curve. 
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Considering a breakpoint on a uniform cubic B-spline curve, 

1 1 i 
6 @i-1+ > 2 + G Gi+1 = P,; ( 

1,2,....4 — 1 (open curve) ) 

i 0,1,...7 (closed curve) 

Due to the presence of an extra control vertex at each end of the B-spline curve, there 

are two more unknowns than the number of equations. The end conditions need to be 

specified. For an open curve, 

Q = Q:, Qh = Qy- 1 opencurve 

Q., = Q,, Qi41 = Qo closed curve 

The following equation can be used iteratively to solve for the control vertices: 

lL Ak 2 Ak 1 jk-1 
6 Yi-1 + 2 + Eei4 = Fi 

Rearranging the terms: 

l l } - 
Q; = P+ + {2 - = (Oi + of) 

A set of simultaneous equations can now be solved. The iterative technique for solving 

the simultaneous equations is outlined in the following steps: 

1. As an initial guess for the control net, set each control vertex equal to the 

corresponding point on the B-spline curve. Specify the end conditions. 

2. Calculate the difference between the k* and the (k-1)st iteration and find the new 

value for Q,. 
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3. Ifthe maximum difference between two consecutive iterations is greater than some 

allowable error, repeat the above step. 

Gloudemans (1989) extended Yamaguchi’s inversion technique for uniform curves to the 

non-uniform case. 

5.6 Surface Inversion 

The inversion process described for a cubic B-spline curve can be extended to obtain the 

control vertices for a cubic B-spline surface. The curve inverse transformation algorithm 

is applied to the first sequence of points in one parameter direction to generate a 

sequence of points. This is repeated for all the sequences of points in that parameter 

direction. The control polygon from the first inversion is used as the points to 

interpolate for the second parametric direction. This generates the final control net. 

5.7 Parametrization Techniques 

Having computed the control points of a curve or surface, it is necessary to specify a 

corresponding knot sequence. The computation of a knot sequence is described as the 

parametrization of a curve. Asa rule of thumb, better curves are obtained from a given 

polygon if the geometry of the polygon is incorporated into the knot sequence (Farin, 

1990). The three most common parametrization techniques are as follows: 
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1. Uniform parametrization : The spacing between consecutive knots is uniform. This 

method is too simplistic to cope with most practical situations. The poor 

performance of this kind of parametrization can be attributed to the fact that it 

ignores the geometry of the data points. 

2. Chord length parametrization: The knot spacing is proportional to the distance 

between the data points. This usually produces a smoother curve. 

3. Centripetal parametrization: The knot spacing is proportional to the square root of 

the distance between the points. 

In this dissertation the chord length parametrization has been used since it provides the 

best compromise between computational cost and result. 

5.8 Knot Insertion 

For certain parametric values called breakpoints in the knot sequence, there are 

corresponding junction points on the B-spline curve. The addition of an extra knot to 

the knot sequence results in an added junction point in the curve. Hence, to force a 

junction point in the curve, it is necessary to add a knot to the knot sequence. The 

following well-known equation is used for knot insertion: 

Q; = (1 — Oj)4) + 09; 

With: 
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I Gj <i-M+1) 

vo ets G@-M+2<js<i9 

0 G2i¢+) 

Where: 

Q new control vertex 

q original control vertices 

t knot values (f are original knots while t is the inserted knot) 

i interval of inserted knot in the knot sequence 

j index into array 

M order of the B-spline curve 

For a cubic B-spline, the equation can be simplified to the following form: 

i G<i- 3) 

pay ae; 
= <———— —-2<j<i y= Jp 5-GOCOe js? 

0 G>i+1) 

Figure 12 on page 46 illustrates knot insertion in a curve. 

The same insertion equations can be used to insert knots in a B-spline surface. 

Depending on whether the knot 1s to be inserted in the u or w parameter direction, the 

insertion equations are applied to the column or row of the control vertex matrix. 
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6. Methodology for Extraction of Parameters 

In this chapter, the philosophy considered for the extraction of the various geometric 

parameters is discussed. The philosophy associated with the methods is also described 

and some algorithms are considered. It should be remembered that, in this dissertation, 

the word “parameter” has been used in two different contexts. The “parameter value” 

for a B-spline curve or surface refers to the value of one of the parameters (u or w) in 

the parametric form of the equation of the curve or surface. The “parameter” of a 

geometry model refers to the dimensional geometric parameter (e.g., length, radius, etc.). 

Several approaches were studied for parameter extraction. For example, having 

determined the principal axes, points of intersection between the principal axes and 

surface could be used to obtain the lengths in the three directions. Also, these lengths 

would vary depending on the location of the principal axes. Another approach would 

be to sub-divide the volume enclosed by the surfaces and determine the moments of 

inertia of each sub-volume. A change in the value of the moment of inertia would 

indicate a location having a change in a geometric parameter. 
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After consideration of various methods, it was decided that obtaining parameters by 

defining cross-sections on the surfaces would yield many important parameters in an 

efficient manner. The term cross-section as used in this dissertation does not necessarily 

refer to a planar cross-section. It 1s a characteristic curve on or near the surface. There 

are three possible cases of ‘cross-sections’ (characteristic curves) on the surface. 

1. Cross-sectional curves represented by iso-parametric curves on the surface. 

2. Cross-sectional curves represented by one-parameter curves defined by the 

intersection of a plane and a surface. 

3. Closed 3-D two-parameter curves on the surface. 

In some designed objects, specially ship and aircraft conceptual design models, 

cross-sections are the frames about which the surface is lofted to obtain the surface 

description of the object. The surface is created by first defining a series of cross-sections 

representing the shape of the object. When a corresponding B-spline surface is defined, 

these cross-sections are isO-parametric curves. The distance between the first and last 

cross sections gives a measure of the ‘length’ of the object. At each cross section, the 

two points having the maximum distance between them can be identified and this 

distance calculated. This would give a measure of the ‘width’ of the object at that 

location. For the given cross-section, a mean line can be obtained and the thickness at 

that cross-section measured with respect to the mean line can be computed. This would 

give a measure of the ‘thickness’ of the object at that location. The area of the 

cross-section can be computed to give a measure of the geometric dimension of the 

object. 
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However, what if the B-spline surface description is in a CSG (constructive solid 

geometry) form or a wireframe model based on curves and points and not on parallel 

cross-sections? For an arbitrary B-spline surface. it is first necessary to define an 

Orientation for parameter extraction. Obtaining the three principal axes enables this 

orientation. If two principal moments are equal it reflects that the object is symmetrical 

about the corresponding two principal axes. After obtaining the orientation of the 

principal axes, the next step is the determination of the cross-sections and then the 

extraction of the geometric parameters (e.g., length, thickness, etc.) which characterize 

the object. Of the three principal axes, the one having the minimum principal moment 

could be considered as the local X axis. The center of gravity of the object could be 

considered to be the origin of the axes system. The point of intersection of the local X 

axis with the B-spline surface model could be obtained to determine the two extremities. 

If there are more than two points of intersection, the two having the maximum distance 

between them could be identified as the extremities. Starting from one of these 

extremities and progressing towards the other end, characteristic cross-sections can be 

created by cutting the object with a series of parallel planes (or any other surface) at 

some angle with the principal axis. These cross-sections (i.e. characteristic curves) could 

then be used to give a measure of the geometry of the object. The intersection points 

at each cross-section could be represented either as a one parameter curve or as closed 

3-D two-parameter curves. 

The distance between the first and last cross-sections would give a measure of the length 

of the object. The maximum distance between two points of the cross-section can be 

obtained by defining a one parameter B-spline curve through the points of the 

cross-section and then using the same methods as were used if the surface was created 

based on cross-sections. The mean line, thickness and area of the cross-section can 
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similarly be obtained from the one parameter description of the cross-section points. 

To obtain the parameters in another orientation, the cross-sections would have to be 

created by orienting the cutting plane perpendicular to that direction. Thus, it may 

sometimes be necessary to repeat the creation of cross-sections in various orientations. 

In the following sections various tools to obtain the geometric parameters are described. 

These methods have been designed for iso-parametric cross-sections without loss of 

generality. Thus, these methods could be applied to one-parameter and two-parameter 

curves on the surface too. 

6.1 Volume Properties Calculations 

The volume property calculations used in this dissertation are based on techniques 

described by Lien and Kajiya (Lien, 1984). Modified algorithms were developed by Lin 

(Myklebust, et al., 1990). 

Volume, volume moment of inertia and similar properties of solids bounded by B-spline 

surfaces are defined by triple integrals over a subset of three-dimensional Euclidean 

space. The formula to evaluate the integral of a polynomial over a three-dimensional 

simplex is derived. An integral over a polyhedron is then easily calculated by using the 

central projections method and decomposing a polyhedron systematically into a set of 

simplexes and accumulating the results from each simplex based on this formula. 
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6.2 Determining the Principal Axes 

An object may be created with any orientation in space. Thus, the planes used to create 

the cross-sections of the object may not be parallel to the axes in the coordinate system 

being used. However, the cross-sections are usually defined along a principal axis or an 

axis of symmetry of an object. It is therefore important to obtain the orientation of the 

local axes of an object (such as the principal axes) with respect to the coordinate axes 

being used for the surface data. 

The principal axes at a point corresponds to the axes for which the products of inertia 

are zero and for which the moments of inertia have extreme values. For any body, there 

exists at least one set of three mutually perpendicular principal axes of inertia for every 

point in space. 

The area moment of inertia for a surface about any axis KK 1s given by 

Lirea = | K’dA 

where K is the perpendicular distance of the area element dA from the axis KK. 

The mass moment of inertia for a surface about any axis KK is given by 

Inass = | Kam 

where K is the perpendicular distance of the mass element dm from the axis KK. 
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This research deals with volumetric properties instead of mass properties. Hence the 

term moment of inertia refers to the “volume” moment of inertia given by: 

Lyotume = [av 

The terms “principal moment of inertia” and “principal axis” refer to the principal 

“volume” moment of inertia and the axes about which these moments have extreme 

values. 

Given the six moments of inertia for a given reference, the volume moment of inertia for 

an axis passing through the origin of reference and having direction cosines 1, m and n 

relative to the axes of reference is given by the transformation equation (Kane, 1968 and 

Shames, 1976) : 

Ie = UI + m’ Ty +n'1,.- 2lmI,y — 2inl,, — 2mnl,, 

The procedure for obtaining the principal axes is that of maximizing or minimizing the 

mass moments of inertia at a point where the inertia components are known for a 

reference coordinate system. This is done by varying the direction cosines 1, m and n 

of axis k to maximize or minimize kk. To obtain this, the differential of /,, is set to zero. 

Ae, = Whydl + Imlyydm + 2l_dn — Wlyydin — Wyn 

— mld! — Il ,,dn — 2nl Al — 2nly,dm = 0 
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Collecting terms and dividing through by the factor 2 results in the equation : 

(UI, — ml — nl,,)dl + (ly + mlyy — nly,)dm + 

(-I,, — ml,, + nl,,)dn = 0(1) 

The direction cosines must satisfy the equation : 

Pom+nt=1 

or, 

[dl + mdm + ndn = 0(2) 

In order to maximize or minimize J, in the presence of a constraining equation, the 

Lagrange multiplier A is introduced. Multiplying (2) by A and subtracting from (1) 

results in the following : 

[Uy — AM — Igy — Ign] + [ —Iyyl + (Igy — Am = [yt] + 

[ —Iggl — Tyg + (Igg — And = 0(3) 

Considering m and n as independent variables, the value of A is chosen such that the 

coefficient of dl is zero. 
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(Lyx — AMT yt — Iyght = 0(4) 

In equation (3), the differentials dm and dn are independent and the first coefficient ts 

set to zero. Setting their respective coefficients to zero gives the following equations : 

—Iyyl + (yy ~ Am — I, = 0 

~Igyl — Tym + (Ipz — An = 0(5) 

To solve for 1, m, n from (4) and (5), the determinant of these variables must be zero. 

Thus, 

a a 

ly Iy-d —,| = 0(6) 

—Iyp Typ yy — 

This results in a cubic equation for which there are three real roots. The Lagrange 

multipliers are the principal moments of inertia. Substituting each value of A in (4) and 

(5) gives the direction cosines for that particular principal moment: i.e., the principal axis 

corresponding to that principal moment. 

Since this forms a set of homogeneous equations, one of the values is arbitrarily set to 

1 and the other two direction cosines are evaluated. 
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mi +. a = (7) 
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n= 

Equation (7) is evaluated thrice for the three values of A to obtain the three sets of 

direction cosines for the three principal axes. These direction cosines are then 

normalized using the following equations : 

| =—_—_—_/___ 

/Pem tn? 

m 
a 

Seem +n? 

n 
A= 

Jem tn? 
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6.3 Determining the Length of an Object 

The length of an object can be obtained by following the steps outlined below : 

1. Compute the average point on the first cross-section 

2. Compute the equation of the plane of the last cross-section 

3. Calculate the distance normal to the plane between the point and the plane 

It is often necessary to identify the first and last cross-sections. This involves the 

determination of the values of the parametric variables of the surface at the first and last 

cross-sections. The parametric value (u or w) of the first cross-section is the one 

corresponding to the fourth or fifth value in the knot sequence depending on the 

presence or absence of end caps. End caps are used to “close” a component. The 

parametric variable value for the last cross-section also depends on the presence of end 

caps. Figure 13 on page 58 shows a comparison of the control points and knot 

sequence in one parameter direction and the number of cross-sections for the two cases 

(with and without end caps). In the case with end caps, there are two extra 

cross-sections at the end. Cross-section 3 is coincident with cross-section 2. 

Cross-section 4 is a degenerate cross-section with all the points collapsing to a single 

point at the center. Thus, the distances between the points defining cross-section 4 are 

all zero and the area enclosed by this cross-section is also zero. In both the cases shown 

in the figure, the number of knots is six more than the number of cross-sections. For 

the first case, the knot number for the last cross-section is four less than the total 
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number of knots while for the second case, the knot number for the last cross-section is 

five less than the total number of knots. 

Thus, the presence (or absence) of end caps needs to be established to obtain the correct 

value of the parameter for the first and last non-degenerate cross-section. If an end cap 

is present, points on the cross-section next to the last cross-section of the control net lie 

on the same plane as points on the cross-section before it. Referring to the figure again, 

and considering the second and third cross-sections from the end, points on cross-section 

0 do not lie on the plane defined by the points on cross-section 1, implying the absence 

of an end cap. However, in the second part of the figure, points on cross-section 2 lie 

on the plane defined by the points on cross-section 3, which implies the presence of an 

end cap. 

The next step in computing the length of an object involves the calculation of an 

“average” point at a parametric cross-section. This is accomplished by keeping the 

parameter value corresponding to the iso-parametric cross-section fixed and calculating 

the points corresponding to each knot value in the other parameter direction. The 

average of these points is taken to be the “average” point for the cross-section. 

The equation of the plane corresponding to the last cross-section can be represented in 

the form: 

ax+by+cz+d=0 

where a, b and c are the direction cosines of the normal to the plane. This normal can 

be calculated by computing the cross product of any two vectors (connecting any three 

points) on the plane. The value of d can be calculated by substituting these values and 
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the coordinates of one of the points on the plane in the above-mentioned equation of 

the plane. Thus, all the parameters defining the equation of the plane at any 

cross-section can be determined. 

The length of the object can be determined by finding the distance between the average 

point on the first cross-section and the plane corresponding to the last cross-section. 

The perpendicular distance between a point P and a plane ax + by+cz+d=0 is given 

by the expression : 

(aP, + bPy + cP, +) 
  

(a? + b? +c’) 

This distance is the length of the object. 

6.4 Finding the Largest Distance Between Two Points on 

a Cross-Section 

Sometimes, it is necessary to know the largest distance between any two points on a 

B-spline curve representing a cross-section of an object. For example, this distance 

would enable the determination of the chord length at the root or the tip of a wing of 

an aircraft. The following steps outline a method for computing this largest distance and 

identifying the two points at the extremities. 
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1. Consider the control polygon for the curve. This can be obtained from the control 

net of the surface using the methods outlined in the chapter “Preprocessing and 

Manipulating the B-spline Surfaces”. Find the two points in the control polygon 

having the largest distance between them. 

2. Find the knot values corresponding to these extreme control points. 

3. Evaluate the points (A and B) on the curve corresponding to these knot values. 

4. Keeping point A constant, search in the vicinity of the other point, B, for the point 

having the maximum distance from A. This new point is taken to be the new point 

B. 

5. Keeping point B fixed, search the curve in the vicinity of point A for the point with 

the largest distance from point B. This new point is taken to be the new point A. 

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until there is no change in points A and B. 

7. A and B are now the desired extremities and the distance between A and B is the 

desired maximum distance. 

Figure 14 on page 61 helps illustrate the steps described above. Since, for a B-spline 

curve, there are two more points on the control polygon than the total number of 

interpolated points, there are no points on the curve corresponding to the control points 

QO and Q13. Control points QI through Q12 are considered to find the two points 

having the largest distance between them. In this example, Q7 and Q12 are found to 

be the points farthest apart. 
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Points P6 and P11 are the points on the curve corresponding to the knot values at the 

control points Q7 and Q12. These points are not necessarily the points having the 

largest distance between them. Using P6 and PII as the starting points, the points A 

and B with the largest distance between them need to be determined. Suppose that 

points A and B in Figure 15 on page 63 are the two “guessed” extremity values used as 

starting points. The distance between A and B is computed. Then point A is Kept fixed 

and a new point B is determined by incrementing the parameter value corresponding to 

point B. The distance between the new point B and point A is calculated. If this 

distance is larger than the original distance, the parameter value is incremented again to 

find an updated value for point B. This is repeated until the distance decreases when the 

parameter value is increased. In this example, at locations 1, 2 and 3 the distance with 

point A increases. However, the distance A4 is less than the distance A3. Hence, point 

B is fixed at 3. 

Now keeping point B fixed at 3, the parameter value corresponding to A is incremented. 

Distance B1 is less than the distance AB. Hence, the parameter value 1s decremented. 

This step is repeated until the distance decreases. Since B3 is less than B2, point A is 

fixed at point 2. 

With these new values of A and B, the entire process is repeated, until there is a decrease 

in the distance when the parameter value at either A or B is increased or decreased. The 

final points A and B are the extremities of the cross-section curve and the distance 

between them is the required largest distance. 
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6.5 Computing a Mean Line and a Thickness at a 

Cross-Section 

Calculating a mean line and a thickness at a cross-section of an object from the control 

polygon and knot array of the curve is of importance in determining geometric 

parameters. For example, this would be useful in the determination of the camber line 

and maximum thickness of an airfoil shape. The problem is somewhat complex because 

the thickness needs to be measured perpendicular to the mean line. 

A set of points defining the mean line of a cross-section and the maximum thickness 

about the mean line can be obtained using the steps outlined below : 

1. Set up the first and last points on the mean line. 

Compute the second point for the mean line. 

Obtain an approximate third point for the mean line. 

Refine the third point to obtain the actual third point on the mean line. 

At each point on the mean line, find the corresponding points on the top and 

bottom parts of the curve. Find the distance between these two points to obtain a 

local thickness. 

Repeat steps 3 through 5 until all the points for the mean line are determined and 

the mean line is close to the last point of the mean line (within a tolerance). 
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7. The maximum thickness is the largest value among all the local thicknesses. 

In the previous section, the method for obtaining the largest distance between any two 

points at a cross-section was outlined. The two extreme points were also identified. One 

of these points is set to be the starting point for the mean line. The other point is set 

to be the last point of the mean line. The parameter values corresponding to the starting 

and ending points of the mean line are also known. 

Figure 16 on page 66 illustrates how the second point on the mean line 1s obtained. 

WI is the parameter value corresponding to the first point A on the mean line. 

Parameter WI is incremented by a small value and the corresponding point M is 

evaluated to obtain a point on the top curve. The parameter value W1 is decremented 

by the same amount and the point N is obtained on the lower curve. The mid-point of 

M and N, point B, is taken to be the second point on the mean line. 

Having obtained points A and B, the temporary point C is obtained by extending the 

vector AB a small fraction of the chord length. The direction cosines of the vector AB 

(1, m, n) are as follows : 

l= B,— A, 

m= B,— Ay 

n=B,— A, 

A =0.01 x chord_length 

The point C’ is calculated as follows : 

C,=lA + B, 

C, = mA + B, 

C,=nA + B, 
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The steps to obtain the actual mean line point from this approximate point are as 

follows (Figure 17 on page 68): 

1. Define a plane passing through point C’ and normal to the vector AB. The equation 

of this plane is: 

Ix+myt+tnz+d=90 

where, 

d= — (IC, + mG, + 1G) 

If the cross-section is mainly convex, this plane will intersect the curve at two points; 

one on the top part of the curve and one on the bottom part of the curve. 

2. Find the intersection of the plane with the top part of the curve, R. 

3. Find the intersection of the plane with the bottom part of the curve, S. 

4. The mid-point of R and S is the required point C on the mean line. 

5. The distance between the point of intersection R on the top curve (or the point of 

intersection S on the bottom curve) and the mean line point C gives half the 

thickness. 

Obtaining the point of intersection between the plane and the curve is based on the fact 

that the plane (Ax + By + Cz + D = 0) divides the space into two parts in which the 

expression Ax + By + Cz + Dis negative in one region, positive in the other and zero 

only on the plane. Referring to Figure 18 on page 70, if Ax + By + Cz + D is negative 

for point (r,s,t) then Ax + By + Cz + D is negative for every point on the same side 
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of the plane as (r,s,t) and positive for every point on the other side. Thus, for a line 

segment if the two ends have opposite signs when the coordinates of the points are 

substituted into the equation of the plane, it can be concluded that the plane intersects 

the line segment. On the other hand, if the two ends have the same sign when the 

coordinates of the points are substituted into the equation of the plane, it means that 

the line segment lies on one side of the plane. Hence, the plane does not intersect the 

line. 

Figure 19 on page 71 illustrates how the intersection point on the upper curve is 

obtained. PQ is the plane passing through the temporary point C’. W1 and W2 are the 

parameter values for the points at the two extremities of the curve. WHI2 is the 

parameter value halfway between W1 and W2. Line segment | with end points W1 and 

W12 and line segment 2 with end points W12 and W2 are tested to determine which line 

segment is intersected by the plane. For line segment 1, W1 and W12 yield opposite 

signs when their coordinates are substituted in the equation of the plane. Thus it can 

be concluded that the plane intersects segment | and not segment 2. 

Considering WI! and W12 as the starting and ending parameter values, point A is 

calculated corresponding to a parameter value in between. However, instead of using 

the parameter value halfway between the two values, a different method is used which 

greatly reduces the number of iterations required to converge at the intersection point. 

This method uses the value of the expression Ax + By + Cz + D evaluated at the two 

points to determine the next iteration. For example, if the point at W1 gives a value of 

-]1 when substituted in the equation and W12 gives a value of 5, the point of intersection 

is closer to W1 because the point that results in a value of zero for the expression is the 

desired intersection point. Therefore, the parameter for the point A is calculated by 
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interpolating the values W1 and W12 using the ratio 1/5. Thus the next guess, point 

A, will be closer to W1 than to W12. 

The above steps are repeated until either the line segment becomes very small or else one 

of the ends of a line segment lies on the plane. By dividing the parameter range to find 

the new parameter in the ratio mentioned above, the end point of one of the line 

segments converges to the intersection point very fast. 

Having found the intersection point on the top curve, the corresponding intersection 

point on the lower curve is computed. The mid-point of these two points gives the 

actual point on the mean line. The distance between these two points gives the thickness 

at that location on the mean line. The other points on the mean line are computed 

similarly and the thickness at each point calculated. The maximum thickness among all 

these values is the value required. 

6.5.1 Obtaining a Parameter between Two Parameters for the Top and 

Bottom Parts of a Closed Curve 

Figure 20 on page 74 and Figure 21 on page 75 illustrate a closed curve with two 

extreme points identified as A, the starting point, and B, the ending point. These two 

points divide the curve into two parts. Along one section, the parameter value increases 

as the curve is traversed from A to B. This is called the top curve. Along the other 

section, the parameter value decreases as the curve is traversed from A to B. This is 

called the bottom curve. WI and W2 are the two parameter values between which a 

third parameter W3 is to be evaluated. On each of the figures, the point corresponding 
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to the minimum and maximum knot values is also shown. Since the curve is closed, the 

two knot values denote the same point. There are four possible arrangements of A, B, 

WI, W2 and the Wiin, mx points for both the top and bottom curves. For Figure 20 on 

page 74 (a), (b) and (d), W2 is greater than WI. Hence, to find parameter W3 which lies 

on the upper curve and divides the range between WI and W2 in the ratio nin, 

parameter W1 is incremented by : 

AW = ((Wi— WM) x n)/(n + 7) 

W,= W, + AW 

However, for case (c), W; is greater than W. It is not correct to compute AW using the 

equation given above. In this case: 

AW = [(Winex — Wi) + (Wr — Woin)] x (n(n + 17) 

Wi= W,+ AW 

Considering the bottom curve in Figure 21 on page 75, W1 is greater than W2 for cases 

(a), (c) and (d). The parameter W3 along the lower curve that divides the range between 

WI and W2?2 in the ratio 7,7, is given by: 

W; = W, —_ AW 

where, 

AW = ((M, — W2) x n)/(n + 7) 

However, for case (b), WI is less than W2 and Whainmax 1S present in between. In this 

case, W3 is given by the equation : 
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W,= W,- AW 

AW = [(Waax — Wi) + (Wr — Woin)] x (n)/(n + 7) 

When a parameter W in a closed curve is incremented by AW, the resulting parameter 

value Wrew may be greater than W,,,, the maximum knot value. If this is so, the 

difference between W,.wand Wax is computed. W,.., is incremented by this difference to 

give the corrected W,.y value. 

For example, 

Win = 0.0 

W max = 9.5 

W=8 

AW =2.5 

Wrew = W+ AW = 10.5 

But 10.5 is greater than W,,.,. Therefore, 

6 = Wry — Wax = 10.5 — 9.5 = 1.0 

Wiew = mnt 0=0+10=1.0 

When a parameter in a closed curve is decremented by AW the resulting parameter 

value may be less than Wnin, the minimum knot value. If this is so, the difference 

between W,., and Wi, is calculated. W,,., is decremented by this difference to give the 

corrected W,,.y value. 

For example, 
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Wain = 0.0 

W nx = 9.5 

W=2 

AW =3.4 

Wiew = W— AW = —1.4 

But -1.4 < 0.0 

Therefore, 

Wrew < Wrin 

6 = Wain — Wrew = 0 —-(—-1.4) = 1.4 

Wrew = Wax -6=9.5-14= 8.1 

6.6 Computing the Area of a Cross-section 

The area of a parametric cross-section must be evaluated to support some of the 

parameter calculation methods. All the points in a parametric cross-section may not lie 

on a plane. Hence the following steps are taken to obtain a set of two-dimensional 

points from which the area is calculated : 

1. Evaluate three points on the parametric cross-section 

2. Define a plane passing through these three points 

3. Project all the points on the parametric cross-section onto the plane 
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4. Convert the three-dimensional points to a two-dimensional form 

5. Calculate the area of the enclosed polygon 

To obtain the projection of a point on a plane, it is first necessary to obtain the 

perpendicular distance between the point and the plane. Figure 22 on page 79 illustrates 

the method to find the perpendicular distance between the point and the plane. 

The point P(r) is a general point lying on the plane. The point P) is a given point on the 

surface. The vector uw is the unit vector perpendicular to the plane. Thus, the plane is 

fully defined by the point Py and the vector u. The vector 7 — % is perpendicular to u. 

Then, 

(r—n)eu = 0 

yeaaneu=p 

where p is the perpendicular distance from the origin to the plane. 

The perpendicular projection of a point P(r) onto the plane ry -u = p is a point P(r) 

such that ( Figure 23 on page 80 ): 

r,—1 =(AB)u 

Therefore, 

r =r, —(OA—OBu =r, +(r eu —r eu) 

_ 

r= it(p—7r,eu)u 
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Once all the points are projected onto a plane, the three-dimensional points need to be 

converted to two-dimensional points since the algorithm for calculating the area of a 

polygon needs the data in a two-dimensional! notation. 

Any one of the points is chosen as the origin. A vector from this point to any one of 

the other points defines the ‘X’ axis. In Figure 24 on page 82, A is chosen as the origin 

and AD is chosen as the ’X’ axis. A vector is defined from each of the other points to 

the origin. The magnitude of each vector and the angular orientation of each vector 

with respect to the defined “X’ axis is calculated. The angle is marked as positive or 

negative, depending on whether the cross product of the vector and the “X’ axis yields 

a vector in the same direction as the normal to the plane or the opposite direction. 

Knowing the magnitude of the vector from the origin to the point and the angular 

orientation, the x and y coordinates can be calculated as follows: 

X = magnitude of vector x cos (angular orientation) 

Y = magnitude of vector x sin (angular orientation) 

Computation of the area of a planar polygon is accomplished by dividing the polygon 

into triangles. The area of each triangle is computed. This area is either added or 

subtracted from the total area accrued while going from one triangle to another. The 

subtraction of areas occurs for concave polygons when the angle swept in going from 

one triangle to another changes sign. 
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7. Extraction of Geometric Parameters for Aircraft 

Models 

As mentioned earlier, one of the most important intended applications of the research 

described in this dissertation is in the field of aircraft design. The previous chapter dealt 

with the determination of a number of common geometric parameters (e.g., length, 

thickness, principal axes, etc.). These methods can be applied to extract geometric 

parameters of importance in aircraft design. However, a number of new methods need 

to be created to assist in the extraction of the various parameters of aircraft which are 

not covered by the parameter extraction methods described in the previous chapter. 

This chapter describes the use of the methods described in the previous chapter and a 

number of new methods to extract aircraft geometric parameters from B-spline surface 

models. 
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7.1 Aircraft Axes Orientation 

Aircraft geometry can be provided in any orientation. In other words, the aircraft 

fuselage axis need not coincide with the X-axis. The aircraft geometry could have been 

rotated and translated a number of times before the surface model is used for parameter 

extraction (Figure 25 on page 85). Hence, it is important to first establish the 

relationship between the aircraft local coordinate system and the global coordinate 

system. This can be achieved following the steps outlined below : 

1. Obtain the moments of inertia of the fuselage components (nose, mid-section and 

afterbody) taken together. 

2. Obtain the principal moments of inertia about the tip of the nose. 

3. Consider the principal moment of the smallest value. Obtain the principal axis m 

corresponding to this principal moment. This axis represents the axis along the 

length of the fuselage and corresponds to the X-axis of the aircraft local coordinate 

system. 

4. The other two mutually perpendicular axes need to be determined. They cannot be 

computed from the remaining two principal moments because for a fuselage that is 

symmetrical about the XZ plane and the XY plane(as is usually the case), every 

straight line passing through the nose tip and perpendicular to m, is a principal axis. 
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The vector joining the quarter-chord point of the tip to the quarter chord point of 

the root of one wing is projected onto a plane passing through the nose tip and 

perpendicular to ni (Figure 26 on page 87). 

5. Step 4 is repeated for the second wing. 

6. The angle formed by the two projected vectors is bisected to obtain ns, which 

corresponds to the Z axis of the aircraft local coordinate system. 

A A. A . ; 
7. The cross product of nm, and mn, gives the vector m which corresponds to the Y axis 

of the aircraft local coordinate system. 

7.2 Obtaining the Geometric Prrameters for the Fuselage 

A typical aircraft fuselage consists of three components : 

1. The nose 

2. The mid-section 

3. The afterbody 

Appendix A gives a list of geometric parameters for an aircraft fuselage shape. These 

are the parameters frequently used by aircraft design engineers, especially during the 

conceptual design stages. Some conceptual aircraft design systems, for the sake of 
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simplified drag computations, define the nose as a cone, the mid-section as a cylinder 

and the afterbody as a truncated cone. However, the B-spline data for a surface model 

of an aircraft fuselage model imposes no such restrictions on the shapes of the three 

components. These free-form surfaces can have any complicated shape. From these 

complicated shapes, an equivalent fuselage must be created for analysis purposes and the 

geometric parameters extracted for conceptual design systems. Figure 27 on page 89 

shows an arbitrary-shaped fuselage and the equivalent fuselage. 

The lengths of the nose, mid-section and afterbody are obtained from the B-spline 

surface model of the fuselage components using the methods described in the previous 

chapter. The area of the last cross-section of each component is also computed. The 

volume moments of inertia, volume and surface area of each of the three components 

and of the three components put together are obtained. The methods described in 

chapter 6 may need to be used for this step. 

The geometric parameters required to completely describe the shape of the equivalent 

fuselage are (Figure 27 on page 89): 

—
,
 

Length of the nose (Lyose) 

2. Length of the mid-section (Lmia) 

3. Length of the afterbody (Lan) 

4. Maximum diameter - Drax 

5. Radius of the last cross-section - Ris 

The lengths of the nose, mid-section and afterbody of the equivalent fuselage are kept 

the same as those of the original components. The area of the last cross-section of the 

afterbody is calculated. Considering this area to be the area of a circle, the equivalent 
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radius Ruy is calculated. The only remaining parameter to be calculated is Dna. The 

diameter Dna Should have a value such that the volume of the equivalent fuselage is the 

same as the volume of the original fuselage. 

The volume of the equivalent fuselage is the sum of the volumes of the cone, cylinder 

and truncated cone (Figure 28 on page 91). Let rm, denote Dmx and 7, denote Rasy. For 

the truncated cone: 

(rn) _ 
(L+x) ~ 

Therefore, 

__ (nb) 
7 (n— n) 

volume of a truncated cone = + nri(L + x) — + nr3x 

= + miL+ + mx(r}i — r3) 

Total volume of equivalent fuselage = V 

+ nril, + arth, + > mrt; + + mx(r? — rf) 

= rif i Dk aly + a J y4 ar am) me ]     

Thus, a quadratic equation for the variable r, is formed. 

arni+brnt+c=0 

where, 
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_ (xL,) (xs) 
  

  

  

Qa + tL, + 3 

_ (2 Lsr2) 

— 3 
(ri) 

c= 3 —V 

Solving the above quadratic equation yields the value for 7,, The maximum diameter 

of the equivalent fuselage is twice this value. 

Maximum Diameter = 27; 

(Li) 
(2n) 

  Fineness ratio of the nose = 

(Ls) 
Fineness ratio of the afterbody = (2n) 

1 

(L, + Li + Ls) 
Fineness ratio of the fuselage = (2r1) 

7.3 Obtaining the Geometric Parameters for the Wings 

Figure 29 on page 93 depicts the parametric directions for the bi-parametric B-spline 

surface model of a wing. For a given value of the parametric variable u, the 

corresponding parametric variables w trace out an airfoil shape. The parameters 

required to completely describe the geometry and configuration of the wings are listed 

in Appendix A. Figure 30 on page 94 shows the important geometric and location 

parameters for wings. Since the typical aircraft has two wings, the geometric parameters 

for each wing are computed separately. 
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The following steps outline the procedure for obtaining the geometric parameters for 

wings. 

1. Obtain the parametric variable u,,.. corresponding to the first non degenerate 

cross-section points on the wing. Take into consideration the presence or absence 

of end caps. 

2. Obtain the parametric variable u,, corresponding to the last non degenerate 

cross-section of the wing. Take into consideration the presence or absence of end 

caps. 

3. Extract the curve control polygon from the surface control net data for the root and 

tip cross-sections (methods described in the chapter 8). 

4. Compute the chord length at the root by identifying the two points in that 

cross-section having the maximum distance between them and calculating the 

distance between them. Of the two points, one point corresponds to the leading 

edge and the other point corresponds to the trailing edge. Figure 31 on page 96 

illustrates how the two edges are identified. The parameter variables W, and W, 

corresponding to the two points are known. By incrementing and decrementing W, 

by a small value AW, determine the points on the curve corresponding to 

W, + AW and W, — AW. Calculate the angle B- subtended’ by 

Pw, +amPwy and Pw,-smPw,) Where Py is the point evaluated at parameter W. 

Similarly, by incrementing and decrementing the parametric variable W, 

corresponding to the second point, calculate the angle A between vectors 
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Puy samPwy and Pw,-swPwy. Considering angles A and B, the point at which the 

larger angle is subtended by the vectors is the point corresponding to the leading 

edge of the wing. In the Figure 31 on page 96, angle A > angle B. Therefore, 

parametric variable W, denotes the parameter corresponding to the trailing edge. 

Knowing the leading edge and trailing edge points, the point corresponding to the 

quarter-chord location can be easily obtained. The quarter chord point is along the 

vector from the leading edge point to the trailing edge point and is a quarter of the 

distance between them. 

5. Step 4 is repeated for the tip cross-section. The chord length, the parameter values 

corresponding to the leading and trailing edges, the leading edge and trailing edge 

points and the coordinates of the quarter-chord point are determined. 

6. The next step involves the determination of the parameters for the airfoil shape at 

the root. The method for calculating the mean line and thickness at a cross-section 

(outlined in the previous chapter) are used to obtain the mean line and the 

maximum thickness at the cross-section. The ratio of this thickness to the chord 

length at the cross-section gives the thickness-to-chord ratio. 

The camber line is the locus of points located half-way between the upper and lower 

surfaces of the section, these distances being measured normal to the mean line 

(Abbot, 1959). The camber line is described by two parameters : the maximum 

ordinate of the camber line expressed as a fraction of the chord length and the 

chordwise position of the maximum ordinate. Figure 32 on page 98 shows the 

parameters to define camber and thickness of an airfoil. 
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The mean line obtained for an airfoil directly gives the points on the camber line. 

The distances of these points from the chord line (line joining the leading edge to the 

trailing edge) are calculated. The point having the maximum distance is identified. 

The vector joining this point to the leading edge point is projected on to the chord 

line and its length is obtained as a fraction of the chord length. The length 

representing the maximum distance and the ratio of the projected length to the 

chord length fully describe the camber line. Thus, from the camber line parameters 

and the thickness-to-chord ratio, the airfoil shape at that cross-section is fully 

defined. 

7. Step 6 is repeated for the tip cross-section. The two camber parameters and the 

thickness-to-chord ratio at the tip are calculated. 

8. The wing dihedral is calculated by considering the vectors from the tip quarter chord 

point to the root quarter-chord point for each wing (Figure 33 on page 100). In 

order to isolate any influence due to the presence of a sweep, the two vectors are 

projected on the 7’ plane, i.e., the plane normal to the longitudinal axis of the 

fuselage. The angle between the two vectors is bisected. The bisector is the vector 

fy. The angle between either of the two vectors and the bisector is obtained and 

subtracted from 90° to give the dihedral. The angle is subtracted from 90° because 

the dihedral is measured from the horizontal axis, not the vertical axis. 

Thus, the dihedral calculation also identifies the vertical axis ny (local Z axis). The 

cross product of ny and fy gives the horizontal Ny axis (local Y axis). The direction 

cosines of the three aircraft local axes are now known. 
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10. 

The vector between the quarter-chord points of the tip and root for each of the two 

wings is projected on the Aina plane (local XY plane). This isolates the calculations 

from any influence of the dihedral angle. Half of the angle between the two 

projected vectors is subtracted from 90° to obtain the sweep of the wing (Figure 33 

on page 100). The angle is subtracted from 90° because the sweep is measured from 

the n axis (local Y axis) and not the longitudinal axis (local X axis). 

The distance between the tip quarter-chord point and root quarter-chord point of 

one wing is calculated. 

Spanl = distance x cos(sweep) x cos(dihedral)’ 

Similarly, Span2 is calculated for the other wing. In most cases, Spanl = Span2. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Total Span = Span! + Span2 

The wing area, volume, volume moments of inertia of both the wings together are 

calculated. 

The mean aerodynamic chord and its position with respect to the root are 

calculated. Figure 34 on page 102 shows the parameters to define aerodynamic 

chord and its location. 

The position of the wing quarter-chord at wing root center line as a fraction of the 

fuselage length needs to be determined. The fuselage length is known from the 

calculations described earlier in this chapter. The vector joining the tip of the 

. . . A . . 
fuselage to the root quarter-chord point is projected on the ™ axis to obtain the 
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intercept on the longitudinal axis. The projection accounts for the case when the 

root cross-section does not lie on the longitudinal axis of the aircraft. The ratio of 

the projected length to the fuselage length is the required location parameter. 

14. The elevation of the root chord above the fuselage reference plane described as a 

fraction of the maximum fuselage diameter must be calculated. The maximum 

fuselage diameter is known from the calculation of all fuselage geometric 

parameters. The reference plane is considered to be the plane passing through the 

tip of the fuselage and normal to the axis hy. The distance of the root quarter-chord 

point from this reference plane is the required location parameter. 

Thus, all the geometric and location parameters listed for the wing component are 

obtained. The components horizontal tail, vertical tail, canard and strake also have 

airfoil cross-sections. The geometric parameters for these components are similar to 

those for the wings. The parameters can be obtained in a manner similar to the one 

enumerated above. 

7.4 Obtaining the Geometric and Location Parameters for 

Engines 

Usually there are two types of engines used in aircraft design: wing-mounted engines 

and fuselage-mounted engines. For conceptual design drag calculations, the geometry 

for both types of engines is usually in the shape of a cylinder with the length and the 

diameter being the geometric parameters. If the shape of the engine in the B-spline 
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representation is not cylindrical, then an equivalent cylinder must be created for the 

determination of the length and diameter. These parameters can be extracted from a 

B-spline representation of the engine as follows: 

1. The parameter values corresponding to the first and last cross-sections of the engine 

are determined. 

2. An average point for the first cross-section and a plane corresponding to the last 

cross-section are determined. The distance of this point from the plane gives the 

length of the engine. 

3. The volume, surface area and volume moments of inertia of the engine component 

are calculated. 

4. The radius of the equivalent cylinder is calculated such that the volume and length 

of the equivalent engine are the same as those of the original engine. 

( volume ) 

(z x length) 

7.4.1 Location of Fuselage Engine 

The location of a fuselage engine is described by three parameters as shown in 

Figure 35 on page 105. These parameters can be determined using the method outlined 

below: 
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1. The first parameter is the X location of the nose of the engine relative to the nose 

of the fuselage as a fraction of the total fuselage length. The average point on the 

first cross-section is known. The vector joining the tip of the fuselage to this point 

is projected on the A, axis. The ratio of the projected length to the total body length 

is the required parameter. 

2. The second parameter is the distance from the wall of the engine to the fuselage wall 

as a fraction of maximum engine diameter. This is also called the “standoff” 

distance. Refer to the figure. The point A is at the center of the fuselage and B ts 

at the center of the engine. The radius R, is the radius of the fuselage and R, is the 

radius of the engine. The point C is the point where the line joining points A and 

B intersects the wall of the fuselage. 

|CB| = |AB| — |AC| 

CB 

R, 
  Stand-off Distance = | — 1.0 

|AB| —-R, 
= Ry —1.0 

SOD of 0 implies a cotangent engine 

SOD of -1 implies a semi-buried engine 

SOD of -2 implies a fully buried engine 
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3. The third parameter is @, the angular position of the engine about the fuselage. The 

, = A. A. 
intercepts of vector AB on the nm, axis and nm; axis are computed : 

  

. ‘ ~ A : . . ~ . 
AB, is the intercept of AB on the ny; axis and AB, is the intercept of AB on the fy axis. 

There are four special cases : 

1AB=0 AB,>O @= 180° 

2.AB,=0 AB,<0 @=0 

3.4B,=0 AB<0 8 =—9( 

4.AB,=0 AB,>0 86=—90° 

7.4.2 Location of Wing Engine 

The location of a wing engine can be denoted using three parameters (Figure 36 on page 

108). 

1. The first parameter is the X location (aircraft local axes) of the nose of the engine 

relative to the leading edge of the local chord of the wing, given as a fraction of the 
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local chord. The value of this parameter is greater than zero if the face of the engine 

is behind the leading edge of the wing. 

root chord - tip chord 

span X 0.5 
  local chord = root chord — eng_nose 

Xiocal Q.C. point = Xroot Q.C. point + Yrocal Q.C. point X SWEED 

Xtocal LE. point = Xiocal Q.C. point — 0.25 x local_chord 

Local Q.C. point = Zroot Q.C. point ~ 4 loca! Q.C. point Xx tan(dihedral) 

eng _nose Xocal Q.C. point 

local chord 
  X — location = 

2. The second parameter is the Y location of the center of the engine, specified as a 

fraction of the semi-span of the wing, measured from the fuselage centerline. 

Yeng nose 
Y — location = 0.5 x span 

3. The third parameter is the Z location of the center of the engine above the wing 

local chord, specified as a fraction of maximum engine diameter. The parameter is 

greater than zero if the engine is above the wing and less than zero otherwise. 

Leng nose ~~ Local Q.C. point 

2.0 x FAAiUSengine 

  Z — location = 
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Thus, methods to obtain important dimensional geometric parameters for the fuselage, 

airfoil cross-section components (wing, horizontal tail, vertical tail and canard) and 

engines (wing-mounted and fuselage-mounted) have been described. 
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8. Preprocessing and Manipulating the B-spline 

Surfaces 

The B-spline surfaces which are considered in this research may need to be preprocessed 

and manipulated before the parameter extraction methods can be applied. This chapter 

describes some of the techniques and methods created to achieve this end. Some of these 

techniques were referred to in chapter 6. 

8.1 Creating a Multiple Surface Object from a Single 

Surface Object 

The capability to obtain several B-spline component surfaces from a single B-spline 

surface defining an object is often of considerable importance. For example, given the 

B-spline surface model of an aircraft fuselage, it may be necessary to obtain separate 

B-spline surface data for the nose, mid-section and afterbody that together form the 
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entire fuselage. This example is illustrated in Figure 37 on page 113. The B-spline data 

for the original single surface consists of the control net points and the knot array. The 

control points and the knot arrays of the new surfaces that the original surface is broken 

down into must be obtained from this original data. It is important to remember that 

the original shape of the object should not change due to the division process. Also, the 

divided surfaces should have some predefined level of continuity at the junctions between 

them. The methods created in this dissertation allow the new surfaces to retain 

curvature (C2) continuity between the new surfaces. 

An example of the interpolated points, control net points and the knot array of the 

original single surface are shown in Figure 38 on page 114. For simplicity, this figure 

shows the layout for the parametric direction in which the surface division is desired. 

The points and knots in the other parametric direction are not included in this figure. 

Figure 38 on page 114 also shows the relationships between the interpolated points, 

control vertices and knot arrays of the original surface and the new divided surfaces. In 

this case, the original surface is being divided into three new component surfaces A, B 

and C which together form the original set. The technique used to break up the original 

surface into separate surfaces without changing the geometric shape will be explained 

using the example shown in this figure. 

In this example, the original surface is defined by interpolating points arranged in 10 

cross-sections. These 10 cross-sections are represented by 10 points in the u parameter 

direction. After division, the surface A consists of points 0 through 3, surface B consists 

of points 3 through 6 and surface C consists of points 6 through 9. The end points of 

these new surfaces overlap to ensure positional (C°) continuity between the three new 

surfaces. For open surfaces, the control net in each parametric direction consists of two 
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points more than the number of interpolated points. In the example, the original 

component is defined by 1 control points (10 interpolated points). Surface A has 4 

interpolated points and 6 control points, surface B also has 4 interpolated points and 6 

control points. Thus, as is evident from the figure, the control points 3, 4 and 5 of the 

original surface are common to both A and B. They form the last three points of A and 

the first three points of B. Similarly, control points 6, 7 and 8 of the original surface are 

common to both B and C. 

Every bicubic B-spline patch surface has four knot values (in each parametric direction) 

more than the number of control points in that direction. A and B both have 6 control 

points and 10 knot values each. The knot values 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are common to 

both A and B. They form the end values of A and the beginning values of B. Similarly, 

knot values 6 through 12 of the original surface are common to both B and C. 

Figure 39 on page 116 presents another example with the addition of the data for the 

second parametric direction. XYZ denotes the control point data for each cross-section 

of the object. This example has 4 control points per cross-section and hence 8 w-knot 

values. There are 12 cross-sections in the original object and hence there are 16 knots 

in the u parameter direction. This surface is divided into 3 new surfaces in the u 

parameter direction. Thus, the number of cross-sections and the number of u-knots in 

each new object surface are different from those in the original surface. The number of 

w-knots remain the same as that in the original surface. 

The first step in dividing a surface is the determination of the parameter values for the 

break-sections. If the knot parametrization is based on chord length, the ratios of the 

parameter spacings for division will be proportional to the ratios of the lengths of the 
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new objects in that parameter direction. For example, if equal parameter spacing is 

used, the new objects created have equal lengths. 

Figure 40 on page 118 shows the schematic arrangement of interpolation points, control 

points and knots in the parametric direction of division. If N new component surfaces 

are desired, N-1 knot values must be specified for the division. For example, referring 

to Figure 40 on page 118, for a division using equal parameter spacing : 

No. of new objects = 3 

No. of knot values for division = 3-1 = 2 

Maximum knot value = 8.0 

Minimum knot value = 2.0 

Difference = 6.0 

Knot [0] = Minimum_knot_value + 1.0*Difference/No. of knot values 

= 2.0 + 6.0/2 = 4.0 

Knot [1] = Minimum_knot_value + 2.0*Difference/No. of knot values 

= 2.0 + 12.0/2 = 6.0 

It is important to note that the parameter values used for division must lie within the 

bounds of the minimum and maximum knot values of the original surface. 

Once the parameter values for the division of the surface are obtained, the control points 

and knot values of the new surfaces must be determined. The division is performed one 

parameter value at a time (i.e., each time the surface is divided into two parts). IF the 

parameter value is not at a breakpoint (1.e., a knot value corresponding to a junction 

point) a knot must be inserted at that parameter value to make it a breakpoint. 
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Figure 41 on page 120 shows an example to illustrate this step. The surface is to be 

divided into 3 surfaces and the first parameter value for division is 5.45. Since this 

parameter value is not at a breakpoint, a knot is inserted into the original knot array to 

convert this parameter value to a knot value. The new knot array, after the knot 

insertion, 1s also shown in the figure. The number of knots increases by one and hence, 

the number of control points also increases by one. 

Having converted the first parameter value to a breakpoint value, the surface is then 

divided into two. In the example shown in Figure 42 on page 121 knot values from 0 

through 9 and the control points 0 through 5 form the new divided surface. The rest of 

the surface (knot values 3 through 16 and control points 3 through 8) is stored as a 

temporary surface to be used for further divisions. 

The division is now performed at the second parameter value. In this example, the 

second parameter value is a breakpoint and hence knot insertion is not necessary. 

Referring to Figure 43 on page 122 the "NEW COMPONENT 2” has knot values from 

0 to 11 while the temporary surface has the knot values from 5 to 13. This temporary 

surface is now treated as an original surface to be divided at the next knot value. 

After all the specified divisions are complete, the last temporary surface becomes the last 

new surface. These new surfaces have C? continuity at the junctions. 
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8.2 Creating a Single Surface Model from Several Adjacent 

Surfaces 

There often arises the need to create a single surface description from the surface data 

of several adjacent surfaces. For example, it would be important to create the surface 

of a single fuselage of an aircraft from the surface descriptions of the individual 

components: nose, mid-section and afterbody. This section discusses the creation of 

data for the single surface which is obtained from the data for various adjacent surfaces 

provided in the form of interpolated points at the cross-sections. It is safe to assume 

that these adjacent surfaces have some common cross-sections between them to ensure 

at least positional (C*) continuity. 

Figure 44 on page 124 shows typical data for three adjacent objects. Object 1 has 3 

cross-sections, object 2 has 5 cross-sections and object 3 has 4 cross-sections. All the 

cross-sections of all the objects contain the same number of points in each cross-section 

to be interpolated. The last cross-sections of objects 1 and 2 are the same as the first 

cross-sections of objects 2 and 3 respectively. 

The cross-section data for the new object is obtained by combining the data of the 

adjacent objects and eliminating the cross-sections that are duplicated at the junctions. 

Thus, in this example, the new object has 10 cross-sections. This is shown in Figure 45 

on page 125 
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8.3 Obtaining a Curve Lying on a Given Surface 

Given the control net for a B-spline surface, it is sometimes necessary to obtain the 

control polygon for a parametric curve on that surface. Figure 46 on page 127 

illustrates this problem. There are two cross-sections of interpolated points with 5 

points in each cross-section. In this case, the control net for the B-spline surface which 

includes these points consists of 4 cross-sections of control points with 7 control points 

in each cross-section. There are 8 knot values in the u direction and 9 knot values in the 

w direction. From the control net data for the surface, the individual control polygons 

for the curves representing cross-sections | and 2 need to be determined. Surfaces B and 

C in Figure 46 on page 127 do not represent these control polygons. The control 

polygon for a constant parameter curve on a B-spline surface can be obtained by 

following the steps outlined below : 

1. Get the number of control points in the u parameter direction, NU. 

2. Get the number of control points in the w parameter direction, NW. 

3. For a knot in the w direction, find the corresponding control point in all the 

cross-sections and form a curve control polygon. 

4. Using this control polygon, evaluate the interpolated point corresponding to the 

desired parameter value, U, . 

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for for all the knots in the w direction: 1.e. NW times. The u 

parameter for evaluation of the interpolated point is kept the same, 1e., U, . 
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6. All the evaluated points form the contro] polygon for the curve at that particular 

parameter value, U, . 

In the example shown in the figure, control net points QO, Q7, Q14 and Q21! are 

considered to be the control polygon for a curve and the point corresponding to a knot 

value in the knot array (T3) is evaluated. This forms the first control point (0) for the 

constant parameter curve. The above step is repeated for sets of control net points (QI, 

Q8, Q15, Q22), (Q2, QI, Q16, Q23), (Q3, Q10, QI7, Q24), (Q4, QI1, Q18, Q25) and (Q5, 

Q12, Q19, Q26). This yields a total of six control points which form the control polygon 

for the desired constant parameter curve S]. A similar evaluation of points using the 

knot value T4 will yield the control polygon for the constant parameter curve S2. 
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9. Geometric Parameters from Characteristic Point 

Data for Aircraft Models 

This chapter deals with the extraction of geometric parameters from characteristic point 

data of aircraft models. Characteristic points of an object can be defined as a set of 

points which fully determine the shape and size of the object. For example, a cone can 

be fully defined by three points: one point at the apex of the cone, one point at the 

center of the base and one point at the circumference of the base. The various geometric 

parameters that characterize the cone (e.g., height, radius at the base, etc.) can be 

computed from these characteristic points. 

The interactive CAD system for conceptual design of aircraft, ACSYNT, initially creates 

and stores models of aircraft components in the form of characteristic points based on 

cross-sections. These points are transparent to the user who shapes and sizes 

components using dimensional geometric parameters. 

This chapter describes the important geometric parameters used in ACSYNT along with 

their interdependencies. Methods for extracting geometric dimensional parameters from 
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characteristic point definitions of the aircraft components in ACSYNT are created. The 

end user of ACSYNT deals with these geometric parameters and is freed from the 

drudgery of moving points to reshape components. 

The following sections describe methods created to extract geometric parameters from 

these characteristic point definitions of ACSYNT aircraft models. This is significantly 

different from the methods for extracting parameters from B-spline surfaces and 1s in fact 

a much simpler problem. This research was performed as a prelude to the research 

described in the previous chapters and is included in this dissertation for completeness. 

9.1 Cross-Section Shapes Used in ACSYNT 

One broad category of the parameters is the cross-section shape at the two ends of the 

component. Many of the components are described by elliptical and conic 

cross-sections. The points and parameters which need to be specified for each type are 

explained below. 

The elliptic cross-section is defined by three points: one at the center, one at the 

circumference in the y direction and one at the circumference in the z direction. Two 

parameters are required to define each elliptic cross-section: Radius ! is the distance 

between the center point (P,) and the point (P,) along the y axis. Similarly, Radius 2 is 

the distance between the center point (P,) and point (P;) along the z axis as shown in 

Figure 47 on page 131. 
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Other than the center point, five points are required to define a conic cross-section. 

Figure 48 on page 133 illustrates a typical conic cross-section. The cross-section is 

assumed to be symmetric about the plane defined by the center and first point: 1.e., Po 

and P;. The other points are found by rotating the defined points by 180 deg about 

vector Py, P,, as shown in the diagram. Point B is the bisection point of the line joining 

P; and P,. The line P, B intersects the curve at point A. Considering points P3, Ps and 

P;, the corresponding points are D and C. Two ratios P, and P, are specified to describe 

the two curves forming one-half of the conic cross-section. 

AB CD 
P= BP, P2 DP, 

  

P\p,<0 Elliptic curves 

P\,P2>0 Parabolic curves 

P;P,>0 Hyperbolic curves 

Changing from elliptic to conic cross-sections 

Sometimes it is necessary to change the cross-section type from elliptic to conic without 

changing the shape of the component. This would allow the user to start with the 

elliptic cross-sections and change some of the cross-sections to other conic shapes. 

Figure 48 on page 133 shows two elliptic cross-sections defining a surface and the 

characteristic points. The characteristic points corresponding to the conic cross-section 

have to be calculated to convert the elliptic cross-sections to conic cross-sections. The 

following equations describe the relationships used to obtain points of the conic 

cross-sections from the elliptic cross-sections. The elliptic cross-sections are defined by 
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6 points and the conic cross-sections are defined by 12 points. Points 1,2,3 and 4 of the 

conic cross-section correspond to points 1,2,3,4 of the elliptic cross-section. Points 7 and 

8 of the conic cross-section correspond to points 5 and 6 of the elliptic cross-section. 

(Pliy ze = (Ply y se (P2xy 2c = (P2x ye (P3xy 2c = (P3 xy 2)e 

(Pax ze = (P4yy ae (PT xy ze = (Prxyzle (P85 2c = (P65 ze 

Considering points 5, 9 and 11 of the first conic cross-section and points 6, 10 and 12 

of the second cross-section, the following relationships hold between the points. 

(P5,)o = (Ply) (P5y)c = (P7,). (P52), = (P32)¢ 

(P9,). = (P1,)< (P9,), = (P7,)¢ (P9,),= — (P32)< 

(P11,). = (P1,)¢ (PI Lye = (Ply). (Pl 12). = (P9.). 

(P6,), = (P1,)¢ (P6,), = (P7,)q (P6,), = (P3,), 

(P10,), = (P2,), (P10,), = (P6,), (P10,), = — (P6,), 

(P12,),=(Plx)e  (P12,), =(P1,), (P1122), = — (P42), 
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9.2 Components Considered 

9.2.1 Wing 

The parameters and characteristic points of the wing are shown in Figure 50 on page 

137. Points are defined at the root and tip cross-sections. Points 1 and 2 are at the 

quarter chord locations of the root and tip cross-sections respectively. Point 3 is the 

leading edge point of the root cross-section and point 5 is the point corresponding to the 

thickness at the quarter chord location. Point 4 and 6 are the corresponding points at 

the tip cross-section. 

Parameters from Points 

The geometric parameters of the wing can be obtained as shown below: 

Span = 2.0 (P2, — P1,) 

S 1 Ply — P2, 

weep =tan | pan x0.5 

Dihedral = tan-| _P2,— Pl, | 

span x 0.5 

Root Thickness = (P5, — P1,) x 2.0 

Root Chord = (P3, — P1,) x 4.0 
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Root Thickness to Chord Rati Pee Fh OOF Rivcaness Lo Mnore Kano =| (p3, — Pl,) x 20 

Tip Thickness = (P6, — P2,) x 2.0 

Tip Chord = (P4, — P2,) x 4.0 

, (P6, — P2,) 
Tip Thickness to Chord Ratio = | —————"—----—— 

(P4, — P2,) x 2.0 

Tip Chord (P4, — P2,) 
Root Chord = (P3, — PI,) 
  Taper ratio = 

Points from Parameters 

When the parameters are specified, the points can be obtained as follows: 

Pl,.=0.0 Pl,=0.0 P1l,=0.0 

P2, = span x 0.5 

P2, = — (span x 0.5) x tan(sweep) 

P2, = — (span x 0.5) x tan(dihedral) 

P3,= Pi, 

P3, = P2, + Root Chord x 0.25 

P3,=0.0 
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P4, = P2, 

Tip Chord = Taper Ratio x Root Chord 

P4, = P2, + Tip Chord x 0.25 

P4, = P2, 

P5,=0.0 P5,=0.0 

Root Thickness = Root Thickness to Chord Ratio x Root Chord 

P5,= P1,+ Root Thickness x 0.5 

P6,= P2, Pb, = P2, 

Tip Thickness = Tip Thickness to Chord Ratio x Tip Chord 

P6, = P2,+ Tip Thickness x 0.5 

Interrelationships Between Geometric Parameters of the Wing 

There are two equations relating the five parameters: span, root chord, area, taper ratio 

and aspect ratio. 

  

Spa 
Wing area = = x (Root Chord + Taper Ratio x Root Chord) 

Pp 
2.0 

Span x 2.0 

(Root Chord + Taper Ratio x Root Chord) 
  Aspect Ratio = 
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When any one value is changed, two values are kept constant and the other two are 

recalculated to be consistent. Table 1 describes the parameters kept constant and the 

parameters changed. 

The horizontal tail, vertical tail, canard and strake have airfoil cross-sections. Hence, 

the point data and parameters are similar to those for the wings. 

9.2.2 Nose, Mid-Section and Afterbody 

The nose is defined by a point at one end and an elliptic or conic cross-section at the 

other end joined by a parabolic surface. Figure 51 on page 142 shows the typical 

parameters for the nose. The tip angle and shoulder angle are angles used to specify the 

parabola joining the tip of the nose to the last cross-section of the nose. These 

parameters are not dependent on the point data. However, the other parameters are 

calculated from the points. Figure 5! on page 142 describes the parameters and points 

for a nose. The mid-section is described by a front cross-section and a rear cross-section 

forming the two ends of a truncated cone. The afterbody is defined by a front 

cross-section and a rear cross-section forming the two ends of a parabolic surface. The 

parameters and points of the two components are described in Figure 52 on page 143 

and Figure 53 on page 144. 

The following section describes methods to obtain parameters from point description of 

the nose and vice-versa. The mid-section and afterbody follow a very similar pattern for 

conversion between points and parameters. 

Elliptic cross-section 
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Table 1. Relationships Between Wing Parameters 
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Aspect Taper Wing Wing Root 

Ratio Ratio Area Span Chord 
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Parameters from Points 

Length = P2, — Pl, 

Rl = P4, — P2, 

R2= P3,— P2, 

Dive Angle = taf P2,— Pl, | 

length 

Points from Parameters 

Given length, RI, R2, and dive angle coordinates of the characteristic points can be 

computed. 

P1,=0.0 Ply=0.0 Pl,=0.0 

P2, = Pl, + Length 

P2, = Pl 
y y 

P2,= P1,+ Length x tan(dive angle) 

P3,=P2, P3,= Pl, P3,=P2,+Rl 

P4,=P2, P4,=P2,+R1 P4,=P2, 

Conic cross-section 

Parameters from Points 
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Length = P2, — P1, 

P2,- Pl, : —!| 
Dive Angle = tan length 

Points from Parameters 

P1,=00 P2,=00 P3,=0.0 

P2,= Pl, + Length 

P2,= Pl, 

P2,= Pl,+ Length x tan(dive angle) 

Difference = P2,— (P2;),1, 

The x coordinates of the five points on the last cross-section are the same as the x 

coordinate of point 2. 

Pi, = P2,, where i=3 to 7 

The change made in the z value of point 2 should be reflected in all the other points of 

that cross-section. 

Pi, = (Pi,),.4+ Difference, where i=3 to 7 

Positional Continuity for the Fuselage: 
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When the last cross-section of the nose is modified, it usually results in a discontinuity 

with the first cross-section of the mid-section. It is tedious to change the mid-section to 

match the nose. Similarly, when the first cross-section of the after-body is changed, it 

may be necessary to change the last cross-section of the mid-section in order for the two 

adjoining cross-sections to match. By matching the points of the adjacent cross-sections 

of the two components, C° continuity can be forced between the adjacent cross-sections 

of the three fuselage components. 

9.2.3 Inlets 

Three types of inlets are considered: pitot inlet, conic inlet and two-dimensional 

rectangular inlet. The pitot inlet is defined by points comprising three elliptical 

cross-sections. The surface between the first two cross-sections is the cowl and is 

represented by a parabola while the surface between the second and the third 

cross-sections is a cylinder. The parameters and points for this inlet are shown in 

Figure 54 on page 148. 

LCOWL = Length of cowl = P2, — Pl, 

LT = Length of nacelle = P3,— Pl, 

RHCAP = Horizontal radius at the capture plane = P6,— Pl, 

RVCAP = Vertical radius at the capture plane = P4,— Pl, 

  

RC = ./(RHCAP x RVCAP) 

RHMAX = Horizontal Radius at the maximum radius plane 
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+ 

Inlet Nacelle Length = L, 

Cowl Length / Inlet Nacelle Length = Le / L, 

Capture Plane Radtue / Max Cowl Radtue = R, / R, 

Max Cowl Radtue / Cowl Length = R, / L, 

Inlet Capture Area #= A 

Cowl Intttal Slope = n 
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= P8, — P2, 

RVMAX = Vertical Radius at the maximum radius plane 

= P5, — P?, 

  

RM = ,/(RHMAX x RVMAX) 

The conic inlet is very similar to the pitot inlet. It is represented by an additional point 

in the front to represent the tip of the cone. A half cone angle @ is also specified to fully 

describe the cone. The parameters and points for this inlet are shown in Figure 55 on 

page 150. 

The two-dimensional rectangular inlet is represented by three conic cross-sections, each 

in turn represented by five points and a center point. There is also a point representing 

the tip of the wedge. A wedge angle above the horizontal and a wedge cowl angle 

complete the wedge description. Between the first two cross-sections, the top is 

parabolic while the side and bottom surfaces are straight. The surface between 

cross-sections 2 and 3 is linearly interpolated. The parameters and points for this inlet 

are shown in Figure 56 on page 151. 

Parameters from Points 

L, = Length of cowl = P2, — Pl, 

L, = Length of nacelle = P3, — Pl, 

L, = Length of wedge = P19, — Pl, 

THTC = Total Height of Capture Plane = P7, — P13, 
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THTM = Total Height of Plane of Maximum Height = P8,— P14, 

width = 2.0 x (P7, — P4,) 

H1=L, x tan(y) 

Hc = capture plane height = THTC - Hl 

Hm = Maximum Height of cowl = THTM - HI 

Points from Parameters 

THTC = Total Height at Capture Plane = L, x tan(w) + He 

THTM = Total Height of Plane of Maximum Height = L, x tan(w) + Hm 

Pi,=0.0 Pl,=0.0 P1,=0.0 

P2,=Pl,+L, P2,=0.0 P2,=0.0 

P3,=L, P3,=0.0 P3,=0.0 

P19,=P1,—L, P19,=0.0 P19, =0.0 

P4,, PT,, P10,, P13,, P16, = Pl, 

P5,, P8,, Pll, P14,, P17, = P2, 
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P6,, P9,, P12,, P15,, P18, = P3, 

P7,, P10,, P13, = Pl, + width x 0.5 

P8,, Pl l,, Pl4, = P2,+ width x 0.5 

P9,, P12,, P15, = P3, + width x 0.5 

P4, = P16,+ THTC 

P7, = P16, + THTC 

P10, = P16, + THTC x 0.5 

P5,= P17,+ THTM 

P8, = P17, + THTM 

Pll,= P17,+ THTM x 0.5 

The design Mach number effects the shape of the wedge (Myklebust, et al., 1989). Based 

on the wedge angle above the horizontal, the maximum angle o that will capture the 

shock is calculated. The wedge length is obtained from this using 

——He_ 
¥ tan(o) 
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When 6, the angle above the horizontal, is changed the maximum angle o that will 

capture the shock is calculated using the specified design Mach number. The length L, 

is calculated using the above formula. 

When the length of the wedge is changed, the maximum angle to capture the shock is 

calculated using the relationship 

-1 He 
o =tan 

Ly 

Using o and @, the design Mach number which will produce a shock angle o for a wedge 

angle of @ is calculated. Both weak and strong solutions are given. If only a strong 

shock is required, o is limited to 60 deg since this is approximately the dividing line 

between strong and weak shocks. 

Figure 57 on page 155 shows the parameters of the afterbody. There are 12 points in 

4 cross-sections that fully describe the afterbody. The surface between cross-sections 1 

and 2 1s a cylinder, between 2 and 3 is a parabola and between 3 and 4 is a truncated 

cone. Parameters can be obtained from the points in a manner similar to the 

components described above. 

Setting the Afterbody to Match up with the Inlet 

When the parameters of the inlet are changed, the parameters of the afterbody can be 

modified so that the front face of the afterbody matches up with the end face of the inlet. 

There are certain ratios that should stay constant regardless of the actual values of the 

parameters. These are shown below: 

LBOLT = L/L, 
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LNOLT = L/L, 

RMOLT = R,/L: 

RCORM = R./Rn 

REORC = R,/R. 

The new dimensions are now calculated by making the radius of the front end of the 

afterbody (R,,,;) equal to the radius of the end face of the inlet (R,,.) and then calculating 

the other parameters to keep the above ratios the same. 

l, Maximum radius 

Rave = Rani 

2. Total length 

L, = Rael RMOLT 

3, Boattail length 

L, = L,* LBOLT 

4, Nozzle Length 

L, = L, * LNOLT 

5. Connect radius 

R, = Rn * RCORM 

6. Exit radius 

R, = R, * REORC 

Setting the Inlet to Match the Afterbody 

Similarly, when the afterbody geometry is changed, the inlet parameters can be changed 

such that the end cross-section of the inlet matches with the first cross-section of the 
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inlet afterbody. The parameters that should stay constant for the inlet are first 

calculated. | 

LCOLT = L/L, 

RCORM = RJR, 

RMOLC = R,/L. 

The new dimensions are now calculated by making the radius of the end face of the inlet 

(R,,,:) equal to the radius of the front face of the afterbody(R,,,.) and then calculating the 

other parameters to keep the above ratios the same. 

l. Maximum radius 

Rav = Riva 

2. Cowl length 

LCOWL = R,/ RMOLC 

3. Total length 

L, = L,/ LCOLT 

4. Capture radius 

R. = RCORM * R,, 

Once these parameters are evaluated, the corresponding points can be calculated and 

stored in the data. 

The research described in this chapter was undertaken as a prelude to the research 

related to the extraction of geometric parameters from B-spline surfaces. Figure 58 on 

page 159 shows the wireframe model of a two-dimensional rectangular inlet and the 

template to input the parameter values. Figure 59 on page 160 shows the wireframe 

model of a conic inlet and the inlet afterbody. The inlet can be changed to match the 
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afterbody or else the afterbody can be changed to match the inlet. Wireframes for all 

the other components discussed have also been created and templates have been 

designed to allow an interactive modification of the shape and size of the component by 

changing the characteristic points. The methods described above have been 

implemented and have been distributed as a part of the production version of the 

ACSYNT aircraft design software. 
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10. Results 

The methods described in this dissertation were implemented in the B-spline module of 

ACSYNT using the C programming language and PHIGS for graphics support. This 

chapter outlines some of the results of the implementation along with some tests which 

were performed to check the validity of these methods. 

10.1 Parameters of Aircraft Components 

An aircraft model similar to the AV8B Sea Harrier (with added wing engines) was used 

to test the methods created for finding the geometric parameters of an object defined by 

B-spline surfaces. Starting with a basic aircraft model, the interactive features of the 

conceptual design code ACSYNT were used to specify the parameters corresponding to 

a Harrier and create the corresponding model. This model stores the data in the form 

of characteristic points (i.e. cross-section definition of points) for each component. The 

B-spline module was used to convert this point data into a B-spline surface description 
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for each component. The implementation described above was used to extract the 

dimensional geometric parameters for each component for verification of the algorithms. 

Figure 60 on page 163, shows the computed parameters of the nose. The computed 

parameters of the mid-section and afterbody are very similar. Figure 61 on page 164, 

displays the extracted parameters of the equivalent fuselage. 

Figure 62 on page 165 and Figure 63 on page 166 illustrate the computed parameters 

of the wing. Figure 64 on page 167 shows the actual values input in ACSYNT to create 

the wing. Table 2 is a comparison of the input parameters in ACSYNT and the 

parameters extracted from the corresponding B-spline surface. A percentage difference 

is also calculated. It can be seen that the calculated parameters match very well with the 

original specified parameters. 

Figure 65 on page 169 and Figure 66 on page 170 show the parameters calculated for 

the horizontal tail and the vertical tail. Table 3 and Table 4 show the comparison charts 

for the two components. 

Figure 67 on page 173 and Figure 68 on page 174 show the parameters for the fuselage 

engine and the wing engine respectively. The value for the length is very accurate. 

However, the volume does not give very good results because of the limitations of the 

algorithms used in the computation of volumetric properties. These algorithms for 

volume computations are still being tested in the B-spline module and were not created 

as a part of this dissertation. Since the radius is calculated based on the length and the 

volume, the diameter also gives a value that is close but having a error of about 10%. 
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Figure 60. Extracted Parameters of the Nose 
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  Figure 61. Extracted Equivalent Parameters of the Total Fuselage 
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Figure 62. Extracted Main Parameters of the Wing 
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  Figure 63. Extracted Secondary Parameters of the Wing 
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    Figure 64. Specified Parameters in ACSYNT 
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Table 2. Comparison Between Specified and Extracted Parameters for a Wing 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

AV8B 

Wing 

Parameter Input | Computed | * Diff 

Aspect Ratio 3.999 3.998 0.025 

Taper Ratio 0.219 0.219 0.0 

Wing Area 230 .000/ 229 .302| -o [31 

Q.C Sweep 30.000 |} 29.994} 0.02 

Dihedral 9.000 | 9.010 |70.I1! 

| 

t/oe at Root 0.10 0.099 | .O 

t/e at Tip 0.074 | 0.074 | 0.0 

Span 30.331 | 30.239 | 0.303 

Root Chord 12.44] | 12.44] 0.0 

L.E. Sweep 36.405 | 36.421 | -0.044         
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Extracted Main Parameters of the Horizontal Tail 
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Figure 66. Extracted Main 
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  Table 3. Comparison of Parameters for the Horizontal Tail 

  

  

  

  

  

      
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

AV8B 

Horizontal 
Tatil 

Parameter Input | Computed | * Diff 

Aspect Ratio 4.500 4.484 0.355 

Topper Ratio 0.280 0.280 0.0 

Wing Area 48.500] 48.319] 0.379 

QO.C Sweep 33.000 | 32.992] 0.024 

Dihedral 9.000 | 9 of] | 70.122 

t/c at Root 0.120 | O.119 | 0.833 

t/e at Tip 0.068 | 0.068 | 0.0 

Span 14.773 | 14.7201 0.359 

Root Chord 5.129 5.129 0.0 

L.E. Sweep 37 .750 | 37.763 | -0.054     
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Table 4. Comparison of Parameters for the Vertical Tail 

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

AV8B 

Vertica. 
Tail 

lo 
Porameter Input Computed | * Diff 

Aspect Ratio | .400 | .395 0.357 

Taper Ratio 0.220 0.214 | 2.727 

Wing Area ! 30 000 31.414] -4.713 

Q.C Sweep 46.000 | 46.128} -0.278 

Dihedral 0.0 0.0 0.90 

t/e at Root 0.079 | 0.076 | 3.797 

t/e at Tip 0.029 | 0.030 |-3.448 

Span 6.480 6.62! |-2.176 

Root Chord 7.588 7.819 |-3.044 

L.E. Sweep 56.172 | 56.389 | -0.386     
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  Figure 67. Extracted Parameters of the Fuselage Engine 
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Figure 68. Extracted Parameters of the Wing Engine 
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10.2 Preprocessing B-spline Surfaces 

Chapter 7 discusses the theory behind combining several surfaces into a single surface 

and dividing a B-spline surface into several surfaces. This has been implemented in the 

B-spline module. The tools available for the pre-processing of surfaces were tested to 

create a C? continuous fuselage. The nose, mid-section and afterbody are originally C° 

continuous i.e. they have positional continuity but do not have curvature continuity. 

The following steps illustrate the method to obtain a new set of surfaces for the nose, 

mid-section and afterbody that retain the original parameters but form a C? continuous 

surface. 

l. Start with the characteristic point data of the nose, mid-section and afterbody. 

Combine the three individual components to form a single component. 

Figure 69 on page 176 displays a list of components. A message is displayed 

informing the user that several adjacent components can be combined into a single 

component. The user is prompted to select the components either from the 

geometry or the list. Once the components are selected and the process is executed 

a new surface is created and the previous surfaces corresponding to the individual 

components are deleted. Figure 70 on page 177 shows the new list of components 

that are present. It is to be noted that the components that were combined no 

longer exist and instead there is a new component called “TOT-FUSELAGE’, a 

name specified by the user when prompted for the name of the new component. 
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Figure 69. List of Components before Combining the Components 
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Figure 70. List of Components after Combining the Components 
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4. Wext, the characteristic point data representation of the aircraft is converted into a 

B-spline surface representation using the B-spline module. 

5. The “TOT-FUSELAGE’ component is divided into three new components 

corresponding to the nose, mid-section and afterbody. This is implemented by 

choosing "TOT-FUSELAGE’ as the component to be divided either from the list of 

components displayed or from the geometry. The user can choose between equally 

spaced knots and specific knot values specified by the user. Knot values that divide 

the knot range in the ratio of the lengths of the nose, mid-section and afterbody were 

specified. The points corresponding to those values are displayed on the component 

as shown in Figure 71 on page 179. The user can specify the names of the new 

components. The component gets divided into the three components. A shaded 

model of the aircraft composed of the original components and of the new 

components can be compared using Figure 72 on page 180 and Figure 73 on page 

181. As is obvious from the two figures, the fuselage after the new components are 

created is more smooth than the original fuselage because the new components have 

curvature continuity. 

The moments of inertia, center of gravity and surface area for the three components 

together are computed before and after the conversion to a C? continuous model. 

Before Conversion 

Moments of Inertia 

Tx = 842.23 J, = 215245.77 = I,, = 215059.4 

ly = 24 [,= 08 JL, = 180.52 

Center of Volume 
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Figure 72. Shaded Image of Positional Continuous Components 
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Figure 73. Shaded Image of Curvature Continuous Components 
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X = 21.58 Y = 0.00 Z = -.06 

Area = 467.04 

After Conversion 

Moments of Inertia 

I. = 877.75 Ly = 219689.61 1, =219499.86 

ly = 47 I, = 02 I, = 170.98 

Center of Volume 

X = 2162 Y=000 Z = -.06 

Area = 469.56 

The other geometric parameters of the new components (e.g. length, radius at last 

cross-section ) also match very closely with those of the original components. Thus it 

can be concluded that the conversion preserves the basic geometric parameters. 

10.3 Interactive Modification of the Surfaces Using 

Handles 

The B-spline Module of ACSYNT enables the user to interactively change the 

interpolated points of a Hermite surface or the control points of a B-spline surface. This 

allows the user to start with an existing geometry and intuitively modify points to obtain 

the desired shape. However, once the points are modified, the original dimensional 
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geometric parameters are no longer valid. Thus, obtaining a new shape is of little use 

unless the parameters that characterize the new shape can be extracted. 

This extraction is now possible using the methods outlined in this dissertation. An 

attempt was made to create a transport aircraft from a surveillance aircraft. Starting 

with a U2 aircraft model, the control points were changed until a shape resembling the 

C17 was obtained. Figure 74 on page 184 shows the U2 aircraft model. Figure 75 on 

page 185 shows some of the extracted fuselage parameters after interactive modification 

of the control net of the aircraft components. Figure 76 on page 186 shows some of the 

extracted wing parameters after interactive modification of the control net of the aircraft 

components. 

Only one wing was modified in this test. Also, it is difficult to make the ends of 

components to match up exactly by modifying control points interactively. However, 

once the approximate shapes were obtained, the dimensional parameters were extracted 

from the B-spline surface model. These parameters were then sent back to ACSYNT 

and a smoothed model was automatically created (Figure 77 on page 187). 
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Figure 74. Wireframe Model of a U2 Aircraft 
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Figure 75. 
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Figure 76. 
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Figure 77. ACSYNT Model Using Extracted Parameters 
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11. Conclusion 

The importance of computer aided design in the overall design process has beerr 

emphasized in this dissertation. The description and manipulation of surfaces is an 

important consideration in computer aided design. B-spline surfaces have gained 

considerable favor in recent years for surface representations. Among other properties, 

the ability to easily guarantee C* continuity between adjacent patches was cited as an 

important advantage of bicubic B-spline surfaces. 

It is often necessary to pre-process the B-spline surface before the surface data can be 

used for further analysis. Methods were created to divide a given B-spline surface for 

an object into multiple surfaces that together define the original geometry. A method 

to combine adjacent surfaces described in the form of cross-section points was also 

presented. Methods to obtain the control polygon for an iso-parametric curve from the 

control net of a B-spline surface were described. 

Extraction of dimensional geometric parameters from the surface description of an 

object warranted in-depth study. In most design problems, the surface is created based 
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on certain specific dimensional parameters. However, the reverse problem is of 

considerable value and presents a challenge. The important geometric parameters to 

define an object were identified. Methods to obtain these parameters from bicubic 

surface representations of objects were created. Some of the parameters considered were 

length of an object, maximum distance between points of a parametric curve on the 

surface, area of a parametric cross-section, mean line and thickness corresponding to a 

cross-section of the object, principal moments of inertia and principal axes. 

Aircraft design has benefitted greatly from computer-aided design. In conceptual design, 

a high premium has been placed on extracting the geometric parameters from these 

surfaces. This ability provides a crucial step in completing the design cycle and. 

promoting integrated design. The literature survey shows that this study represents the 

first comprehensive treatment of this problem. 

ACSYNT (AirCraft SYNThesis) is a computer-aided design system for conceptual 

aircraft design. ACSYNT includes a B-spline module which models aircraft geometry 

using non-uniform B-splines. This module can convert characteristic point data from 

cross-sections describing aircraft geometry to B-spline representations. 

Methods for obtaining dimensional parameters from characteristic point data of aircraft 

components were created. These methods were successfully implemented in ACSYNT. 

The methods for obtaining dimensional geometry parameters from B-spline surfaces 

were applied to aircraft geometry. New methods for aircraft geometry-specific 

parameter extraction were also created. Both dimensional parameters and location 

parameters for aircraft components were considered. These methods were implemented 

in the B-spline module of ACSYNT. Considering the B-spline surface models of aircraft 

components, the implemented methods were applied to extract dimensional geometric 
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parameters and location parameters required by the conceptual design/analysis 

supported by ACSYNT. The main categories of components considered were fuselage 

components, airfoil cross-section components and engine components. The components 

in each category were identified and a list of parameters to describe each component was 

composed. 

The methods for extracting dimensional parameters from B-spline surface models were 

tested using ACSYNT as follows: 

1. ACSYNT was used to create a cross-section model of an aircraft from dimensional 

parameters. 

2. The cross-sectional model was converted to a B-spline model by “lofting” surfaces 

across the cross-sections of each component using the B-spline module of ACSYNT. 

3. These B-spline surfaces were then analyzed using the methods created in this 

dissertation and geometric dimensional parameters (including location parameters) 

were obtained for all the components of the aircraft. 

4. These obtained parameters were then compared with the original parameters used 

to create the model. 

The above-described test yielded extremely good results with the maximum error being 

less than five percent. This proved that the methods formulated were reliable and 

accurate. 

Using a surveillance aircraft B-spline model as a starting point, the control net points 

were modified to create an aircraft that resembled a transport aircraft. The methods 
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enumerated above were used to extract the dimensional parameters of the new model. 

Using these parameters, a model was produced in ACSYNT by converting these 

parameters to Hermite surfaces. This process provided an example of geometry data 

transfer from a conceptual model to a preliminary design model and vice-versa, which 

is essential for truly integrated design. 

The methods created, described and implemented in this dissertation can be used for 

general-purpose design. Although the methods were tested for aircraft design they can 

be used to assist in the integration of the design stages for other design problems 

(mechanical design, automobile design, etc.). This provides a first step in taking 

geometry data back from preliminary design systems to conceptual design systems, thus. 

providing the necessary support for truly integrated design. 
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Appendix A: List of Aircraft Component Parameters 

This appendix gives a list of major aircraft components and the important geometric 

parameters needed to describe them. 

A. Fuselage 

1. Maximum diameter of the body 

2. Length of the body 

3. Fineness ratio of the after body 

4. Fineness ratio of the total fuselage 

5. Fineness ratio of the nose 

6. Surface Area 
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B. Wing 

Root chord —
 

2. Quarter Chord location 

3. Taper ratio 

4. Thickness to chord ratio at the root 

5. Thickness to chord ratio at the tip 

6. Camber line specifications 

e Maximum camber 

e Chordwise position of maximum camber 

7. Dihedral angle 

8. Sweep angle 

9. Wing span 

10. Total wing area 

11. Aspect ratio 

12. Mean aerodynamic chord and its chordwise position 
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13. Position of wing quarter chord at wing root centerline as a fraction of body length 

14. Elevation of root chord above fuselage reference plane as a fraction of maximum 

fuselage diameter 

C. Horizontal Tail 

—
 

° Aspect Ratio 

2. Total Area 

3. Sweep angle 

4. Taper Ratio 

5. Thickness to chord ratio at the root 

6. Thickness to chord ratio at the tip 

7. Position of trailing edge of root chord 

8. Elevation of root chord above fuselage reference plane 

D. Vertical Tail 

1. Aspect Ratio 

2. Total Area 
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3. Sweep angle 

4. Taper Ratio 

5. Thickness to chord ratio at the root 

6. Thickness to chord ratio at the tip 

7. Position of trailing edge of root chord of vertical tail, given as a fraction of body 

length 

8. Y location of root chord as a fraction of the maximum fuselage diameter 

9. Z location of root chord as a fraction of the maximum fuselage diameter 

E. Canard 

—
 

. Aspect ratio 

2. Total area 

3. Sweep angle 

4. Taper Ratio 

5. Thickness to chord ratio at the root 

6. Thickness to chord ratio at the tip 
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_ Position of leading edge of canard’s root chord as a fraction of body length 

8. Elevation of root chord above fuselage reference plane 

F. Fuselage Engines 

1. Diameter 

2. Length 

3. Volume 

4. X location of nose relative to nose of fuselage as a fraction of body length 

Sa
 

Distance from pod wall to fuselage wall as a fraction of maximum pod diameter 

G. Wing Engines 

1. Diameter 

2. Length 

3. Volume 

4. Y location of center of pod as a fraction of semispan 

5. Z location of center of pod above wing local chord as a fraction of maximum pod 

diameter 
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Appendix B: Tutorial 

This tutorial enables the user to work with some of the important capabilities created 

and implemented in this research. 

1. Creating one component from several adjacent components described in the Hermite 

surface form. 

2. Creating several components from a single component described in the B-spline 

form. 

3. Obtaining geometry parameters for the wing, horizontal tail and vertical tail. 

4. Obtaining geometry parameters for the fuselage components and the overall 

fuselage. 

5. Obtaining geometry parameters for the engine components. 
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oh
 . Creating a Single Component from Several Components 

© Menu Title Select/ Enter 
e MAIN MENU FILE 
e FILE I/O READ HERMITE 

« Type in “av8btry.herm” 

An av8b point data file is read and the geometry is displayed in the Hermite surface 
form. 

e FILE I/O RETURN 
e MAIN MENU GEOMETRY 
e GEOMETRY HERMITE 
e HERMITE LIST 
e HERMITE SELECT COMPONENTS 

A list of all the components is displayed in the upper left corner of the screen. 
Components can be selected by name (from this list) or from any of the geometry 
views. 

» Select the NOSE, MID _SECT and AFT_BODY in that order. 

e HERMITE RETURN 

This signals that the component list is complete. 

e HERMITE EXECUTE 

The user is prompted for a new component name. A default name comes up. 

= Type in “TOT_FUS” 

A message that the execution was successful ts displayed. The menu changes to the 
previous menu with title ’'GEOMETRY'’. 

¢ GEOMETRY LIST 

A list of all the components is displayed. Notice that the names of the components 
that were combined are no longer present. These components have been deleted. 
Also notice that the new component name is present( The new component that has 
been created ). 

N
 . Dividing a Component into Several Components 

GEOMETRY BSPLINE 
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The Hermite model is converted to the B-Spline model. This model has a single 
component for the fuselage (which was created in the previous step). 

e BSPLINE RETURN 
¢ GEOMETRY COMPONENT 
¢ COMPONENT LIST 

A list of all the components is displayed. 

¢ COMPONENT DIVIDE 

The user is prompted to pick the component that needs to be divided 

*» Select °TOT_FUS” from the list 

A new menu screen comes up. Only the component that has to be divided is 
displayed. A template is displayed with two options: 

1, Equally spaced knots. 

2. Specify knot values. 

e DIVIDE SELECT 

» Select “Equally spaced knots” from the list 

The maximum and minimum knot values for the component are displayed in the 
message area. Four default knot values equally spaced in this range are displayed 
in the input area. The user is allowed to divide the component into a maximum of 
5 new components. 

«= Keyin 5.446 11.663 

These knot values divide the knot value range in the proportion of the lengths of the 
nose, mid-section and afterbody in the original fuselage component. The user is 
prompted for the names of the new components. 

«= Keyin NOSE MID_SECT AFT_BODY 

e DIVIDE EXECUTE 
e DIVIDE LIST 

The list of components shows the three new components. The component 
‘TOT_FUS’ no longer shows up on the list since it is deleted when the new 
components are created. 

Con
d . Calculating and Displaying Parameters for the Components 

MAIN MENU PARAMETERS 
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This menu selection will take a little longer to display the next menu level because 
the parameters for all the components are being calculated. 

e PARAMETERS MAIN PARAMS 

The user is prompted to select the component for which the main parameters are 
to be displayed. 

» select the nose 

The main parameters for the nose are displayed. 

» select REMOVE WINDOW 

e PARAMETERS SEC PARAMS 

The user is prompted to select the component for which the secondary parameters 
are to be displayed. 

« select the nose 

The parameters for the overall fuselage are displayed. 

e PARAMETERS MAIN PARMS 

« select the wing 

Various dimensional geometry parameters (aspect ratio, taper ratio, span etc. are 
displayed) 

e PARAMETERS SEC PARMS 

« select the wing 

The mean aerodynamic chord and its location are displayed. Since the airfoil is 
symmetrical, the camber values are zero at the root and the tip. 

« Repeat for the horizontal tail and the vertical tail. 

e PARAMETERS MAIN PARMS 

« select the wing engine 

The parameters for the wing engine are displayed. 

e PARAMETERS MAIN PARMS 

» select the fuselage engine 
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The parameters for the fuselage engine are displayed. 
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Appendix C: Source Code Listing 

Module utility 

BBB B BB RBBB BBR BEB BBN BNEE EBB EE BEB BBHB ER BBR EUR RRRREEERENRRRE 
OORRRPRRORERRREEBR BCR BERR BERBER BRB RRB EERE BEBE RRB EB BEB RBRBEEEEBEBREE 

% Name: utility 
* Author: Uma Jayaram 

bs Date: May 30, 1991 
* 
% Description: various utility functions 
JBBVREUE OBR RBBB EEEE BEEBE BERBER BBE BEEBE BEE BBB BBH RBBB URRNBRENRRR88RE/ 

#include <afmnc.h> 

include <math.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/uma_struct.h" 
#include "../execs/show_math.h" 
(han e nena tcc terre n ect nn- Function Declarat ions-------------------------- */ 
float area_xsectiont )3 
struct struct_fus *cmp_length( )5 
comp_data *fnd_cmp_ptr( )5 
float find_ul )5 
struct struct_fus *init_struct_fus( ); 
void avg_pt( )s 
void last_plane( )5 
void eqn_plane( )5 
float dist_pt_plane( )5 
void bspline_point( )3 
void quadratict( }5 
void project_pt_plane( )3 
void c3d_to_2d( )3 
float areal); 
void xyz_loc( }3 
void drw_int_pt( )5 
int knot_range( )5 
void blend( }5 

float dist_bet_parms({ )} 
float distancet )} 

float ang_bet_vecs( )5 
float dot_product( }5 
float vector_mag( }5 

void project_pt_plane( )5 
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void div_two_vecs( )} 
float ang_bet_vecs( )5 
float dot_product( }; 
void unit_vector( )5 

void c3d_to_2d{ )5 

float area( )} 
void movxyl )5 

float arcale( )5 

[Bren acer sere n css nnecm ess End of Function Declarations-------~----------- 3e/ 

[hewn ener erro ewsenceser= Constant Definitions--------------------------- */ 

[own eene wenn enwnnenncnn= End of Constant Definitions-------------------- */ 
/MTSSAPSS SS SOSH TSS SA TASS SMM ASK SSS Toa ASRS SSR SSS SSA ASSO SSS SS SSSeaRssSsTsxssk 

* Description: calculate the area of a polygon 
* 
*% Input: number of points in the polygon 
% array of 20 points 
x 
% Output: area of the polygon 
* 
KRSSPSSSSA SSS SSA SS SSS SSS SAS SS SPSS SS SSSS SSH SSS SSS SSR SS SSS SSA SSSS SS SSS SSS ssHK/ 

float area (np»xy) 
int np; 
float xy({2]; 
{ 

float prvvec(2]; prvangs 
float pi, xyn[200][2], a3 
int is 

pi = 3.142857143 

7® initialize the area to be zero */ 
a = 0.3 

7* move all the points so that the origin is at the lower leftmost*/ 
7® point of the polygon*/ 

movxy (np, xy» xyn)5 

/* set up the vector defining the first point*/ 
prvvec(0O] = xyn[Ol1[0]3 
prvvecl1] = xynf0][1]3 

/* calculate the first angle*/ 
if (xyn[0][0] == 0.) 
{ 

if(xynfO1[1] > 0.) 
prvang = pi/2.03 

else 
prvang = -pi/2.03 

} 
else 

prvang = (float) atan2( (double)xyni01[1)], t(double)xyn[0]{01] 33 

7% add the areas of the triangles forming the polygon*/ 
a = arcalc (np, xyn> prvang,> prvvec)s 

a = (float) fabs( (double) a)s 

return (a)3 
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* Description: finds the lower leftmost point in a given 
* set of 2-d points and transforms all the points to a coordinate 
* system with the origin at the lower leftmost point. 
x 
*% Input: number of points in the polygon 
* points to be transformed 
cd transformed points 
* 
% Output; none 
x 
MSSTASPSSH SSATP SSP ASMA ST ASSSAS TSS SIT ASA SMP SS SS SSH SSH ASHI ST SSASRASSSTSSTSSSsK/ 

void movxy (np, xy» xyn) 
int np; 
float xy[f2], xynl 1[2]5 
{ 
float xmin;, ymins 
int i3 

7* find the lower leftmost point of the polygon*/ 
xmin = xylO]lO]s 
ymin = xylOJ{1]5 

for ( i=15 i<nps +41) 

‘ if ( xylill[0] < xmin) 

‘ xmin = xyfillod; 
ymin = xylillods 

; } 

7® move all the points to a coordinate system with the origin at thex/ 
/* lower leftmost point of the polygon*/ 

for ( 1 =03 i<nps ++i) 
¢ 

xynlillol] = xylillo} - xmins 
xynfill[l] = xylill1] - ymin; 

} 

/® close the polygon**/ 
xyn(np 1(0] = xynl[O1(0]s 
xyninp £1] = xynlOl[1]s 

Description: calculate the area of a 2d polygon 
defined in a coordinate system with the origin at the first point 
of the polygon. 

c 
c 
c 
* 
c input parameters: 
c np - integer - number of points in the xy array 
c xy(2,np) - real - the points to be transformed 
c prvang - real ~ angle that the first vector (vertex) makes 
c with the x axis 
c prvvec(2)- real - vector defining the first vertex of the 
c 
* 
* 
* 

polygon 

float arcale (np» xy» prvang,» prvvec) 
int nps 

float xy[1[21], prvang, prwecl2]5 
{ 
float pi, curvec{2], a, curang, das 
int icounts 
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pi = 3.14285714; 

a = 0.03 
for ( icount = 13 icount < (np +1) 3 ++#icount) 
t 

/* get the current vector (the second side of the triangle) */ 
curvecl0] = xyLicount]I[0]; 
curvec[1] = xyLlicount]{1]5 

/* find the angle the current vector makes with the x axis*/ 
if (curvec(0O] == 0.3 
{ 

if(curveci[1] > 0.) curang = pi/2.03 
if(curvec[1] < 0.) curang = -pi/2.03 

} 

else 
curang = (float) atan2( (double) curveci1],(double) curvec(0])5 

/*® calculate the area of the trianglex/ 
da = (float) fabs( (double) 

(0.5%*(prvvecl0l¥curveci1] - prwecl1]*curvecl01))15 

7% add the area of the triangle to the total area*/ 
if {curang > prvang) a = a + da3 
if (curang < prvang) a = a - da; 

/* set the current values to be the previous values for the next*/ 
/* triangle*/ 

prvang = curang;s 
prvvec([0] = curvec[0]; 
prvwvec(1] = curvec[1]3 

} 

return (a)3 
} 

/MABABTBSAPST ST SSS SASS TSS SASHA SASS SAS SS SS SS SS HSH SASS SSS SHIPS SSS ss ITS ASS STIs 

% Module Name: 3d_to_2d 
ee eee eee eee eee eae ses ese sass ssesssssrtsk 

* Description: convert 3d points on a plane to 2d points 
* 
* Input: unit_norm - normal to the plane 
* x_vec - chosen x vector on the plane 
* origin - point chosen as the origin 
* projected_pt - 3d point 
* twod_pt - the point in the new coordinate system 
* 
* Output: none 
x 
MPASSSSST SA SSSA SRST AT SSS SSSA SASS ST SSS SASS SS SASS SSS SSS SSS Ssssssessssssss=K/ 

void c3d_to_2d (unit_norm, x_vec, origin, projected_pt, twod_pt) 
float unit_norml), x_veci 1], origin[ 1], projected_pti[ 1], twod_ptl]; 
{ 
float vector[3], mag, unit_vec[3], dot, cross1[3], cross{3], angles 

7% define the vector from the point to the new origin */ 
vector[0] = projected_ptI[0] ~- origin[0]; 
vector[1] = projected_pt{1] - originI1]s 
vector[2] = projected_pt[2] - origin[2]s 

mag = vector_mag( vector }; 7% find the magnitude of the vector */ 

unit_vector (vector, unit_vec)3 /*% find the unit vector along the vector */ 

7% find the dot product between the x axis and the given vector */ 
dot = dot_product (x_vec, unit_vec); 
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angle = (float) acos ( (double) dot ); /* determine the angle */ 

cross_product {x_vec, unit_vec, crossl)3 /* find the cross product */ 

unit_vector (crossl, cross)3 

7¥* check with the normal to see if angle is positive or negative */ 
if ( cross[OI == 0. && cross[1] == 0. 

&& cross[2] == 0. ) angle = 0.3 
else if ( (float) fabs ( (double) ( cross[0] - unit_normlOl] ) ) < 

&& (float) fabs ( (double) ( cross[1] - unit_norm[1] } ) < 
&& (float) fabs ( (double) ( cross[2] - unit_norml2] ) ) < 

) angle = angle; 
else if ( ( cross[0] + unit_norm[0] } < 

&& ( cross{1l] + unit_norml1] ) < . 

&& ( cross{2] + unit _norm[2] ) < 
) angle = -angle; 

ol 
ol 

1 e 

t
t
 e

s 

else 
printf("some error in 3d_to_2d\n")3 

twod_pt[0] = mag * (float) cos { (double) angle J; 
7* get the x and y coordinates */ 

twod_pt[1] = mag * (float) sin ( (double) angle })5 
} 

* Description: find the projection of a point on a plane 

pt - point to be projected 
plane_norm - normal to the plane 

plane_pt - point on the plane 
projected_point - coordinates of the projected point 

i 

Output: none 

K
K
K
 

K
K
 
K
K
 
K
O
K
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void project_pt_plane (pt, plane_norm, plane_pt, projected_pt) 
float pt{31, plane_norm[ 1], plane_pt[1], projected_ptl]; 
¢C 

float scalarl, scalar2s 

scalarl = dot_product(plane_norm, plane_pt); 

scalar2 = dot_product(plane_norm, pt)s 

7xobtain the projected point */ 
projected _pt{0] = pt{0] + (scalarl - scalar2) * plane_norml[0]); 
projected_pt{1] = ptf[1] + (scalarl - scalar2) * plane_norm[1]; 
projected_pt[2] = ptl2] + (scalarl - scalar2) * plane_normi2]} 

* 
x 
* Input: vec_l - first vector 
* vec_2 - second vector 
* ratio - ratio in which the angle is to be divided 
x vec_3 - output vector 
* 

void div_two_vecs [vec_l», vec_2, ratio, vec_3) 
float vec_1[], vec_2[], ratio, vec_3I]s 
{ 
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float uvec1(3], uvec2(3], angle, q3 
int flags 

flag = 03 /* flag to denote if magnitude of any vector is zero */ 

7*® convert the first vector to a unit vector */ 

unit_vector (vec_l, uvecl)}3 

7% convert the second vector to a unit vector */ 

unit_vector (vec_2> uvec2)3 

7* find the angle between the vectors */ 
angle = ang_bet_vecs (uvecl, uvec2> &flag)s 

7* find the new angle */ 
angle = angle * ratios 

q 
q 

uvecl(01 * € uvecl([O1 + uvec2[0] ) / ( uvecl{[1] + uvec2[1] )5 
q + uvecl{1] ¢ uvecl[21 * ( uwecl[2] + uvec2[2] }) / ( uveclI[1] + uvec2{[1])3 

(float) cos ( (double) angle } / qs 
vec_3[1] * ( uvecl1[0] + uvecl1{0]) 7 ( uvecl[1]1 + uvec2[1] })5 
vec_3[1] * ( uvecl[2] + uvecl[21]) 7 € uvecl{1] + uvec2[11 35 

vec_3[1] 
vec_3[0] 
vec_3[2] 

*x
*N
 x i a " a 1 u il u u u ul u a ua iT) tt i) u“ 1] u i ae i u ul a iy u u u u a u ty u u u u a ul u u u u u“ " “ uu yy a u“ ut a“ u u i it ul it a il " i u" a“ a a u it x 

Description: find distance between two points 

Input: pa ~ coordinates of one point 
- coordinates of the other point 

x 
xk 
K
K
 

K
K
 

K
O
K
 

XK 

v ST
 

float distance (pa, pb) 

float pall, pbl 1s 
{ 
float dist; 
double a; 

a = (double) 23 

/*compute the distance */ 
dist = (float) sqrt ( 

pow ( (double) ( pal0] - pbf[0] ), a) 
+ pow ( (double) ( pall] - pb[1] ), a) 
+ pow ( (double) ( pal2] - pb[2] }, a) 

33 
return (dist) 5 

* Module Name: drw_int_pt 
eS SS SSS SSS SRS SSS SSS SRS SSS SSS SSSA SASS SSSA SS SSSSSSSSssesare=sF 

Description: evaluates a point from the curve hull data x 
* 
* Input: u - parameter value 
% chull - hull of the curve 
* Knot - Knot values 
x num_Knots - number of Knot values 
% point - array having the data about the point value 
% 
% 

void drw_int_pt (u, chull, knot, num_knots, point) 
float u, *chull, *kKnot, point]; 
int man_knots3 
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¢ 
int i> xyz} 

float bfl[4¢];3 7* blending function values */ 

/*find the range of the knot value */ 
i = Knot_range (u, Knot, num_knots }35 

7* compute blending functions */ 
blend (i> knot, U> bf Js 

7* calculate points */ 

for ( xyz = 03 xyz <= 23 xyz+t+) 
{ 

pointI xyz] = bff[0] * chull [ (1-3)*3 + xyz 1 + 
bf(1] * chull [€ (1-2)*3 + xyz 1 + 
bf{[2] * chull [ (1-1)*3 + xyz 1 + 
bf(3]1 * chull [ (1) *3 + xyz Js 

} 

} 
/RABASSSSSSSOASAAASHAR SSL SASSA SSA AA SSA SSAA SA SAAS SASS SSS SAS SH aS AS ssS Sessa z= R 

% Module Name: dist_bet_parms 
eee a oe eee eS eS SSS SSS SS STS SSS STS SSeS sass 

* Description: find the distance between points corresponding to given 
% parameters on the curve 
* 
% Input: ptrl - pointer to the wing geometry data structure 
% chull = - hull array, 
bs ul, u2 - parameter values of the two points 
% 
* Output: int_dist - distance between the points 
HMSSTBI ST SSP SSIS SSS TSS SSS SST SSSA SSS SSA SSS SSA SSSSSSSSSS SSS SS SSS ST SsSssss=aaK/ 

float dist_bet_parms (ptrl, chull, ul, u2) 
struct struct_wing *ptrl; 
float *chull, ul, u235 
{ 
float pt1[3], pt2{3}5 
float int_dists 

7*® find point corresponding to the first parameter */ 
drw_int_pt (ul, chull, ptril->knot, ptrl->num_knots, ptl)s 

7% find point corresponding to the second parameter */ 
drw_int_pt (u2, chull, ptrl->knot, ptrl->num_knots, pt2)s 

7% find the distance between the points */ 
int_dist = distance (ptl, pt2)5 

return (Cint_dist)s 
} 
Jee eee SS SRS SS SSS SSS BS SS ASSIS ESSAI S STS SSS SSS STS TTS=s¥ 

% Module Name: ang_bet_vecs 
eS SSeS Sees SSS ees sss Ssssssssestss2zez=eK% 

*% Description: determine angle between vectors 
* 
* Input: vec_1 - vector 1 
* vec_2 - vector 2 
* add_flag_mag - address of variable to denote if magnitude of 
xe any vector is zero 
* 

® Output: flag to determine if the l.e. and t.e. need to be exchanged 

float ang_bet_vecs (vec_1» vec_2, add_flag_mag) 
float vec_1[1], vec_2[]3 
int *add_flag_mag; 
¢ 
float dot, magl, mag2, angles 
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/* obtain dot product of the two vectors */ 
dot = dot_product (vec_l, vec_2)3 

/* find the magnitude of vectorl */ 
magl = vector_mag (vec_1)3 

7* find the magnitude of vector2 */ 
mag2 = vector_mag (vec_2)5 

7* find the angle between the vectors */ 
if (magl == mag2 == 0) 
¢ 
angle = 1.03 
xadd_flag_mag = 135 

} 
else 
angle = dot / (magl * mag2)35 

angle = (float) acos( (double) angle); 

return (angle); 
} 
Gee ee SS SS SS SSS SPSS SSSR SSS BIS STs TTT 

% Module Name: cmp_length 
MOTI STS TAMAS CASS ASS OSHS SARA SA SSS SSK SAS SS SSS SSSSS Ses resrsssssssrseseasssz =e 

*% Description: obtain length of a component 
* 
% Input: sl - string to define the component 
% Model - pointer to the model 
* 

* Output: pointer to the structure containing the component data 
% 
HIS AL AST AOS AA SSS SSSR SSS SHAS SHAS SS LSA SSS SSS SSH SS SSSI SSS STS SsSsSsssssssrs=K/ 

struct struct_fus *cmp_length (sl, Model) 
char sl( 135 

MODEL *Models 
{ 
float pt{3], plane{4], u_knot, pointl1[{[31], point2[3], a» last_radius; 
comp_data *cmpptrs 
struct struct_fus *ptrl; 
int i,» index, cmp_index, cmp_exists 

cmp_exist = 03 
cmp_index = 15 

7* find pointer to structure */ 
cmpptr = fnd_cmp_ptr (Model, sl, cmp_index, &cmp_exist)3 
ptrl = init_struct_fus (cmpptr); 

index = 03 7* the first cross section */ 
u_Knot = find_u (index, cmpptr); 7% find the u Knot value */ 
avg_pt (cmpptr, u_Knot, pt); /* obtain the average pt on the first x_sec */ 
for (i=05 1<353 +41) 

ptrl->first_ptlil] = ptlils 

index = 13 7* the last cross section */ 
u_knot = find_u (index, empptr); 7% find the u knot value */ 

7* eqn of the plane of the last x_section */ 
last_plane (cmpptr, u_knot, planes pointl, point2)s 

/* get area of last x section if component is aft_body */ 
a = area_xsection ( cmpptr, plane» pointl, point2, u_knot) 3 
last_radius = (float) sqrt ( (double) a / M_PI )5 
ptrl->last_radius = last_radiuss 
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/* distance between pt and the planex/ 
ptri->length = dist_pt_plane (pt, plane); 

return (ptrl)35 
} 
(/RASSTRSPATBST AST SSS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS ST SSS SSS SSS SSS SSSA Ss SsSss ss sss ssssssrstKX 

% Module Name: avg_pt 
eee eee See See see esse ese aes SSeS sssssssseertessseser==xX 

* Description: obtain the average point on the first x_section 
* 
% Input: cmpptr - pointer to the component structure 
* u_knot - u Knot value 
a pt - average point on the first x_section 
% 
* Output: none 
* 
eee eee eS ESS SSS SSNS SSS SSSSssessssaesx/ 

void avg_pt (cmpptr, u_knot, pt) 
comp_data *cmpptr3 
float u_knot, ptf ]5 
{ 
int is 
float w_knot, point[3]s 

for (1 =O; i<3; +41) 

pt [1] = 0.3 

7*® loop through all the w knots */ 
for (i=05 i<cmpptr->rw_Knots -63 +41) 
{ 

w_Knot = cmpptr->w_knotli+315 /* obtain w knot */ 
bspline_point(cmpptr, u_knot, w Knot, point)3/* obtain corresponding pt */ 
ptl[0] = ptl0O] + pointlO]; /* obtain average pt */ 
ptl1] = ptl[1] + point{[1];5 
pt(2] = pt(2] + point(2]s 

} 

7* find the average */ 
pt[O] = ptlO] / ( (float) (ompptr->nwa_KkKnots -6) ) 35 
pt{1] = ptll] 7 ( (float) (empptr->rnw_knots -6) ) 5 
pt£{2] = ptl2] / ( (float) Ccmpptr->m_Knots -6) ) 5 

} 

% Module Name: last_plane 
ee eee ee Se BRS SRS SSS SSS SSS SS SSssrtszsz=sF 

* Description: obtain the plane defined by last x section 
* 
% Input: cmpptr - pointer to the component structure 
* u_knot - u Knot value 
x plane - A,B,C,D values of the plane 
% pointl;, point2 - points on the plane 
* 
* Output: none 
* 
MSTSRSSR SS SST SS SASS SSS SK SS SSS SS SSH SSS SSS SASS SSSR SSS SK SSS SSS ssa SSS sssss=sK/ 

void last_plane (cmpptr, u_knot, plane, pointl, pointz2) 
comp_data *cempptrs 
float u_knot, planel 1, point1[], point2{ Js 
C 

float w_knot, point3[3]5 

w_knot = cmpptr->w_knot[3]3 7% knot value */ 
bspline_point (cmpptr, u_knot, w knot, pointl)s 7/* point value */ 

w_kKnot = cmpptr->w_Knot[ cmpptr->nw_knots-5 15 
bspline_point Compptr, u_knot, w_knot, point2)s 
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w_knot = cmpptr-ow_knot[ cmpptr->nw_knots/2 J5 
bspline_point (cmpptr, u_knot, w_Knot, point3)5 

eqn_plane (pointl, point2, point3, plane); /* eqn of the plane with the 3 pts*/ 

} 

/RBPTAITST SSS SAS SSSSSSSS SOV SS SSSA SLMS SSS SSS SSS SASS SSS SSS se SsASSSSssesT Ss rs =a 

% Module Name: eqn plane 
ee eS ee ee ee ee Set Sree SS SSS SSS Ss SSeS SSSsssses=r==¥ 

* Description: obtain the equation of the plane given 3 points on it 

* Input: pointl, point2, point3 - three points on the plane 
* plane - A,B,C,D values of the plane 

void eqn_plane {pointl, point2, point3, plane) 
float pointl(], point2{£1, point3[], planel ]5 
€ 

int i3 
float vec_1[3], vec_2(33, vec_3[3], const1; 

for (1=03 1<33 i++) 
{ 

vec_1lfi] = pointl{il - point2fils 
vec_2[iJ] = point2[il - point3[il]s 

} 

cross_product (vec_l, vec_2, vec_3}3 

vec_3[0] * pointi[0] 
+ vec_3[1] * pointlf1] 
+ vec_3[2] * pointl(2]5 

planel0] = vec_3[0]; 
planef1] = vec_3f1]5 
plane[21] = vec_3[2]5 
plane[3] = -const1s 

} 

PRATTSSSISTASTSSSTIALST SASHA SSS SSA SIS SS SIS SSS SH SSs sess sas Sesser sess Sss=sTK 

% Module Name: dist_pt_plane 
eae ea eee SSS SSSR SSSR SSS SPSS SSS SS SS SS SSS SS SSL RST 

% Description: obtain the distance between a point a plane 
*% 
% Input: point- given point 
* plane - A,B,C,D values of the plane 
* 

* Output: distance between the point and the plane 
* 
Mee eee eS Se Sees aS see Sesser esse essssssssssssssssr==K/ 

float dist_pt_plane (point, plane) 
float pointl 1], planel ]; 
{ 

float distance, temp; 
double a3 

a = (double) 23 

distance = plane[0] * point[0] 
+ planell] * point[1] 
+ planel[2)] * point[2] 
+ planel3]5 
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temp = (float) sqrt ( 
pow ( (double) plane[0], a) 

+ pow ( (double) plane[11, a) 
+ pow ( (double) plane[2], a) 

Vs 

distance = distance / temp; 
if (distance < 0.00) distance = -distance;s 

return (distance )} 
} 
P/RSTASSSSSSSSSSATSASPAS SSS STARS SSSA ASS ILSAS SHAS SSSSL SH ARARSSASLSSATSIOSHK 

% Module Name: quadratic 
eee ee ees sees ees S SSeS SS SSS SSS SsSesesssasssseserrKX 

* Description: solve a quadratic equation 
* 
* Input: a»b»c - coeffecients of the equation ax2 +bx tc = 0 
* x - values 
* 
% Output: none 
* 
HMHSSSSASSSS SSCS SSS S SRT SSS SASS SA ASSS SSS SASS SSSSSS HM SSSA SASS SSR SSS SSaeasSsssK/ 

void quadratic (a,b,c,x) 
float a» b, c» x[2]5 
{ 
float temp; 

temp = (float) sqrt ( (double) (b*b - 4.*a%c) 35 
x0] = (-b + temp ) / (2.% a)s 
x[1] = (-b - temp ) / (2.% a)s 

} 

Pee SSS SSS RSS SSS SERS RSPR SSSR SRP S SSS SASS esses sss esssses==* 

* Module Name: area_xsection 
Ree eee ees ee eee SS SS SS SSS SS SSSESSBSsTSsss=sr=sk 

* Description: find the area enclosed by the points in a given x section 
* 

* Input: empptr - pointer to component structure 
* plane - plane equation coordinates 

plane_ptl1, plane_pt2 - 2 points on the plane 
* u_Knot - u Knot vector of the plane 
* 
% Output: area enclosed by the points of the x section 
x 
RSSSSSATSA SSS SSA SSA SST SASHA SSA SSS SST SSSSSTSRASSLSASSAASSSSSSSSSSSSsssr=zsK/ 

float area_xsection ( cmpptr, plane, plane_ptl, plane_pt2, u_knot) 
comp_data *cmppirs 
float planef], plane_ptl[], plane_pt2[1], u_knots 
{ 

float vecl1[3], vec2[31, point(3], projected_pt[3], twod_pt{2], xyf50][2); 
float unit_vecl[3], unit_norm[3],a, plane_norm[31, w_knots 
int np> i} 

7* define a vector on the plane to be the x axis */ 
vecl1[0] = plane_pt2[0] - plane_ptll0]s 
vecl{1] = plane_pt2{11 - plane_pt1{1]; 
vecl[2] = plane_pt2[2] - plane_ptll[2]; 

7% obtain the normal vector to the plane */ 
plane_norm[0] = planel0O]; 
plane_norm[1] = plane[1]35 
plane_norm[{2] = plane[2]5 

7% find the corresponding unit vector*/ 
unit_vector (vecl, unit_vecl]}}5 
unit_vector (plane_norm, unit_norm)3 
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np = Os /* initialize the number of points */ 

7* loop through all the points */ 

for (1235 1 < cmpptr->nw_knots-35 ++i) 
t 

w_kKnot = cmpptr->w_kKnot[i Is 
bspline_point(cmpptr, u_Knot, w_knot, point);  /*get the point */ 

/* project the point onto the given plane */ 
project_pt_plane (point, plane_norm, plane_ptl, projected_pt)5 

/*xconvert the points on the plane to 2D points */ 
c3d_to_2d (unit_norm, unit_vecl, plane_ptl, projected_pt, twod_pt); 

/*update number of points and point array */ 

np = np + 13 
xy  np-1)10] = twod_ptfo];s 
xy(np-11f1] = twod_pt{[1]s 

} 

a = area (np> xy)5 
return (a)3 

} 

Pee ee eee Se SS SSS SESS SSS SBS SSeS sess22srss=s==X 

% Module Name: xyz_loc 
MSS SSeS eee eS eS SSS eS Sess Sesser ssessesseseeser=s==%X 

* Description: obtain the xyz locations of a point 
% 
* Input: ptl - point being considered 
* pt2 - origin 
* loc - X» Ys Z coordinates 
* ptrcomp - pointer to structure having pointers to the 
bd geometry structures of all the components 
* 
* Output: none 
* 
MS SSS SSS TESA SSS SSS SSR SSP TSS ASS SSS SSS STS SASS SS SS SSS SSV SST TT TSK/ 

void xyz_loc (ptrcomp, ptl, pt2, loc) 
struct struct_comp *ptrcomps 
float ptl{[], pt2(J, loc Is 
¢ 

int i3 

float vec[3]; 

for (i=05 1<35 +47) 
vec(il] = ptlfil] - pt2fliJls  /* vector between the r.q.c and first point*/ 

7*® x location */ 
locl0] = dot_product(vec, (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->xaxis }5 

7* y location */ 
loc{1] = dot_product(vec, (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->yaxis )3 

/7* z location */ 
loci2] = dot_product(vec, (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->zaxis }5 

} 
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Module prin_axi 

PRE RIORPRCCRPRTRLRERORPCRRORERPPAOOIEESOORBOSEBORCCRRS BEBE BERR RER EBB BERBER 
PRPS S SISAL ISAS AIAN SSS AS SSS SAAS SNS SSS AN AAS NS ASSASSIN ASN SSS SN NISSAN ASSIS IAS IAS 
x Name: princ_inertia 

Author: Uma Jayaram 

Date: sept 1, 1991 

Description: obtain the principal moments of inertia and principal 
axes for a given component 

IBBBBEEBBB BRB RBH RB BBB BBE RBBB BUEEBBHEEBRBR3BRBRRBR88BBBBEBBNBEE/ 

#include <afmnc.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
include "../execs/showtime.h" 

#include "../execs/uma_struct.h" 

*% 

% 

* 

x 

* 

void princ_inertial( )5 
void princ_axis( )3 
int cubict( )3 
void cubicl( 5 

(Bower ener err enecewenere End of Function Declarations------------------- */ 

[rom ew ener n en cc cron enee= Constant Definitions-~-------------------------- e/ 

[Roc nerec wesc ssn rsetecnen End of Constant Definitions-------------------- 3e/ 

ABRITBHSSSSASSSSSS ST HSS AAS ASSSA SH SHA SS SSA SSP SHAT SST SASS SST Sess Ss ss see sssssT=K 

% Module Name: princ_inertia 
ROSSA SIS OS SOAS SSSI STAT SASS SS SAS ISAS SASS SMS SHAS SSSSSS SAS SSSRSTSTSSSSSSSSSSR 

% Description: obtain principal moments of inertia 
* 

% Input: tot_inertia - moments of inertia araay 
% 
% Output: none 
* 
ee eS eS SS SS ST SSSR RSE SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SS SS ss SssSeRnSsesrs==K/ 

void princ_inertia (tot_inert, a, b, c) 
float tot_inert(], af J, bf], cf Js 
{ 

float cof[4], pil3]s 
float umin, umax, x» ys Z»> xy» yZ» xz3 
int nus 13 

umin = 0.03 
umax = 10000000. 

x = tot_inert(ol]s 7% Tox #7 
y = tot_inert[1]; 7% Tyy */ 
z = tot_inert[2]; 7% Izz */ 
xy = tot_inert[3]; 7% Ixy ¥/ 
yz = tot_inert[4]} 7% Tyz */ 
xz = tot_inert[5];5 7* Ixz */ 

1.3 

“tx + y #z 33 
xRy + KZ + y¥Z ~- yZ¥yZ - xy*xy -— xXZ*XZ) 

-( xMyk#Z - x¥yZHYZ - ZEKYy — YHXZExZ -— 2. %cyHyZ¥exz )5 

0 QO “h
n 

v
_
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d
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ms = cubic (cof, umin, umax, pi)s 

for (i =03 i<nus +41) 
printf ( "roots are = Zf\n", pilil)s 

princ_axis ( nu, pil0], tot_inert, a3 
princ_axis ( nu, pilll, tot_inert, b)5 
princ_axis ( nu, pil2], tot_inert, o)35 

} 
ARABS STST SSRs sss SSeS Sse sss Ss es ssSsSsssrssseser====% 

% Module Name: princ_axis 
Ree eee eee eee eS Se SSS SS SSSssSssrsessesserserKe 

* Description: calculates the orientation of the principal axis 
* corresponding to a principal moment 
* 

% Input: nu - number of roots 
% pi - root giving principal moment value 
* tot_inert - array with inertia terms 
% a - direction cosine of the principal axis 
x 

% Output: none 
* 
eee SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SSIS RSS SS SSS SSS SSsssssssrK/ 

void princ_axis ( nu» pi, tot_inert, a} 
int nus 
float pi, tot_inert[], af]; 
{ 
float x »y»Zxy »yzZ»xz3 
float pl, p2, p» q> magls 

x = tot_inertI0]; 7% Ixx #7 
y = tot_inert!1); 7*® Tyy */ 
z = tot_inert(2]s 7% Tzz */ 
xy = tot_inert(3]}; 7* Ixy */ 
yz = tot_inert[4]5 7* Tyz */ 
xz = tot_inert[5]; 7% Ixz #/ 

pl =( € xy *® xz )/7 (x - pi) ) + yzs 
p2 =y - pi - ( xy*uy 7 ( x - pi) Ds 
p = pl 7 p23 

q = ( pexy + xz ) / (x - pids 

af2} = 1.3 
alll] = pxal2]5 
alO] = q*al2]; 

magl = sqrt( alOl*a[O] + all ]*al[1] + al2]¥al2] )5 
alO] = alO] / magls 
afl) = afl] / magl; 
al2] = af2] / magls 

} 
EBB RBBB RBBB RBBB BBBBREEEBREEBE BEEBE EBEEBEBBHBRBEBEEEREEHBEBBRBNRRU8R888E, 

int cubic( cof, umin, umax, u) 
7% find the roots of a cubic equation in a given interval 
J88RERBHR BRR BBRBEBRHBEBNNEREBBEBBBBEBBHEBHBEB EERE BERBB8BBBBR8RE 

c cof is the input array of the four coefficients of the cubic eq. 
c umin is the input minimum acceptable value of a root 
c umax is the input maximum acceptable value of a root 
c nu is the output no. of roots found in the acceptable interval 
c u is the output array of roots 
7 
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float umin, umax) 
float cofl], ul); 
¢ 

float al, a2, a3, sv(3], temp 3 
int i» nu, Krrs 

Krr = 03 

al = coflll]/cofl0]; 
a2 = cof{2]/cofl0]3 

a3 = cof{[3]/cof{0)}3 

cubicl(al, a2, a3, sv» &krr)s 

for (i =05 i<Krr-1} +41) 
C 

if ( svlil > svli+tll 3} 

{ 
temp = sv[itl]3 
sv[itl] = svlils 
sv[il = temps 

} 
3 

nu = 03 

for (1203 i<krrs +41) 
C 

if €( svfi] > umin && svli] < umax ) 

{ 
ulfnul] = svfil; 

mu = nu +13 

} 

return (nu)3 
3 

void cubicl (al,a2,a3,sv,add_krr) 
7% a. myklebust 1971 

* subroutine calculates the real roots of a cubic polynomial */ 
7* converted to C by Uma Jayaram */ 
float al, a2, a3, svi Js 
int *add_krr3 
{ 
float d,q>r,s,t»sd,sq,phi, temp, temp2; 
double el, e23 

float eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen; 
float seventeen, hundred, ten; 
int Krr, junk; 

krr = *add_krrs 

(double) 3.3 
(double) (1.73.5 

el 

e2 

q=(3.#a2 - al¥al)/9.35 

temp = (float) pow ( (double) (al), el)s 
r=(-9,¥al¥a2 + 27,.¥%a3 + 2.*%temp) / 54.35 
temp = (float) pow ( (double) q, el); 
d=temp + r*r3 

if( d <= .001 ) goto ten; 
else goto eleven; 

eleven: sd= (float) sqrt( (double) d); 

if ( (-r + sd) < .001 ) goto twelve; 
else goto thirteen; 
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twelve: s=-( (float) pow ( fabs ((double) (-r+sd)) » e2) Js 
goto fourteen; 

thirteen: s= (float) pow ( (double) (-r+sd) » e2)3 

fourteen: if ( (-r-sd) < .001) goto fifteen; 
else goto sixteen; 

fifteen: t=-( (float) pow { fabs ( (double) (-r-sd)) , e2) 3 

goto seventeen; 

sixteen: t= (float) powl (double) (-r-sd) ,» e2)5 

seventeen: sv[0]=s+t-al/3.3 

krr=ls 

goto hundreds 
/* AKO, QuEZ+rHH2<0, -quRs>r¥"H2>0, -G—>0 #7 

ten: temp = (float) sqrt ( - ( pow ( (double) (q), al) ) 33 
temp2 = r / temp; 
if ( (float) fabs( (double) (temp2 - 1.00000 ) ) 

< ,001 ) temp2 = 1.000003 

if ( (float) fabs( (double) (temp2 + 1.00000 ) ) 
< .001 ) temp2 = -1.000003 

phi = (float) acos ( (double) temp2)s 
sq=-2.% (float) sqrt( (double) (-q) )35 
printf ("q = Zf, temp2 = Z%f, phi = Zf, sq = Zf\n"> q, temp2, phi, sq); 
sv[O]=sq* ( (float) cos( (double) (phi/3.} ) ) -al/3.35 
sv[ll=sq* ( (float) cos( (double) (phi/3.4+120./57.295780)))-al/3.3 

sv[2Z]=sq* ( (float) cos( (double) (phi/3.+240./57.295780}})-al/3.3 
krr=335 

hundred: #add_krr = krr3 

} 
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Module wing_par 

CL HHRASSIISIRIL RES RI SIASA SSNS SSS SNS ASS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSN SANS SANS SSS SN INS IVS SSNS SASSI NISS ISAS 
LHASA HRI ISA IIASA AISI AISA ASA SSNS S ASN A SSS SAAS AAS SS AS ASA ASS SS SASS SSS SSS SNS SSS 8 

x Name: wing_parms 
* Author: Uma Jayaram 
ba Date: Jan 15, 1991 
* 
* Description: various modules used to obtain geometry parameters 
=JBBBEEEUE BERBER BUBB BUREN BEB HRUBEEEUEBNBEUHEB BBR BNR BURN BRHE/ 

#include <afmne.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/uma_struct.h" 
(Romeo ors er ser es cece sce-= Function Declarations-------------------------- */ 

int stremp( )5 
comp_data *cmp_datal )5 
void wing_chord( }3 
comp_data *fnd_cmp_ptr()5 
void surhull_curhull()3 
float find_ul)s 
char check_end_cap( }5 
void drw_int_ptf )5 

void chull_extremet )5 
void extreme_pt( )3 

float dist_convergel )5 
float dist_bet_parms( )5 

float inc_parm( )5 
float dec_parmt )5 

float mid()s5 

float inc_parm( ); 
float dec_parm( )3 
Freee SESS SSS SSE SSSR SSS SSSSSASS SSSR SSS SSSHSSSSSSSSASSSSSSSAATe 

% Module Name: mid (ul, u2, ptrl, Kindex, ratio) 
eee eee Ree Se ee SS SS SS SS SSS SSS SSS SSSSTA=Ts 

% Description: obtain a u value between two u values 
* 

% Input: ul - first u value 
3 u2 - second u value 
% ptrl - pointer to the wing structure 
* kindex - index to determine whether it is the top or bot curve 
* ratio - ratio in which to divide the range 
* 

* Output: utemp - u value which divides the range in the given ratio 
% 
RISSTSSAT SASS SAA SSASSASSSSS SAS SSL ASSSSSSSSAASSS SSA SSSLSSSS SSSI SSSSSsSsSeTaesKX/ 

float mid (ul, u2, ptrl, Kindex, ratio) 
float ul, u23 
struct struct_wing *ptr135 
char kindex;3 

float ratio; 

¢ 

float min_knot, max_Knot, delu,» utemps 
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7% determine the minimum and maximum Knot values allowed */ 
max_Knot = *(ptrl->knot + ptrl->num_knots -4)3 
min_knot = *(ptrl->Knot + 3)35 

if (Kindex == ‘T') 

¢ 

if (u2 > ul) 
{ 

delu = ( u2 - ul ) * ratios 
utemp = inc_parm(ptrl, ul, delu)s 

} 
else 
{ 

delu = ( u2 - min_Knot + max_knot - ul ) *ratios 
utemp = inc_parm(ptrl, ul, delu)s 

} 
} 
else 
¢ 

if (ul > u2) 
C 

delu = ( ul - u2 ) *ratios 
/*utemp = inc_parmiptrl, u2, delu)5*/ 
utemp = dec_parm(ptrl, ul, delu)s 

} 
else 
{ 

delu = ( max_knot - u2 + ul - min_Knot ) *ratios 
utemp = dec_parm(ptrl, ul, delu)s 

} 
} 

return (utemp )5 
} 
Jee SESS SR SS SSS STS SSS SSS SSSSSTasessssescszses=sk 

% Module Name: inc_parm (ptrl, ul, delu) 
MESA SASAOT SSAA STI RSS SSSA SSSA SSAA SS SSA SSSSASSR SSS SS SSS ses asssssssssssassscK 

*% Description: increment a parameter by a given value 
ry 
* Input ptr1l - pointer to the wing structure 

ul - parameter value to be incremented 
x delu - increment value 
* 
* Output: tempu - u value after being incremented 
x 
ROSS MSH SSAA SS SS ASSH AT SSSA ASSIA SST SSA SST S SS SHAS SS SSA SRSKASSSISS SS ssa ssasss=sk/ 

float inc_parm (ptrl, ul, delu) 
struct struct_wing *ptrl3 
float delu, ul} 
{ 
float tempu, maxu3 

tempu = ul + delus 
maxu = #(ptrl->Knot + ptrl->num_knots - 4)5 

if (tempu > maxu) 
{ 

delu = tempu - maxus 
tempu = *(ptrl->kKnot + 3) + delus 

} 
return (tempu)s 
} 

/RSPSPSAASASAS PSSA SASH SSS SASS SSS TSS SS SSS SSS SS SSS SS SS SSS Sass SSsSesSses=aaTK 

% Module Name: dec_parm (ptril, ul, delu) 
eee eee See ees Se sss ess SS SSS SSSSessssssssssssessseaee 

* Description: decrement a parameter by a given value 
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* Input ptrl - pointer to the wing structure 
* ul - parameter value to be decremented 
* delu - decrement value 
* 
* Output: tempu - u value after being decremented 
% 
MSSSASSSSSSSSSS SSH SHAS TSR SMS A ASHP S SSSA SSS SS SS TASS SVs Teas ess ssssssrssss=zK/ 

float dec_parm (ptrl, ul, delu) 

struct struct_wing *ptrl; 
float delu, uls 
£ 
float tempu, minu; 

tempu = ul - delu;s 
minu = *(ptrl->Knot + 3)35 

if (tempu < minu) 
{ 

delu = minu - tempus 
tempu = *(ptrl1->knot + ptrl->num_Knots -4) - delus 

} 
return (tempu); 
} 

PRSPSASSSSSSTSSHSS SSH ASS SS PAS SASS SSSS SHASTA RSSTS SSS SSSA SSS ST SSSSSSRTSSSTHSTR 

% Module Name: cmp_data 
MS RSSBSS SSS STR SSS SSS SSIS MSs PST Sass SSS seas SS SS SSS sess asssssssssssssssaasH¥ 

*% Description: obtain the control hull for tha component cross section at the 
* root and tip from the surface hull 
* 
* Input: Model - pointer to the model 
* sl - string specifying component name 

* cmp_index - specifying which number of a type of component 
* add_cmp_exist - address of integer specifying if component exists 
* add_root_hull - address of ptr to control hull at the root 
* add_tip_hull - address of ptr to control hull at the tip 
x 
* Output: cmpptr - pointer to the component surface structure 
eS ee aS SSS SSS SS SS SSS SRS SESS SRSA ASS STS SSH STS STS SSS Ssssssz=TE/S 

comp_data *cmp_data (Model, sl, cmp_index, add_cmp_exist, 
add_root_hull_ptr, add_tip_hull_ptr) 

MODEL *Models 
char sl]; 
int cmp_index, *add_cmp_exist; 
float **add_root_hull_ptr, **add_tip_hull_ptrs 
¢ 

comp _data *cmpptrs 
int index; 
float us 

7% find the pointer to the structure containing the wing component data */ 
cmpptr = fnd_cmp_ptr(Model, sl, cmp_index, add_cmp_exist)s 

if (*add_cmp_exist !=0) 7*if the component exists */ 
{ 

/*find the control hull for the curve at the root of the wing */ 
index = 03 
u = find_u (index, cmpptr )s 
surhull_curhull (uy empptr, add_root_hull_ptr)s 

7*find the control hull for the curve at the tip of the wing */ 
index = 13 
u = find_u (index, cmpptr)s 
surhull_curhall (uy, cmpptr, add_tip_hull_ptr); 

} 
else 

¢ 
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add_root_hull_ptr = NULL; 
add_tip_hull_ptr = NULL; 

} 

return Compptr)s 

} 
PRSSARSRSS STH SSS STS SSS SSS SSSHS SAS SSSR SSS HSS SS ASST SR STA S SSSA TSS TRS ASHSR TTR 

%* Module Name: fnd_cmp_ptr 
MBEBABT SS SSS SSSI SST SSS SSH SSS SS SSS SH SST SAS MSPS SSA SSIS SSS SR SS Sse S ssa SSssassK 

* Description: find the pointer to the structure containing the 
e specified component data 
* 
* Input: Model - pointer to the model 
% $l - string specifying component name 
* cmp_index - specifying which number of a type of component 

ba add_cmp_exist - address of integer specifying if component exists 
* 
% Output: wngptr - pointer to the specified component surface structure 
eee eee ee ee SSeS SS SSeS see ee ssSsesssssserae=K/ 

comp_data *fnd_cmp_ptr (Model, sl, cmp_index, add_cmp_exist) 
MODEL *Model; 
char s1(]35 

int cmp_index, *add_cmp_exists 
{ 

comp_data *cmpptr3 
int num_comp, i» flag=1l, indexs 

7* set pointer to the first comp in the model */ 
empptr = Model->comps 

flag = 13 7* set the flag to matching string not found */ 
1 = 03 /* Keeps track of the total number of components */ 
index = 05 /7* incremented every time matching string is encountered*/ 

7* loop through all the components till matching string is found */ 
while { i< Model->num_comp && (flag != 0 index !=cmp_index) ) 
{ 

7* compare string with name of given component ¥*/ 
flag = stremp(sl, cmpptr->comp_name )} 

if (flag == 0) index++s 

7% if string doesn't match or the right number not reached*/ 
if (flag != 0 index != cmp_index) 
{ 

1++3 
cmpptr = cmpptr->nexts /*set the comp ptr to the next comp*/ 

} 
} 
if (index != cmp_index) 
{ 

*add_cmp_exist = 03 
cinpptr = NULLSs 

} 

else 
xadd_cmp_exist = 15 

return (cmpptr )s 

*
x
N
 x " ul u u i) n u a iT u ul u nu a a we a u i uu a u 8 a uN 7] 1) u a " a uw u u“ “ " it “a 1 a u it u u uu u a “ u nN u i! iu “ a i ty aa a nu " a i nu “ul a nn iy i x 

*® Description: obtain the control polygon for a curve from the control hull 
* for the surface 
* 
* Input: u - parameter value at which the control polygon is obtained 
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cmpptr - pointer to the wing surface data structure 
add_curve_hull_ptr - address of pointer to curve hull points 

void surhull_curhull (u, cmpptr, add_curve_hull_ptr) 
comp_data *cmpptrs 
float **add_curve_hull_ptr, us 
t 

int num_cp_u» num_cp_ws /*no. of control points in u and w */ 
float *point_hulls 7* control hull for each point */ 
float *knot}s 7*® knot values in the u direction */ 
int i, K» 1», ram_Knots) 
float hullptr[3]; 
int sizes 

7* perform dynamic memory allocation */ 
Size = cmpptr->rw_knots - 43 
xadd_curve_hull_ptr = (float *) calloc (sizex3, sizeof(float) );5 
size = cmpptr->nu_knots - 43 
point_hull = (float *) calloc (sizex3, sizeof(float) );5 
size = cmpptr->nu_knots; 
knot = (float *) calloc (sizex*3, sizeof (float) )5 

7* get the Knot values */ 
for (1=03 i<cmpptr->nu_knots3 ++1) 

knotl[il] = *(cmpptr->u_knot + i)s 

7* define number of control points in the u and w direction */ 
num_cp_u = (empptr->nu_knots) - 43 
num_cp_w = (cmpptr->rm_Kknots) - 43 

7* get evaluated pt along w for every 4 points in the u direction*/ 
for (1203 i<num_cp_ws ++i) 
{ 

for (kK = 03 K<num_cp_us ++k) 
{ 

point_hullf 3*k +0] = (ompptr->hul LIKILiJ[0]) 5 2x7 
point_hulll 3*k +11] = (compptr->hull[K]fil[11) 5 /*yx/ 
point_hulll 3%k #2) = (cmpptr->hull[K][iJ[21]) 5 /*z*7 

} 

7% find the number of Knots  */ 
num_Knots = cmpptr->nu_Knots3 

7% evaluate the point corresponding to the given hull */ 
drw_int_pt (u, point_hull, knot, num_knots, hullptr )3 

/* find the actual point from the pointer e/ 
(¥add_curve_hull_ptr)[ix3 + 0] = hullptr[o]s 
(¥add_curve_hull_ptr){ix3 ¢ 1] = hullptri1]s 
( *add_curve_hull_ptrJ[ix3 + 2] = hullptri2]; 

} 
/* 

free (knot)s 
free (point_hull )5 
7 

} 

PRETSTSSISSASSASSLSASASSSSSASSSS SSSA SASS SASS LSS S SSS SAS MSL aA SASS SASS SsT TT 

% Module Name: find_u 
Me a ee Se SS See SSS se Sees es sss sess ssssesssaesae 

* Description: finds the correct u depending on whether it is the tip or 
* root and whether there is an end cap or not 
* 
% Input: index - specify whether root or tip x_section 
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* cmpptr - pointer to the wing structure 

*% Output: correct Knot value 

float find_u (index, cmpptr) 
int index; 
comp_data *cmpptr3 
{ 
float us 
char flag_end_caps; 
int xs_num} 

if (index == 0 ) 7* if x_section is the root */ 
u = ¥( cmpptr->u_knot +3)35 

else if (index == 1) /* if x_section is the tip */ 
{ 

7* find last x_section number */ 
xs_num = (compptr->nu_Knots) - 4 5 

if (xs_num > 4) 

7* find if component has end caps or not */ 
flag_end_caps = check_end_cap(cmpptr, xs_num - 2)3 

if (flag_end_caps == 'N') 7% if no end caps */ 
u = *( cmpptr->u_knot + cmpptr->nu_Knots - 4)3/*set parameter*/ 

else 
u = *( cmpptr->u_Knot + cmpptr->nu_Knots - 5)3/*set parameter*/ 

3 

else 
u = *(  cmpptr->u_Knot + cmpptr->nmu_knots - 3 )3/*set parameter*/ 

3 

else 
u = index; /* set parameter */ 

return (u)3 

} 
/RTTSRSSSSSSS SPST SASSSSSTSASSSASSS SSAA SS SS sea esses sssssesssssssssss2assas¥ 

* Module Name: check_end_cap 
eee nae eee eee eee Ree SS SS SSeS SSSsseess2ess=% 

% Description: finds whether there is an end cap or not 

it The equation of the plane containing the points on the 
% specified control hull is obtained. 
% Two points from the c.chull just before the specifed c.hull 

are used to check if those points lie on the plane 
bd obtained above 
% 
% Input: cmpptr - pointer to the wing structure 
bd xS_ram  - cross section number being considered 
* 
* Output: flag to specify if there is an end cap or not 
RRSP S SSP SH SSS SAS SS SRS ST SSS SS SSS SSS SS SSS SS SS SSS SSS SSS Sse SssssssessssessssaxX/ 

char check_end_cap (cmpptr, xs_num) 
comp_data *cmpptr3s 
int xs_nums 
{ 

int i5 
float planel_pt1[31], planel_pt2[3], planel_pt3I[31]5 
float plane2_pt1{3], plane2_pt2[{3]5 
float vec_1(31, vec_2(31], vec_3(3]; 
float constl, const2}3 
int indexl, index23 
char flag_end_cap}; 
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flag_end_cap = 'N's 
index] = ( ( cmpptr->nw_knots) -¢@ ) * 3 7 103 /* get an arbitrary point */ 
index2 = ( ( cmpptr->nw_knots) -4 } * 5 7 103 /* get another arbitrary point */ 

for (1205 1<35 ++1) 
{ 

/* obtain 3 points on the specified x_section (last but one )*/ 
planel_ptifil = cmpptr->hulllxs_numIJ(0][1]5 
planel_pt2(il = cmpptr->hulllxs_num]{index1I]Cils 
planel_pt3li] = cmpptr->hulll{xs_num][ index2 [i]; 

7* obtain the vectors defined by the points */ 
vec_1{iJ] = planel_ptilil] - planel_pt2lil; 
vec_2(i] = planel_pt2{1i} - planel_pt3[ilJs 

7*® obtain 2 pts on the plane which is before the specified x_section*/ 
plane2_ptl{i] = cmpptr->hulllxs_num - 1ILO][i); 
plane2_pt2[i] = cmpptr->hullfxs_num - lL] Lindexl1][ilJs 

} 

7* find the normal to the plane */ 
cross_product (vec_l, vec_2, vec_3)3 

/* find the constant to define the plane */ 
constl = vec_3[0] * planel_pti[0] 

+ vec_3{1] * planel_pt1[1] 
+ vec_3[2] * planel_ptl[2];5 

7* check if point 1 of plane 2 lies on this plane */ 
const2 = vec_3I0] * plane2_pt1I[0) 

+ vec_3(1] * plane2_pt1{1] 
+ vec_3(2] * plane2_ptl[2] 
- constls 

if (( float) fabs ((double) const2) < .01)/* if first point lies on the plane */ 
{ 

7* check if second point of the second surface lies on the plane */ 
const2 = vec_3{0] * plane2_pt2[0] 

+ vec_3[1] * plane2_pt2[1] 
+ vec_3[2] * plane2_pt2[2] 
- constl;s 

if ( (float) fabs( (double) const2 )< .01) 
flag_end_cap = ‘Y's /* if it does then end cap exists */ 

} 

return (| flag_end_cap}s 

} 
Oe eee RS SS SSS SS SSR SSS SSS SS SSSS SSS SSS SSS SSSR SSES SSL VST SARIN 

% Module Name: wing_chord 
eee eee eee eee eee SSeS SS SSS SSsSszs=s=Kk 

* Description: find the chord for a given wing cross section 
* 
*% Input: ptrl ~ pointer to wing geometry data structure 
* chull - control polygon for the parametric curve 
* add_chord - address of integer storing chord value 
i u - parameter value of the parametric cross section 
* 

* Output: none 
MISBASA SSAA SSS s ASS SS AAS SS SS Ses ss sss Sse Sass ese se sss sssaessssSssssssssssrKe/ 

void wing_chord (ptrl, chull, add_chord, u) 
struct struct_wing *ptrl; 
float *chull, *add_chord, ul ]s 
{ 

int hull_extreme{2], flag, num_cps 
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float ul, u2, distance, max_dists 

7* number of points in the control hull */ 
num_cp = ptrl->num_Knots - 43 

7% determine the extreme pts in the control hull */ 
chull_extreme (chull, num_ep, hull_extreme); 

7* find the knot values corresponding to the two extremes */ 
ul = *( ptrl->knot + hull_extremel[0] + 2 )3 
u2 = *( ptrl->knot + hull_extreme[1] + 2 )3 

flag = 15 /* set flag */ 

7*® while maximum distance is not found */ 

while ( flag == 1) 
{ 

7* keeping one pt constant search for pt having the max. distance from itx/ 
distance = dist_converge (ptrl, chull, &ul, &u2)}5 
max_dist = distances 

/7* reverse the order of searching */ 
distance = dist_converge (ptri, chull, &u2, &ul)s 

7% if the two distances are same within a tolerance, stop searching */ 
if ( abs{max_dist - distance ) < .1) 

flag = 03 

) 

xadd_chord = distances 
ufO] = uls 

ull] = u23 
} 

PRATT SATP SAT SV ST LAA A ST HSS A SASS SSS SASS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS Se VPS SST STS SSS Ses sssTsesTKzK 

% Module Name: chull_extreme 
ee eee eee eae eee a SS SSS SSS SS SS SSS Ss SSS rz==¥ 

% Description: find the two control pts having the max distance between them 
% 

% Input: chull - control hull, 
* num_cp - no. of control pts 
x pt - index numbers of the two control points 
* 
* 
* 
*% Output: void 
MRSSBSBSSSSSS SASH SBS SSeS SP SPSS SHS Sass Ss sss sess sssssssssssssssssssssesse=r=K%/ 

void chull_extreme (chull, num_ep, pt) 
float *chulls 
int num_cp, ptl2]5 
t 

int i, 13 
float max_dist = 0.03 

for (1215 i<num_cp-15 +41) 7% loop through all the points */ 
¢ 

/* consider all the pts having indices greater than i */ 
for ( l=i#13 l< num_ep-15 +41) 

extreme_pt (chull, i, 1, &max_dist, pt)s 

if(i>2) 7* after the second point */ 
{ 

/*consider all the pts with indices less than i */ 
for tl=1s l< i-1s +41) 

extreme_pt (chull, i, 1, &max_dist, pt); 
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PRPDSPSSSSSSS SSS SPSS SSS SST PASSA STS SS SSA SSS SSA SS SSIS SSA SSS SS SHS SSS SsaSsSaK 

% Module Name: extreme_pt 
MoS wT eS SSH SSS SSS SS eS eS SSS SS SSS SSS Sts essesX 

* Description: compute the distance between points and update values 
* 
% Input: chull - control hull, 
* 1, 1 - indices of the two control points being considered; 
x ptr_max_dist - pointer to max distance computed till now, 
* pt - indices of points having this max distance 
* 

void extreme_pt (chull, i, 1, ptr_max_dist, pt) 
float *chull, *ptr_max_dists 
int pt[2],i,13 
¢ 

float len; 

double a; 
a = (double) 23 

/* compute the distance between the two given points */ 
len = (float) sart ( 

pow ((double) ( chull [ 3%i 1] - chull [ 31 1] ja) 
+ pow ((double) ( chull [ 3%1 + 1] - chull [ 3¥1 +1] ), a) 
+ pow ((double) ( chull [ 3%1 + 2] - chull [ 3¥1 +21] ), a) 

dy 

/* is the above distance greater than the maximum computed till now ? */ 
if ( len > *ptr_max_dist) 
{ 

*ptr_max_dist = lens  /%* update maximum distance */ 
ptlO] = is 7* update the control point indices */ 
pt({1l] = 1s 

} 

} 
/RSTSTASSSISSSSASASASSASSSTSSSSSSSSSSASSSSSSSSSSSATASASTSSSRSATSsseaszeses¥ 

% Module Name: dist_converge 
Meee See eS eee Se SSS Ses ee ee ees ess sssserssesenrer=¥% 

* Description: converge to the maximum distance between one point and the 
% other points on the curve 
* 

% Input: ptrl  - pointer to the wing geometry data structure 
x chull - hull array, 
* add_ul» add_u2 - address of parameter values of the two points 
* 

* Output: distance - final maximum distance computed 
RSTMAAPSSASHASAS SPS SSST SA SSS SS SSS SSSA SSR SBS SS SSS SSS sos SS SS SSsssassssssstssTHK/ 

float dist_converge (ptrl, chull, add_ul, add_u2) 
struct struct_wing *ptr1;s 
float *chull, *add_ul, *add_u2} 
{ 
int flag, icounts 
float int_distance, distance, ul, u2, delus 

ul = *add_uls 
u2 = *add_u23 

7% find the distance between the two initial points */ 
distance = dist_bet_parms (ptrl, chull, ul, u2)5 

flag = 13 /* set the flag for convergence */ 
icount = 03 /* set the counter */ 
delu = .13 

7* increment in the positive u direction */ 
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while ( flag == 1 ) 
¢C 

u2 = inc_parm(ptrl1, u2, delu)s /* inc the 2nd parameter value */ 

7% compute the distance between the first pt and the new second point */ 

int_distance = dist_bet_parms (ptrl, chull, ul, u2)5 

if (int_distance < distance ) /* new distance < previous distance ? */ 
flag = 03 

else 
{ 

icount = icount + 13 /7* increment counter */ 
distance = int_distances /* set old distance equal to new distance*/ 

} 
) 

/* increment in the negative u direction if no luck in tve u direction*/ 
[Bown oon noone nn oo nn ee on eo oe eo ne ee e+ + %/ 
flag = 13 7* reset flag to check for convergence */ 
while {( icount ==0 && flag ==1 ) 
{ 

u2 = dec_parm (ptrl, u2, delu)3/* dec the 2nd parameter value */ 

/* compute the distance between the first pt and the new second point */ 
int_distance = dist_bet_parms (ptrl, chull, ul, u2); 

if (int_distance < distance ) 

flag = 03 
else 

distance = int_distances 
} 

return (distance); 

} 
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Module comp_par 

DOR RRBBBBB8888B 888888888888 BB888EBBNBEEE EUR HERR BE BURR BUBEHERRBRHE 
PPO RBBB BBB B BEB B EE BBB BGR8BEBRBEEB BEB BBEREB EER BEBEEHREBEEBEEORRHEE 

* Name: comp_parms_compute 
* Author: Uma Jayaram 

x Date: March 1, 1991 
*% 

* Description: obtain the parameters for the components and display them 
JA8EBEEEEE BERBER R BERBER EEB BUR HERHHEER ERNE BEB REE RUBEHBRREURBEBBREBBRRHE/, 

#include <afmnc.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/uma_struct.h" 
[Bere nto enn een n cere n ene = Function Declarations<<--------<-<-9---2------~- */ 
void comp_parms_ compute )5 
void wings_computel( )3 

void fus_computel )s 
void eng_computel })}5 
void display_comp_parms( }5 
void main_parms_comp( )} 
void main_parms_item( )5 
void main_parms_fus( )5 
void main_parms_wing( )3 
void main_parms_wing_eng| )3 
void main_parms_ fus_eng({ )5 
void sec_parms_comp( )} 
void sec_parms_item( )5 
void sec_parms_wing( )5 

void sec_parms_fus( )5 
void print_fus_parms( )3 
void print_wing_parms( )3 
void print_eng_parms( )3 

[Borer er ecw cen ecerssnenn- End of Function Declarations~------------------ */ 

[hammer ern cern r rrr cl cenn Constant Definitions-------------- 9-2-2 - nn ef 

[Me merer rect eretcrersser= End of Constant Definitions-------------------- 3e/ 
Fee eee eee sear se sesssssessssssaaak 

/RITSTTSTSTATSAASAS SSP SSAA SASS SA SSS SSH TSA SATS SS SS SST TSA SSS SST Ss Ts TA Sree 

% Module Name: comp_parm_compute 
PERASKS SUTRA SS SSSA SSA SST SSSs SHAS SSS ASV SV SaS sss sss ess sess seseansserazsssssssK 

* Description: perform parameter computations for the components 
* 
% Input: Model - pointer to the model 
* 

* Output: none 
* 
MRSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS SSS SSS SVS sseessssaasesessssssssssesssx/ 

void comp_parms_compute (Model ) 
MODEL *Models 

{ 
struct struct_comp *ptrcomp = (struct struct_comp *) NULL3s 

ptrcomp = (struct struct_comp *) calloc (1, sizeof(struct struct_comp) }5 
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/7* obtain the parameters for the other components */ 
fus_compute (Model, ptrcomp ); 

/* obtain parameters for all components with wing cross section*/ 
wings_compute (Model, ptrcomp }5 

7* obtain parameters for the engine */ 
eng_compute (Model, ptrcomp); 

7* set up the new menu and templates */ 
display_comp_parms (Model, ptrcomp); 

} 

PRASSISPASPST AT SHASTA SSS SASS SSS HS SSSA SSS SSSA SSS SSSI SASH TASS ISAS SIS SST IST 

% Module Name: init_struct_comp 
eee eee ee eee eee eS SS SSS SSS SS SRS SSS S PSSST TSS T=TSTSTs 

Description: place the pointers to all the component structures in one 
structure 

Pointer to second wing structure having all the parameters 

* 
* 
* 
* Input: Pointer to first wing structure having all the parameters 
* 
* Pointer to fuselage structure having all the parameters 
% 

struct struct_comp *init_struct_comp (ptrwngl;, ptrwng2, pirfust) 
struct struct_wing *ptrwngl, *ptrwng23 
struct struct_fus *ptrfusts 

struct struct_comp xptrcomp = (struct struct_comp *) NULL} 

ptrcomp = (struct struct_comp *) calloc (1, sizeof(struct struct_comp) )3 

ptrcomp->ptrwngl = ptrwngl; /* pointer to the first wing structure */ 
ptrcomp->ptrwng2 = ptrwng2; /* pointer to the second wing structure */ 
ptrcomp->ptrfust= ptrfusts 7* pointer to the fuselage */ 

return (ptrcomp )3 

} 
/RSSSSTAASSSSSASASSASSSSS SASS SSSR SS SSS SS SLs lel sss SS esssSSRSsssssssassesz=¥* 

% Module Name: display_comp_parms 
eee eee SES SSE SS SSS SSS SHS SS SBS SSS SSS SSS TST SST TASTE 

% Description: Display the parameters obtained from surface analysis 
* 
% Input: Pointer to Model data structure 
x Pointer to structure having pointers to structures of 
bd each component 
* 
*% Output: none 
RISA SSSSSSSSSSSASSSSSSSSSSSSASS SS SSAS SSS SSS SSS SSS ssssrssssssessssesszsssssk/ 

void display_comp_parms (Model, ptrcomp) 
MODEL *Model; 
struct struct_comp *ptrcomps 
{ 

int Return = 03 7* return code */ 
int no_items = 43 /7* Menu Parameters */ 
static char *title = "PARAMETERS" 
static char *items[] = { "RETURN", 

ee LIST" > 

"MAIN PARMS", 

“SEC PARMS" 33 

static char *window_title = "PARAMETERS"; 
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static char *comp_names[ 20]; 7* component names */ 

newmenu( title ,no_items,items }3 7% display menu */ 
message ("SELECT MENU ITEM", 1)3 

while ( Return f= 1 ) 7* initial loop to start execution */ 
£ 

Return = proc_input( )5 

if ( Return > 0 ) 

{ 
switch (Return) 

{ 
case (1): 7*® Return */ 

Return = 13 
breaks 

case (2): 7*® List */ 
make_comp_list( Model ,comp_names )}3 7* make comp list */ 
std_window(window_title,Model->num_comp ,comp_names ) 5 
break} 

case (3): /7* bring up main parameters */ 
main_parms_comp (Model, ptrcomp)s 
message ("SELECT MENU ITEM", 1)3 
break 5 

case (4): /* bring up secondary parameters */ 

sec_parms_comp (Model, ptrcomp)s 
message ("SELECT MENU ITEM", 1)3 
breaks 

default: 
message("BAD INPUT IN COMPONENT">1 )3 

break; 
} 

} 

} 

remove_2D_window( 0 »\NWINDOW_VIEW )5 /* remove 2D window */ 

oldmenul 3 7% display old menu */ 

} 

Jeers SSeS SSS SRS S SSS SSS SSS SSeS SSS SSS sSstsaa* 

% Module Name: main_parms_comp 
eee eee eee ee Sse sess ese sess ss See sessssesssessessk 

% Description: display main parameters for components 
% 
% Input: Pointer to Model data structure 
% Pointer to structure having pointers to structures of 
Sa each component 
* 

% Output: None 
MESSI SAM SSSA SSH SSSA SSAA ST SSS PSST HLS SSS SPSS SSS SHASTA SRS SHS SSR AS SLATS SS SST EsTK/ 

void main_parms_comp(Model, ptrcomp) 
MODEL *Model; 

struct struct_comp *ptrcomp; 
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int exist; /7* window existance */ 
char *comp_names[ 20 15 7* component names */ 
comp_data *parm_comp; 

message("PICK COMPONENT TO DISPLAY MAIN PARAMETERS", 1)3 
parm_comp = get_comp_pick{ Model }5 

if ( parm_comp != NULL ) 
{ 

message("“DISPLAYING MAIN PARAMETERS...',1)5 
main_parms_item( Model ,ptrcomp,parm_comp }5 

} 
else 

message("DISPLAY COMPONENT MAIN PARAMETERS CANCELLED",1)3 

} 

/RMASASAASSSS SSS SS SHB SSSA SS SHSM HS HSSHSSASS SSH SSH SAS SS KSSSSS SI ASISSSSTHTSSTHK 

* Module Name: main_parms_item 
eee eS ee eee SS SSS SS SS SSS SSS SRS SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSsessEe 

% Description: displays parameters for a particular component 
*% 

% Input: Pointer to Model data structure and item to delete 
* Pointer to structure having pointers to structures of 
* each component 
* 
* Output: None 
ee ees SS SSS SSS SS SSS SSS SS SS SS SSS SSS SSS SASSS SST SSS SsSsTesesK/ 

void main_parms_item( Model ,ptrcomp,parm_comp ) 
MODEL *Model; 

struct struct_comp *ptrcomps 
comp_data *parm_comp; 
¢€ 

static char beg_letter_comp[] = 
{ 'N', 'M', ‘A’, 'W', ‘'H', tvi, 'S', 'c', "E', 'Fr, 'T'}; 

int i» flag = 03 

for (1=05 i<=10 && flag == 03 ++i) 
{ 

7* check which component it is by finding the first letter of the name */ 
if (parm_comp->comp_name[0] == beg_letter_compli 1) 

flag = 13 
} 

switch (1) 
{ 

case(1): 7* nose - display fuselage parameters */ 
main_parms_fus (Model, ptrcomp->ptrnos )35 
break» 

case(2): 7* mid section - display fuselage parameters */ 
main_parms_fus (Model, ptrcomp->ptrmid); 
break 35 

case(3): 7% aft body - display fuselage parameters */ 
main_parms_fus (Model, ptrcomp->ptraft)5 
break 3 

case(4): /7* display wing parameters */ 
main_parms_wing (Model, ptrcomp->ptrwngl, ptrcomp->ptrwng2 )3 
break; 
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case(5): /* display wing parameters */ 
main_parms_wing (Model, ptrcomp->ptrhtaill, ptrcomp->ptrhtail2)3s 
breaks 

casel6): 7* display wing parameters */ 
main_parms_wing (Model, ptrcomp->ptrvtaill, ptrcomp->ptrvtail2)3 
break} 

case(7): 7* display wing parameters */ 
main_parms_wing (Model, ptrcomp->ptrstrakel, ptrcomp->ptrstrake2 )s 
breaks 

case(8): /* display wing parameters */ 
main_parms_wing (Model, ptrcomp->ptrcanardl, ptrcomp->ptrcanard2 )3 
breaks 

case(9): 7* display wing engine parameters */ 
main_parms_wing_eng (Model, ptrcomp->ptrengw )5 
break} 

case(10): /* display fuse engine parameters */ 
main_parms_fus_eng (Model, ptrcomp->ptrengf )5 
break; 

default: 

message ("MAIN PARAMETERS NOT AVAILABLE FOR THIS COMPONENT" ,1)35 
breaks 

* 

Description: displays parameters for the fuselage 

Pointer to structure having data about fuselage 

* 
% 
% Input: Pointer to Model data structure and item to delete 
x 
* 
*% 

void main_parms_fus (Model, ptrnma)} 
MODEL *Model; 
struct struct_fus *ptrnmas 

“RAD. AT LAST X.S.", 
UT 

> 

{ 
static char *string_array[3] = ¢ 

“LENGTH 

“AREA 

ds 

char text{3 12913 
static char text_dummy[ ] ="; 
int i, out, numb; 
float data_array[31}; 
static char *title = "MAIN PARAMETERS" 

static char *names[3 15 

data_arrayI0] 
data_arrayl1] 
data_arrayl2] 

for (1=03 1<=2} ++1) 

¢ 

ptrnma->length 35 
ptrnma->last_radiuss 
ptrnma->areas 

(void) strnepy (&textlill0], text_dummy, 1)35 
if (string_arrayfil[0] != ‘\o') 
{ 
/* concatenate the string and float values */ 
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out = sprintf (&textlillol], "417s = 48.3f", string_arraylil, data_arraylil)s 
} 
names(il] = &text(ill0]; 

} 

7* print the mass parameters below 
print_fus_parms (ptrnma)3 
*/ 

7* bring up the window */ 
std_window (title, 3, names); 

} 
/RESSSTSSASSSSSSASSAS SS AS LSS SSMS SSSA SASS SSS SA ASSASRA ASSESS SSSR SSS SSS SSS= See 

% Module Name: main_parms_wing 
ee ee eee eee eee eee eee eee SSeS Ssssste=rk 

* Description: displays parameters for the wing 
* 
*% Input: Pointer to Model data structure and item to delete 

Pointer to structure having data about first wing 
x Pointer to structure having data about second wing 
* 
% Output: None 
MRISRISSSTSASSTSASA SSS ST SSSS ASS SASASSSLSSST PSS SASS SSS SRSA ASS SSS sSssssrssK/ 

void main_parms_wing (Model, ptrwngl, ptrwng2) 
MODEL *Model3 

struct struct_wing *ptrwngl, *ptrwng2s 
¢ 

static char *string_array[19] = ¢ 
“ASPECT RATIO “ > 

“TAPER RATIO "y 
“COMPUTED AREA “y 
“REFERENCE AREA '", 

"Q@.C. SWEEP "y 
“DIHEDRAL "y 
ater 

> 

"T/C RATIO AT ROOT", 
“T/C RATIO AT TIP “, 
toes 

, 

"SPAN ", 

“ROOT CHORD ", 

“L.E. SWEEP "y 
“VOLUME "y 
ate 

> 
“xX ue > 

"YROOT ") 
“ZROOT " 
ds 

char textl191[29]5 
static char text_dummy[ ] =""5 
int i, outs 

float span, taper_ratio, aspect_ratio, temp, sweep, sweep_le, data_array[19]5 
float tot_areas 
static char *title = "MAIN PARAMETERS"; 

static char *names[19]}5 

span = ptrwngl->span 3 
tot_area = ptrwngl->wing_areas 
7* if second component of similar type exists, add its span too */ 
if ( ptrwng2->exist = 1) 
¢ 

span = span + ptrwng2->spans 
span = (float) fabs ( (double) span); 

} 
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taper_ratio = ptrwngl->tip_chord / ptrwngl->root_chord3 
aspect_ratio = span * 2.0 / ( ptrwngl->root_chord + ptrwngl->tip_chord)s 

temp = ( 1.0 - taper_ratio } / ( aspect_ratio * ( 1.0 + taper_ratio ) Js 
sweep = 3.1415 * ptrwngl->sweep / 180.3 

sweep_le = (float) atan ( tan{ (double) sweep ) + (double) temp )3 
sweep_le = 180. * sweep_le / M_PI} 

data_arrayI[0] 
data_array[1] 

aspect_ratios 
taper_ratios 

ptrwngl->root_thck_chrd_rats 
ptrwngl->tip_thek_chrd_rats 

data_array[2] = tot_areas 
data_array[3] = span * ( ptrwngl->root_chord + ptrwngl->tip_chord ) / 2.03 
data_array[4] = 0.03 
data_array[5] = ptrwngl->sweep; 
data_array[6] = ptrwngl->dihedral; 
data_array[7] = 0.03 
data_array[8] 
data_array[9] 

data_arrayl161 
data_array[17] 
data_array[18] 

ptrwngl->wings 
ptrwngl~>yrootss 
ptrwngl->zroots 

data_array[10] = 0.03 
data_array[11] = spans 
data_array(12] = ptrwngl->reot_chords 
data_array[131 = sweep_les 
data_array[14] = ptrwngl->volumes 
data_array[15] = 0.03 , 

for (1203 1<=183 +41) 
{ 

(void) strncepy (&textlil[0], text_dummy, 1)3 

if (string_arrayfilJ{0] != 'NO') 
¢C 

7* concatenate the string and float values */ 
out = sprintf (&text(il(0], "417s = 48.3f", string_arraylil, data_arraylil]); 

} 

names{il = &textl[11[0]5 
} 
7* print the mass properties in the message area */ 
print_wing_parms (ptrwngl1)3 

7* bring up the window */ 
std_window (title, 19, names )3 

3 

F7RTSSTSSSSSSP SSS SSS SH SSS HSS SSS ASS SSS SSH SSL ASS SSS SSS SSP S SSS SS TSS TSIASaTSSTTH 

% Module Name: main_parms_fus_eng 
ee SSS eee eS SSS eS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSqSeszeszzKX 

* Description: displays parameters for the fuselage engine 
* 
% Input: Pointer to Model data structure and item to delete 
* Pointer to structure having data about fuselage 
* 
* Output: None 
RSSSS SSSA S SSS SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SS SSS SS SSS SASS SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SS SS SSSSSsssrsessK/ 

void main_parms_fus_eng(Model, ptrengf ) 
MODEL *Models 

struct struct_eng *ptrengf} 
{ 

static char *string_array[9] = ¢ 
“LENGTH "y 

“DIAMETER ", 
cour 

> 
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“VOLUME ", 
“AREA as > 

net > 

"X ve ’ 

"SOD to > 

“THETA ", 
ds 

char texti9][29]} 
static char text_dummy![] ="; 
int i> out, numb; 

float data_array[9]3 
static char *title = "MAIN PARAMETERS"; 

static char *names[9]5 

data_array[0] = ptrengf->length 5 
data_arrayl1] = ptrengf->diam; 
data_array[2] = 0.03 
data_array[3] = ptrengf->volume; 
data_array[4] = ptrengf->areas 

data_array[5] = 0.03 
data_array[6] = ptrengf->x; 
data_array[7] = ptrengf->sods 
data_array[8] = ptrengf->thetas 

for (i=03 i<=85 ++i) 
€ 

(void) strncpy (&text[i1[0], text_dummy, 1)s 
if (string_arraylil[0] != ‘\o') 
{ 
7* concatenate the string and float values */ 
out = sprintf (&text(il{O}, "417s = 48.3", string _arraylil], data_arrayli))3; 

} 
names[i] = &text{i][o]; 

} 
7* print the mass parameters below */ 
print_eng_parms (ptrengf)5 

7* bring up the window */ 
std_window (title, 9, names )}5 

2 
ARTBTSSS UT ASSP SAS SAAS SSSR TSS SSSA SS HLA SS SS SSS SSP SIA SSS SSS SSS SSS TST SSSSTSSITe 

% Module Name: main_parms_wing_eng 
Hee SS See eS SS BS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SST 

* Description: displays parameters for the wing engine 
* 
*% Input: Pointer to Model data structure and item to delete 
x Pointer to structure having data about fuselage 
* 
* Output: None 
MASSA PS SSS SST SSSA sB SS aSSsS sss ess sss seas sess assesses ssssssasesassssseesK%/ 

void main_parms_wing_eng( Model, ptrengw) 
MODEL *Model; 
struct struct_eng *ptrengy; 
¢ 
static char *string_arrayl[9] = ¢ 

“LENGTH "y 

“DIAMETER ", 
muy 

“VOLUME ", 
"AREA ", 

muy 

"uy "y 

uy "y 

uz "y 

+35 
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char text{91f291]5 
static char text_dummy[] =""5 
int i», out, numb; 

float data_array[9]}3 
static char *title = "MAIN PARAMETERS" 
static char *names[91; 

data_array[0] 
data_array[1] 

ptrengw->length 3 
ptrengw->diam; 

data_array[2] = 0.03 
data_array[3] = ptrengw->volume; 
data_array[4] = ptrengw->area;s 
data_array[5] = 0.03 
data_array[6] = ptrengw->x3 
data_array!7] = ptrengw->y3 
data_array[8] = ptrengw->z3 

for (i=03 i<=83 +41) 
{ 

(void) strncpy (&textlil{[O], text_dummy, 1)5 
if (string_arraylilf0] f= '\o') 
{ 
7* concatenate the string and float values */ 
out = sprintf (&atext(ill(O], "417s = 748.3f", string_arraylil, data_arraylil])s 

J 

names[i] = &text(iJ[0]5 

/* print the mass parameters below */ 
print_eng_parms (ptrengw); 

7* bring up the window */ 
std_window (title, 9, names )5 

} 
Pee SSS SSS SS SESS SSS SSS SSS SSSSS SSS ASSESS SS SSS SSS SSSA 

% Module Name: sec_parms_comp 
eee eee ee See eS es SSS SSS SSS SSSsssseezeaKe 

%* Description: display secondary parameters for components 
* 

* Input: Pointer to Model data structure 
* Pointer to structure having pointers to structures of 
% each component 
* 
* Output: None 
MRASARASSHMSS A SPASM ASSSHSASSSH LASTS PS SP SAV SSS SSS SPS SS SSS SSS TSS SST Sess SasSsSs=S==K/ 

void sec_parms_comp(Model, ptrcomp ) 
MODEL *Model} 

struct struct_comp *ptrcomp; 
{ 

int exists 7* window existance */ 
char *comp_names[ 201} 7% component names */ 
comp_data *parm_comp; 

message("PICK COMPONENT TO DISPLAY SECONDARY PARAMETERS", 1)3 
parm_comp = get_comp_pick( Model )3 

if ( parm_comp != NULL ) 
{ 
message("DISPLAYING SECONDARY PARAMETERS..."»1)} 

sec_parms_item( Model ,ptrcomp »parm_comp }5 
} 

else 
message("“DISPLAY COMPONENT SECONDARY PARAMETERS CANCELLED",1)3 
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A/RASPASAST SSSR SIAM SALSA SASS TSH PSSST SSS THT SAR SSS HSA SSH SS SS SSS SSSSTTssSs=Tsz=R 

* Module Name: sec_parms_item 
MSD SSSA STSSSS SSS SSS SPSS HSA SS SSS SHS S PTS S HAS SSS RSS SSS SSS PSS SSS TSS TSS SHS TSN 

* Description: displays secondary parameters for a particular component 
*% 

* Input: Pointer to Model data structure and item to delete 
x Pointer to structure having pointers to structures of 
* each component 
* 

*% Output: None 
MSS SAA SSAA SHS PSS SS SSS SHAS TSR SSSA SHAS AA SAAS SSS SSSA SST STAs SS SS Sas ssSSszsSeTK/ 

void sec_parms_item{ Model ,ptrcomp,parm_comp ) 
MODEL *Model; 

struct struct_comp *ptrcomp; 
comp_data *parm_comps 
¢ 

static char beg_letter_comp!] = 
{ ‘'N',> 'M', ‘A’, 'W’, "H', vy, 'C', 'S', ‘E', "I'}; 

int i> flag = 03 

for (i=03 i<=10 && flag == O35 ++i) 
{ 

7% check which component it is by finding the first letter of the name */ 
if (parm_comp->comp_name[0] == beg _letter_comp[i]) 

flag = 13 

} 

switch (1) 
{ 

case(1): 

sec_parms_fus (Model, ptrcomp)5 
break} 

case(2): 

sec_parms_fus (Model, ptrcomp); 
break; 

case(3): 
sec_parms_fus (Model, ptrcomp)s 
break} 

case(4): /* display wing parameters */ 
sec_parms_wing (Model, ptrcomp->ptrwngl, ptrcomp->ptrwng2 )3 
breaks 

case(5): 7* display horizontal tail parameters */ 
sec_parms_wing (Model, ptrcomp->ptrhtaill, ptreomp->ptrhtail2 ); 
break; 

default: 
message ("SECONDARY PARAMETERS NOT AVAILABLE FOR THIS COMPONENT",1)3 

break 3 

/RMTASSTSVSASAS SASS SESSA SSS SPSS SLSVSA ARMAS SSS SALA SAS SHAN SV ASS SS SSS SSR SISSSSSIHR 

% Module Name: sec_parms_fus 

Description: displays parameters for the fuselage 

Input: Pointer to Model data structure and item to delete 
Pointer to structure having data about fuselage 
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void sec_parms_fus (Model, ptrcomp) 
MODEL *Model; 
struct struct_comp *ptrcomp; 
{ 
static char *string_array(11] = ¢ 

"F.RATIO OF NOSE " 
"F.RATIO OF MID " 

“F.RATIO OF AFT " 

"F.RATIO OF FUSE " 
cone 

> 

"MAXIMUM DIAMETER "; 
“TOTAL LENGTH ", 
"RAD. AT LAST X.S."5 

? 

"VOLUME ", 
“AREA " 
33 

w
w
e
 

w
o
}
 

char text{111][31]3 
static char text_dummy[] ="''; 
int i, outs 
float data_arrayl[11l]5 
float diam; 
static char *title = "PARAMETERS OF TOTAL FUSELAGE" 

static char *names[{11]; 
diam = ( (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->max_radius ) * 2.03 

data_array[0] = (ptrcomp->ptrnos)->length / diam; 
data_array[1] = (ptrcomp->ptrmid)->length / diams 
data_arrayl2] = (ptrcomp->ptraft)->length / diams 
data_array[3] = (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->length / diams 
data_array[41 = 0.03 
data_array[5] = diam 
data_arrayl61 = (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->lengths 
data_arrayl[7] = (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->last_radiuss 
data_array[8] = 0.03 
data_array[9] (ptrcomp->ptr fust )->volumes 
data_arrayl[10] = (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->area; 

for (1203 i<=103 +41) 
t 

(void) strncepy (&textlil[0], text_chammy, 1)3 

if (string_arraylilfo] != '\o') 
{ 
7* concatenate the string and float values */ 
out = sprintf (&text{il[0], "Z17s = 410.3f", string_arraylil, data_arraylil); 

} 

names[i] = &textlil[o]s 

7*print the mass parameters in the message area */ 
print_fus_parms (ptrcomp->ptrfust)3 

message ("SELECT MENU ITEM", 1)3 

/* bring up the window */ 
std_window (title, 11, names); 

} 
PMATSASSSSSS AST SS SSSA SSSS TS SSA SSS SS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSSA SSS SsSsssssSesszszK 

% Module Name: sec_parms_wing 
MSSSASSA SSS SS SSSA Sess sss SSS ose sSVSsss sss esssssessassessasssaesssssasess=eaK 
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% Description: displays secondary parameters for the wing 

Input: Pointer to Model data structure and item to delete 
* 
* 
* Pointer to structure having data about first wing 
* Pointer to structure having data about second wing 
* 

void sec_parms_wing (Model, ptrwngl, ptrwng2) 
MODEL *Models 

struct struct_wing *ptrwngl, x*ptrwng23 
{ 
static char *string_arrayl8] = ¢ 

"MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD ", 
“LOCATION ") 
auue > 

“M.L. MAX HT AT ROOT "y 
"M.L. MAX OISTANCE AT ROOT", 
sous > 

“M.L. MAX HT AT TIP ", 
"M.L. MAX DISTANCE AT TIP “ 
33 

char text[8][371]5 
static char text_dummy[] ='"''s 
int i, outs 

float taper_ratio, templ, temp2, span, data_arrayl8]s 
static char *title = "SECONDARY PARAMETERS"} 

static char *names[8]5 

taper_ratio = ptrwngl->tip_chord / ptrwngl->root_chords 
temp] = ( 1. + taper_ratio + taper_ratiox*taper_ratio ) / { 1. + taper_ratio)s 
temp2 = ( 1. + 2.%taper_ratio) / ( 1. + taper_ratio); 
span = ptrwngl->span + ptrwng2->span3 

data_array[0] = 2. * ptrwngl->root_chord * templ / 3.5 
data_array[1] = span * temp2 / 6.3 
data_array[21] = 0.03 
data_array[3] = ptrwngl->root_camber[01]; 
data_array[41 = ptrwngl->root_camber(11]}5 
data_array[5] = 0.03 
data_arrayl6] = ptrwngl->tip_camber[015 
data_array[7] = ptrwngl->tip_camber[1]; 

for (1203 1<=73} +41) 
{ 

(void) strncepy (&textlil{[O], text_dummy, 1)5 

if (string_array[il[0] $= '\o') 
{ 
7* concatenate the string and float values */ 
out = sprintf (&textlill0], "425s = 48.3f", string_arraylil, data_arraylil)s; 

names[i] = &text[ill[Ol]s 
} 

7% bring up the window */ 
std_window (title, 8, names )5 

} 
PRABSSSSSSSAASAAA SST SAS TS ASSP A ASSSSHSST SSS SI TSH SSH SSS SR SS SSSR SSSI SST SsT=SK 

% Module Name: print_fus_parms 
PRS TASSSSSS SSS SSS SS SSSA SSS Ss Se sSSSSSSS RS SSS SS SSS SASS SssssessSsessssssrsssK 

* Description: Print results at the bottom 
* 
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% Input: Pointer to component data structure 

void print_fus_parms(ptrnma ) 
struct struct_fus *ptrnma; 
{ 

char scrn_messagel 6015 

/* ---- Print Results ---- #*/ 
sprintf(scrn_message >» 

" CENTER OF GRAVITY: X = Z.2f, Y = %.2f, Z = Z%.2¢ "; 
ptrnma->cgl[0], ptrnma->cgl1], ptrnma->egl21)5 

message(scrn_message, 0)3 
sprintf(scrn_message, 

"MOMENTS OF INERTIA: Ixx = %4.2f, Iyy = %.2f, Izz = %.2f ", 
ptrnma->mom_inert{0], ptrnma->mom_inert{1], ptrnma->mom_inert[2])35 

message(scrn_message, 0)}3 

sprintf(scrn_message,> 
"PRODUCTS OF INERTIA: Ixy = %.2f, Iyz = %.2f» Ixz = Z.2f ", 

ptrnma->mom_inert[3], ptrnma->mom_inert[4], ptrnma->mom_inert[51])}3 
message(scrn_message, 0)3 

} 

/MISTessessssssssssssssssssssssssssssssrsssssssssssssesssssssssssssasessH 
% Module Name: print_wing_parms 

* Description: Print results at the bottmm = SSS ° 
x Input: Pointer to component data structure 

* Output: None 
SSSSSSSSSSAS PASH ASH SSSA STASSSTA SAA SS SS SSS SSSA SSAA SSS SIA SssSesssssssesasce=K/ * 

void print_wing_parms( ptrwng) 
struct struct_wing *ptrwngs 
{ 

char scrn_messagel 60 ]3 

7% ---- Print Results ---- ¥*/ 
sprintf(scrn_message, 

" CENTER OF GRAVITY: X = 4.2f> Y = %.2f, Z = %4.2f "; 
ptrwng->cgl01, ptrwng->cgl11, ptreung->cgl[21)5 

messagel(scrn_message, 0)3 

sprintf(scrn_message> 
“MOMENTS OF INERTIA: Ixx = 4.2, Iyy = %2.2f, Izz = Z4.2f ", 

ptrwng->mom_inert[0], ptrwng->mom_inert{[1], ptrwng->mom_inert[21)5 
message(scrn_message, 0)3 

sprintf(scrn_message, 
** PRODUCTS OF INERTIA: Ixy = %.2f, Iyz = %.2f, Ixz = Z%.2f "» 

ptrwng->mom_inert{3], ptrwng->mom_inert(4], ptrwng->mom_inert[51)3 
message(scrn_message, 0)5 

} 
AMID SASSTSSSHSAASS EAS SSSSSSR SSS TSH SSH TSI ASST SST ISAS SSS TSS SSS SSssss=sssra=K 

% Module Name: print_eng_parms 
eee eee eee SSS eee sess Sts sess SsSSsSssesreeszk 

Description: Print results at the bottom x 
* 
% Input: Pointer to component data structure 
* 
* 

void print_eng_parms(ptreng) 
struct struct_eng *ptreng; 
{ 
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char sern_message[ 6013 

7% ---- Print Results ---- */ 
sprintf(scrn_message, 

"CENTER OF GRAVITY: X = %.2f, Y = %.2f, Z = 4.2 "» 

ptreng->cgl01], ptreng->cg[1], ptreng->cgl21)3 
message(scrn_message, 0)3 

sprintf(scrn_message, 
" MOMENTS OF INERTIA: Ixx = %.2f,» Iyy = %.2f, Izz = 4.2 ", 

ptreng->mom_inert[0], ptreng->mom_inert(11], ptreng->mom_inert[21)3 
message(scrn_message, 0)3 

sprintf(scrn_message > 
" PRODUCTS OF INERTIA: Ixy = %4.2f, Iyz = 4.2, Ixz = %.2f "» 

ptreng->mom_inert[3], ptreng->mom_inert[4], ptreng->mom_inert[51)35 
message(scrn_message, 0)3 
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Module fus_comp 

PPPS LEILI SILAS SSS SS ISNA SSIS ASS SAAS SS OAS SSS SSS SSSA SS SS SANS SSS SSAA AIS ISSN SSSI 
XX CRRR REE B RR R RBBB B88 R888 8898888898888HE8EG8ERHHEBEEHE EHH EBEBEBEE 

a Name: fus_compute 
* Author: Uma Jayaram 
x Date: May 30, 1991 
x 
* Description: obtain the parameters for the fuselage 
298888883088 H8BRRBRE BEBE BRERA RRB EEUU BRBNEBNBBHNRRE 

finclude <afmnc.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
finclude "../execs/uma_struct.h" 
#include "../execs/show_math.h" 
[Broce r eres src c ces cree-e- Function Declarations<-------------<--9--------- */ 
void fus_compute( )3 
void fnos_compute( )} 
void fmid_compute( )5 
void faft_compute( }5 
void fus_parms_mass( )35 
void fus_parms_tot( )3 
void fus_parms( )5 
struct struct_fus *cmp_lengtht )5 
struct struct_fus *init_struct_fust )5 
void comp_parms_mass({ }5 
void quadratict( }3 
void princ_inertial( )5 

[Rom ren nnn cet esc ecssecna- End of Function Declarations------------------- */ 

[Recceranswessnecensneane Constant Definitions--------------------------- */ 

[Bann m enn nsec cre r ree n- End of Constant Definitions-------------------- */ 
PRESSPASS PSSST SMASH APSSSH SHAS SS SSP TACHA SSH SSS SST SSS SRS SSS ATS SPSS S SSH SS TSH TAT 

PRMASPSTSSHRSSTSSS AS SSSRSSASASAASSARSHPASSS ASSO SS SSS SSSSSSSSSSSSSSASSSSSSSsse=e 

% Module Name: fus_compute 
eee SSS SS Se ee Sees SS SS eS STS SSS SSS SSSSSSSsqESsessesersszXk 

* Description: obtain parameters for the fuselage 
% 

% Input: Model - pointer to the model 
i ptrcomp - pointer to structure containing pointers to all 
% other components 
* 

% Output: none 
* 
MOST SSS SSIPAS SSS SSSSSA SSS SASS SSSA SS SHS SSS SS SSA SSSA S HS SSSSsssssssssssasrKX/ 

void fus_compute (Model, ptrcomp)} 
MODEL *Model; 

struct struct_comp *ptrcomp; 
{ 
float volume, aft_last_areas 
comp_data xcmpptrs 

fnos_compute (Model, ptrcomp )s /* nose parameters */ 
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fmid_compute (Model, ptrcomp); /* mid section parameters */ 

faft_compute (Model, ptrcomp); 7% aft body parameters */ 

fus_parms_mass (Model, ptrcomp); /* obtain parms related to mass properties*/ 

fus_parms_tot(ptrcomp ); 7* obtain total fuselage parameters */ 

} 
PRISTSINSSSSSTISS ST LSSAS SAR SSSLAA SSL SSSA SSS SSSA esses sVsssrsssssssesssssessE 

% Module Name: fnos_compute 
eee See Se SS SSS SSS SS SSS SS SES SS SSS sess sszzaTtKX 

% Description: obtain parameters for the fuselage nose 
* 
*% Input: Model - pointer to the model 
* ptrcomp - pointer to structure containing pointers to all 
i other components 
* 
% Output: none 
x 
eee eee ee SS SS SSSR SS SSS SSS TS SSS SS TSS SS SSS ss sSTR/S 

void fnos_compute (Model, ptrcomp) 
MODEL *Model; 

struct struct_comp *ptrcomp; 
{ 

static char sl{] = ("NOSE"); 
struct struct_fus *ptrnos; 

ptrnos = cmp_length (sl, Model )s 
ptrcomp->ptrnos = ptrnoss 

} 
[Mase SS SSSR SS SS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSeS SS SasSsSssssss=e=xX 

% Module Name: fmid_compute 
Ree ee eee eee sees Sess sss SSS sSeseee2eeszzrerzxX 

*% Description: obtain parameters for the fuselage mid section 
* 
% Input: Model - pointer to the model 
i ptrcomp - pointer to structure containing pointers to all 
* other components 
% 

* Output: none 
* 
MSPS SSSA SPSS SS SSS SS HSS HPSS SSS SH SS SSS SSS SH SSS STA SHS SHAS SSS SSS SS STS SSrsrsK/ 

void fmid_compute (Model, ptrcomp) 
MODEL *Model; 

struct struct_comp *ptrcomps 
{ 
static char sl1[] = {"MID_SECT"}; 
struct struct_fus *ptrmids 

ptrmid = cmp_length (s1, Model); 
ptrcomp->ptrmid = ptrmids 

} 
/RITTSSSASTSS SAAT ASS SASAA SSSA SSS SSS SSSA SS SSS SS SSS SSSI ASS SBSsSsrssssss6os=¥ 

% Module Name: faft_compute 
eee oe Se eee eS Se eee SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SSSSSES=ESzS5¥% 

% Description: obtain parameters for the fuselage after body 
* 

* Input: Model - pointer to the model 
* ptrcomp - pointer to structure containing pointers to all 
3 other components 
% 
* Output: none 
* 
MISSSAA SA SSSA SSA SAS SSAS SPSS SSS SSSA SSSSN SS SATS AA STST SS SS SSS SSS SST Sess SsssK/ 
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void faft_compute (Model, ptrcomp) 
MODEL *Models 

struct struct_comp *ptrcomp; 
¢ 

static char sl{] = ("AFT_BODY"); 

struct struct_fus *ptrafts 

ptraft = cmp_length (sl, Model); 
ptrcomp->ptraft = ptrafts 

* Module Name: init_struct_ptrfus 

x Description: initialize fuselage structure. ====SSSsS=S*~S~S ° 
x Input: cmpptr - pointer value to the component structure 

x Output: pointer to the structure containing the component data 

struct struct_fus *init_struct_fus (cmpptr) 
comp_data *cmpptrs 
{ 
struct struct_fus *ptrl = ( struct struct_fus *) NULL} 
ptrl = (struct struct_fus *) calloc (1, sizeof(struct struct_fus) )3 

ptrl->fusptr = cmpptrs 
ptrl->knot = cmpptr->w_knots 
ptri->num_knots = cmpptr->nw_knots; 

return (ptrl)3 

} 
PMATSSSLST SSA P SSS ASST SSS TS SS SSS SSSA SOA SSH SSSA SSSRS SSS SSS SS SS SSL SSSSSHSsS=K 

% Module Name: fus_parms_mass 
RSSSSOSASS SSH SASS TSS SS SSS SASS PSSST SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS HK SS TSS SS SSsssSsr TK 

* Description: obtain the fuselage parameters related to mass properties 
* 
*% Input: Model - pointer to the model data structure 

ptrcomp = pointer to the structure * 

* 

% Output: none 
*% 

eee eee SSS SSS SSSR SSS SSS SS SSSA SSP SS SSS SSS SSS s= TTS 

void fus_parms_mass (Model, ptrcomp) 
MODEL *Model; 

struct struct_comp *ptrcomps 
{ 
int comp_count = 13 
comp_data **comp_lists 
float al3], bI3], cfl3]5 

int is 

comp_list = (comp_data **) calloc(3,sizeof(comp_data *))35 

comp_list[0] = (ptrcomp->ptrnos )->fusptrs 7® nose */ 
comp_parms_mass (Model, comp_count, comp_list)s 
fus_parms (ptrcomp->ptrnos )3 

comp_Llist[0] = (ptrcomp->ptrmid)->fusptrs 7% mid */ 
comp_parms_mass (Model, comp_count, comp_list)s 
fus_parms (ptrcomp->ptrmid)}3 

comp_list[0] = (ptrcomp->ptraft)->fusptrs 7% aft ¥/ 
comp_parms_mass (Model, comp_count, comp_list); 
fus_parms (ptrcomp->ptraft)s 
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comp_list[0] = (ptrcomp->ptrnos )->fusptrs 
comp_listl(11 = (ptrcomp->ptrinid)->fusptrs 
comp_list[2] = (ptrcomp->ptraft)->fusptrs 
comp_count = 33 
comp_parms_mass (Model, comp_count, comp_list)s; /# all three */ 
ptrcomp->ptrfust = (struct struct_fus *)calloc(1, sizeofistruct struct_fus) Js 
fus_parms (ptrcomp->ptrfust )35 

7* obtain principal axes */ 
princ_inertia ( (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->mom_inert, a» b» c)3 

for (1203 1<=23 ++i) 

¢ 
( ptrcomp->ptrfust} -> xaxis [1] = afils 
( ptrcomp->ptrfust) -> yaxis [il] = blils 
( ptrcomp->ptrfust) -> zaxis [i] = clils 

} 
CRPBBSSSASSASHASHASSMSAAS SA SSSA SS SSA SSSSS ST SRASHSSRAA SSSA TSSASSSSSSSATAHAK 

% Module Name: fus_parms_tot 
eee Bee 8a eee eee ee ee SS SSSR SSS SSS Sst SSsssez=zrk 

* Description: obtain the total fuselage parameters 
* 
* Input: ptrcomp - pointer 
% 
* Output: none 
* 
MESS ASH SSIS AIS SS ASST SS SAIN SSS SSS SAAS SST SASS SSSA SSS SSAN SSSA SSS SSS STasssSsaKe/ 

void fus_parms_tot (ptrcomp) 
struct struct_comp *ptrcomp; 
¢ 

float l_radius, 11, 12, 13, a» by cy xl2], volumes 

l_radius = (ptrcomp->ptraft)->last_radiuss 
(ptrcomp->ptrfust)->last_radius = l_radius; 

7* determine the three lengths */ 
ll = (ptrcomp->ptrnos )->lengths 
12 = (ptrcomp->ptrmid)->lengths 
13 = (ptrcomp->ptraft)->lengths 
(ptrcomp->ptrfust)->length = 11 + 12 + 133 
volume = (ptrcomp->ptrfust )->volume; 

/7* determine the three coeffecients of the quadratic equation for max radius*/ 
a = 1173.0 + 12 + 13/3.03 
b = l_radius¥13 / 3.03 
c = ( l_radius*l_radius*13 7/7 3.0 )} - ( volume / (float) M_PI ) 3 

quadratic (a,b,c,x)3 
if ( xf0] > 0.0 } (ptrceomp->ptrfust )->max_radius = x[01]5 

else if ( xf1] > 0.0 ) (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->max_radius = xI[1]35 
else printf("both values of the quadratic equation are less than zero\n")s 
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Module wing_dat 

[7 RRRRER TRIO R NBER BB B8RBRR8RBEBI8R B88 BEEBE BEB BBB EERE BE 
BOR BRB BRR B BRB BRB BB BREN BBB RBEBE8EBEE8 BBB EEE BEE 

* Name: wing _data 
Author: Uma Jayaram 
Date: November 7, 1990 

xK 
kK 
OK

 
XK 

Description: obtain the geometry parameters for the wing 
82 BBB BEBE BEBE HERB RENN BEEBE RU HEHE BERNER BHBE, 

#include <afmnc.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
Rinclude “../execs/uma_struct.h" 
[Rawr ecco crs esses csc scen- Function Declarations~-------------------~------- */ 

int stromp( )5 

void wing_compute( )5 
void wings_computet }5 

struct struct_wing *wing_datal )5 
comp_data *cmp_data( )3 
void wing_chord( )3 
void wing_parms_mass( )3 
void wing_thick( )5 
void drw_int_pt( )5 
void aero_anglest )5 

struct struct_wing *init_struct_pirl()5 
void init_ptrl_chordt )5 

void det_le_ te( )5 
char det_edge( }; 
float ang_bet_vecs( )5 
float inc_parm( }5 
float dec_parm({ )5 
void quarter_chordt }35 

void wing_angles( )3 
void init_fuselaget }3 

void wing_loc_parms( }3 
void horz_loc_parms( )}5 
void vert_loc_parms( )}3 
void cana_loc_parms( )5 
float dist_pt_planet )5 
void xyz_loc( }3 

[Rowen ewer en ccrertenerere End of Function Declarations--------~----------- */ 

[Bowen ern en owen etsccccen= Constant Definitions-----<------- 3-29-2622 ----- */ 

[Rama ce neta e resets ere cena End of Constant Definitions-------------------- */ 
Oe SSS SS SSSR SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SPSS SSS ASS SSS SST SSSSSSSSSSSSS ALTA 

% Module Name: wings_compute 
eS Se eee eee Sees eS Ss SS Sess sessassraexk 

% Description: compute the parameters of all components with wing x section 
% 

% Input: Model - pointer to the model 
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% ptrcomp - pointer to the structure containing pointers to 
% geometry structures for all other components 
* 
* Output: none 
MEST SSS SSSA SAA SASS SSS Sess SSSA SSA SSS SSS SASS SSSS SAAS SrsssassesassssezsssssK/ 

void wings_compute (Model, ptrcomp) 
MODEL *Model; 

struct struct_comp *ptrcomps 
{ 
struct struct_wing *ptrl, *ptr23 

static char sl{] 

static char s2[] 
static char s3[] 

static char s4[] 

static char s5[] 

C"WING"?} 5 
C"HORZ_TAIL"}) 5 
C"VERT_TAIL"}5 
C"STRAKE''} 5 
C"CANARD"} 5 

/* this is to get the relevant fuselage parameters */ 
init_fuselage( ptrcomp->ptrfust); 

7* obtain the wing data */ 
wing_compute (Model, ptrcomp, sl, &ptrl, &ptr2)5 
ptrcomp->ptrwngl = ptrls 
ptrcomp->ptrwng2 = ptr23 
wing_loc_parms (ptrcomp, ptrl1)3 
Wing_loc_parms (ptrcomp, ptr2)3 

7* obtain the vertical tail data */ 
wing_compute (Model, ptrcomp, s3, &ptrl, &ptr2)3 
ptrcomp->ptrvtaill = ptrls 
ptrcomp->ptrvtail2 = ptr23 
vert_loc_parms (ptrcomp, ptrl)s 
vert_loc_parms (ptrcomp, ptr2)3 

7* obtain the horizontal tail data */ 
wing_compute (Model, ptrcomp, s2, a&ptrl, &aptr2)3 
ptrcomp->ptrhtaill = ptrls 
ptrcomp->ptrhtail2 = ptr2s 

horz_loc_parms (ptrcomp, ptrl1)3 
horz_loc_parms (ptrcomp, ptr2)35 

7*® obtain the strake data */ 
wing compute (Model, ptrcomp>» s4, &ptrl, a&ptr2)5 

ptrcomp->ptrstrakel = ptrls 
ptrcomp->ptrstrake2 = ptr23 

7* obtain the canard data */ 
wing_compute (Model, ptrcomp, s5, &ptrl, &ptr2)s 
ptrcomp->ptreanardl = pirls 
ptrcomp->ptrcanard2 = ptr23 
cana_loc_parms (ptrcomp, ptrl)s5 
cana_loc_parms (ptrcomp, ptr2)5 

} 
/RATSLSSSTSSSSSSSPS SSS SSH SS SSS ASS SSS SSS SSS SST SSS SSS SSS Ss SLs S sss SesSsSsess=s*¥ 

* Module Name: wing_compute 
eee ee ses See ae eee Se SSS Sst Sees SsSsssssassesse2esrze==% 

* Description: compute the parameters of one component with airfoil x section 
x 

* Input: Model - pointer to the model 
* ptrcomp - pointer to the structure containing pointers to 
* all other components 
* sl - string identifying the name of the component 
x add_ptrl - address of the pointer to the structure having 
# information about the first part of the component 

ba add_ptr2 - address of the pointer to the structure having 
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% information about the global symmetry component 

void wing_compute (Model, ptrcomp, sl, add_ptrl, add_ptr2) 
MODEL *Model 
struct struct_comp *ptrcomp; 
char sll 13 
struct struct_wing **add_ptrl, **add_ptr23 
€ 
struct struct_wing *ptrl, *ptr23 
struct struct_fus *ptrfust; 
int cmp_index, flag; 
static char stringlI] ="WING's 

ptrfust = ptrcomp- ptr fusts 

cmp_index = 13 
ptrl = wing_data (Model, sl, cmp_index); /* obtain some of the geometry parms*/ 
cmp_index = 23 
ptr2 = wing_data (Model, sl», cmp_index); /* obtain some of the geometry parms*/ 

/*obtain the wing area */ 
if ( ptrl->exist f= 0) 

wing _parms_mass (Model, ptrl, ptr2)3 

flag = strcemp (sl, stringl}s; /%* check to see if component name is wing*/ 

if (flag == 0) 7* if component is wing */ 
wing_angles (ptrl, ptr2, ptrfust); 

else 
¢ 

7* obtain angles for the first component */ 
if (ptrl->exist != 0) 

aero_angles (ptrl, ptrfust, s1)5 

/* obtain angles for the second component if it exists */ 
if (ptr2->exist != 0) 
aero_angles (ptr2, ptrfust, sl)3 

} 

*add_ptrl = 
xadd_ptr2 = ptr23 

% Module Name: wing_data 
eee eee eee eS SSS SSS SPSS SS SSH SSsesssss2sssessssssss=r=sza=se 

Description: perform parameter computations for the airfoil x section comp * 
* 
* Input: Model - pointer to the model 
% sl - string specifying the component name 
x cmp_index - index specifying whether first or second wing 
* 
x 
* 

Output: pointer to the wing geometry structure 

struct struct_wing *wing_data (Model, sl, cmp_index) 
MODEL *Model; 

char sl 13 
int cmp_indexs 
{ 
float *root_hull_ptr, *tip_hull_ptrs 
comp_data *wngptr = (comp_data *) NULL3s 
float root_chord, tip_chord, root_ul[2], tip_ul2]5 
struct struct_wing *ptrl, *ptr2s 
int cmp_exist = 03 7*® flag to see if the component exists */ 
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7* obtain root and tip x_section control hull data */ 
wngptr = cmp_data (Model, sl, cmp_index, &cmp_exist, 

groot_hull_ ptr, &tip_hull_ptr)s 

/*initialize structure having values for first wing */ 
ptrl = init_struct_ptrl ( wngptr, cmp_exist, root_hull_ptr, tip_hull_ptr)s 

if (ptri->exist !'= 0) / if the component exists */ 

¢ 

/*obtain the root chord */ 
wing chord (ptrl, root_hull_ptr, éreot_chord, root_u); 

7/*obtain the tip chord */ 
wing_chord (ptrl, tip_hull_ptr, atip_chord, tip_u)s 

/*place the chord values in the structure */ 
init_ptril_chord ( ptrl, root_chord, tip_chord, root_u, tip_u)s 

/* evaluate wing thickness at root */ 
wing_thick(1, ptrlJ3 

7*® evaluate wing thickness at tip */ 
wing_thick(2, ptrl)s 

3 

return (ptrl1)s 

} 
/ROBSSSSS SV SS ALS SSS SSA SSS LSS SS SSS SSS SLA SASS SSS SSS sles sssssrssssssssss2s=rK 

% Module Name: init_struct_ptrl 
Me eee ee ee See See ee ee eS SSeS Ses sss ssessssssersees=2% 

* Description: initialize structure containing wing geometry data 
x 

* Input: wngptr - pointer value to the wing structure, 
* cmp_exist - specified whether component exists or not 
* root_hull ptr - pointer to control points of root 
xe tip_hull_ptr - pointer to control points of tip 
* 
* Output: none 
MRSSS SST SSS HA SSS SHAS SASS SSSA TSS TSS SSS SST SSS SSS SST SASS SAMS TSS SSS TSS s SS ss==K/ 

struct struct_wing *init_struct_ptrl (wngptr, cmp_exist, 
root _hull_ptr, tip_hull_ptr) 

comp_data *wngptrs 
int cmp_exists 
float *root_hull_ptr, *tip_hull_ptrs 
¢ 

struct struct_wing *ptrl = (struct struct_wing %*) NULL} 

ptrl = (struct struct_wing *) calloc (1, sizeof(struct struct_wing) )5 

ptrl->wngptr = wngptrs 
ptrl->exist = cmp_exists 
ptrl->reot_hull ptr = root_hull ptrs 
ptrl->tip_hull_ptr = tip_hull_ptrs 
ptrl->knot = wngptr->w_knots 
ptrl->num_Knots = wngptr->nw_Knotss 

return (ptr); 
} 

/RBPSSIRSA ASI SAT SST SSP SSA SSSA A SSSA AA ASST SS SST SS PSST TSAR SSS ST SSS SSSSSSSSSATe 

% Module Name: init_ptrl_chord 
eae eee eee ee SS SSS SS SSS SSS SSssSsssessTKX 

* Description: initialize chord values in structure 
* 
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*% Input: ptrl - pointer to the wing structure 
% root_chord - root chord value 
* tip_chord - tip chord value 
* root_u ~ parameter values of l.e. and t.e. of the root 

tip_u - parameter values of l.e. and t.e. of the tip 
x 
* Output: none 
MEST SPH SSB SS SPS SSS SHS SSS SPSS SPS SSS VMS ASST SSS SSS SSR S SST ST SSS SSS SSS SS Ss sss K/ 

void init_ptrl_chord (ptrl, root_chord, tip_chord, root_u, tip_u, area) 
struct struct_wing *ptrl; 

float root_chord, tip_chord, root_u[2], tip_ul2], areas 
{ 

7* place all the values in ptrl */ 
ptri->root_chord = root_chords 
ptr1->tip_chord tip_chords 
ptrl->rootul 0] = root_ul0O]s 
ptri->rootul1] = root_ul1]35 
ptrl->tipul0) = tip_uld]s 
ptrl->tipull] = tip_ull]; 

/* obtain the correct leading and trailing edge */ 
det_le_te (ptrl)5 

} 
/MRATSASTEBSSTSASSSSAS SIS SSMSSASSHSSA SSM SS AS SSIS SASS SI SAA SSA RST VT SSIVS MAST TSK 

* Module Name: det_le_ te 
eee ee eS eee SSS eS se Sees SS SSS Ses sss Srsszs==* 

% Description: determine leading and trailing edge 
* 

% Input: ptr1 - pointer to the wing structure 
* 

* Output: none 
RSSS SSSR TSS SIA ASS SSSA SSS SSS SSSA SSSSSS SST SST SSA SST SASS Ss sess SV ssessssssss=K/ 

void det_le_te (ptrl) 
struct struct_wing *ptr1) 
{ 

float ul, u2, temps 
char flags 

float p1l[31, p2[3]5 

7* determine leading and trailing edges for the root */ 

/* obtain initial parameters */ 
ul = ptrl->rootul 0]; 

= ptrl->rootullls 

7* obtain flag to see if l.e. and t.e. are correct */ 
flag = det_edge (ptrl, 0, ul, u2, pl, p2)s 

if (flag == 'N') /* if not correct */ 
{ 

temp = ptrl->rcotul0)]; /* interchange parameter values */ 
ptrl->rootul0] = ptrl1->rootull]; 
ptrl->rootull1] = temps 
quarter_chord(ptrl1, 0, p2, pl)s /* obtain the quarter chord pt */ 

} 
else 

quarter_chord(ptrl, 0, pl, p2)3; /* obtain the quarter chord pt */ 

7* determine leading and trailing edges for the tip */ 

/7* obtain initial parameters */ 
ptrl->tipuld]; 
ptrl->tipulll]s 

c - 

o
o
n
 

/7* obtain flag to see if l.e. and t.e. are correct */ 
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flag = det_edge (ptrl, 1, ul, u2> pl, p2)3 

if (flag == 'N') /* if not correct */ 
€ 

temp = ptrl->tipuldls 7* interchange leading and trailing edges */ 
ptrl->tipuf0] = ptrl->tipull]s 
ptri->tipul1)] = temps 

quarter_chord(ptrl, 1, p2, pl}3 /% obtain quarter chord point */ 
} 

else 
quarter_chord(ptrl, 1, pl, p2)}s; /* obtain quarter chord point */ 

} 
/RSSRSASAAASATSAAASAT ASM SAS SSA SSS SSM ASH SSP AST AS PASS LSS PSS SSSSSTSSSSSSSSToN 

% Module Name: det_edge 
eS eee eS ee ee a SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSTEK 

* Description: determine leading and trailing edge 
x 
% Input: ptrl - pointer to the wing structure 
Sd index - root or tip x section 
* ul - parameter value of one end 
* u2  - parameter value of the other end 
x 
* Output: flag to determine if the l.e. and t.e. need to be exchanged 
MESSSSSST SSS SH SSH HSH SSH ASS HS HS SHASTA S HASH HSH SASHA S HAST SSH SSS TSS SS TSS sz ST T¥R/ 

char det_edge (ptrl, index, ul, u2, pl, p2) 
struct struct_wing *ptrl3 
int index} 
float ul, u2, plll, p2tls 
t 

float del_u, ula, ulb, u2a, u2b; 
float pal31], pbI3]s 
float vec_1[3], vec_2[3], anglel, angle2; 
float *cur_hull_ptrs 
int i» flag_mags 
char flag; 

flag_mag = 03 /* flag to know if the magnitude of any vector is zero */ 

7* obtain a small increment value of the parameter */ 
del_u = .02 * (float) fabs ( (double) (ul- u2) )3 

if (index == 0) 7* if root */ 

cur_hull_ptr = ptrl1->root_hull_ptrs 
else 7* if tip ¥*/ 

cur_hull_ptr = ptr1->tip_hull_ptrs 

/* for the first end */ 

7* obtain parameters a little greater and a little less than ul */ 
ula = inc_parm (ptrl, ul, del_u)s 
ulb = dec_parm (ptrl, ul, del_u); 

/*% find pts corresponding to ul, ula and ulb */ 
drw_int_pt (ul, cur_hull_ptr, ptrl->kKnot, ptrl->num_knots, pl); 
drw_int_pt (ula, cur_hull_ptr, ptrl->knot, ptril->num_knots, pals 
drw_int_pt (ulb, cur_hull_ptr, ptri->Knot, ptrl->num_Knots, pb)s 

7% find the two vectors defining the angle */ 
for (1=05 i<=25 +41) 
{ 

palil] - pllils 
pbfil] - pilils 

vec_1li] 
vec_2[i] 

} 

7* find the angle */ 
anglel = ang_bet_vecs (vec_l1, vec_2, &flag_mag)3 
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7* for the other end */ 

7* obtain parameters a little greater and a little less than u2 */ 
uZa = inc_parm (ptrl, u2, del_u)s 
u2b = dec_parm (ptrl, u2, del_u)3 

7* find pts corresponding to u2, u2a and u2b */ 
drw_int_pt (u2, cur_hull_ptr, ptri->knot, ptrl1->num_knots, p2)5 
drw_int_pt (u2a, cur_hull_ptr, ptri->kKnot, ptr1->num_knots, pa)s 
drw_int_pt (u2b, cur_hull_ptr, ptril->knot, ptrl->num_knots, pb) 

7% find the two vectors defining the angle */ 
for (1=05 1<=25 +41) 
{ 

vee_lfil] = pafil - p2lils 
vec_2(i] = pblil - p2lils 

} 

7* find the angle */ 
angle2 = ang_bet_vecs {vec_1, vec_2, &flag_mag)3 

/* is angle2 > anglel */ 
if ( (float) fabs ( (double) angle2) > (float) fabs ( (double) anglel ) ) 

flag = 'N'3 
else 

flag = 'Y'; 

return (flag); 

* Description: determine the quarter chord point 
* 

* Input: ptrl - pointer to the wing structure 
* index - index to identify if it is the root or tip 
% ptl - leading edge values 
* pt2 - trailing edge values 
% 

void quarter_chord(ptrl, index, ptl, pt2) 
struct struct_wing *ptrls 
int indexs 
float ptll], pt2{ Is 
¢ 

float dv[3]35 

int is 

dv({0] = pt2f0] - ptil0}; 
dv({1] = pt2f{1} - pt1ll)s 
dv[2] = pt2[2)] - pt1l[2]s 

if (index == 0) /* if root chord */ 

¢ 
for (1=03 i<33 +41) 

{ 

ptrl->root_quarter_chord{i] = dv[il*.25 + pt1lil; 
ptrl->root_lead_edgel i] = ptlfils 
ptrl1->root_trail_edgeli] = pt2{ils 

} 

) 

else 
{ 

for (1=03 i<3y ++i) 
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{ 
ptrl->tip_quarter_chordli] 

ptrl->tip_lead_edge[i] 
ptrl->tip_trail_edgeli] 

dvfile.25 + ptllil; 
ptllils 
pt2lils 

PRBASSBSTSAAP SA SSST AST SS SHAMS SSS SH AAS SSS SSS SSS SSS SS SS SASS SSS TS SSR SSS SASSER 

% Module Name: init_fuselage 

void init, fuselage(ptrfust) 
struct struct_fus *ptrfusts 
{ 

ptrfust->first_ptlo] 
ptrfust->first_pt[1] 
ptrfust->first_pt[2] o

o
t
 

6a 

So °o
 

ron
g 

ptr fust->ref_plane[0] 
ptrfust->ref_plane[1] 
ptrfust->ref_plane[ 2] 
ptrfust->ref_plane[3] G

n
 

tt 
a 

oO
 

* 
* 
% ptrcomp - pointer to the structure containing pointers to 
% all other components 
% 

void wing_loc_parms (ptrcomp, ptr12)} 
struct struct_comp *ptrcomps 
struct struct_wing *ptr123 
{ 
int is 
float pt1{3], pt2031, loci{31, dist; 

for (1=05 1<35 +41) 
{ 

ptifil = ptri2->root_quarter_chord[ i]s 
pt2(il = (ptrcomp->ptrfustJ->first_ptlils 

} 

xyz_loc (ptrcomp, ptl, pt2, loc)s 

ptrl2->xwing = loc{[0] / (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->lengths 

/* distance of the q.c. root from the fuselage reference plane */ 
dist = dist_pt_ plane (ptl, (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->ref_plane)3 
ptrl12->zroot = dist / (ptrcomp->ptrfust )->max_radius} 

* Description: compute the location parameters of the horizontal tail 
* 

3 ptrcomp - pointer to the structure containing pointers to 
* all other components 
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void horz_loc_parms (ptrcomp, ptr12) 
struct struct_comp *ptrcomps 
struct struct_wing *ptrl23 
{ 
int 135 
float pt1{3], pt2[3], loc{3], distz, xwing, zroots 

for (1205 1<35 +41) 
¢ 

ptllil 
pt2(il 

} 

ptrl2->root_trail_edgelil]s 
(ptreomp->ptrfust )->first _ptlils 

xyz_loc (ptrcomp, ptl, pt2, loc); 

/7* distance between q.c root and first point of the fuselage */ 
xwing = loclO] / (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->lengths 

7% distance of the q.c. root from the fuselage reference plane */ 
distz = dist_pt_plane {(ptl, (ptrcomp->ptrfust )->ref_plane)s 
zroot = distz / (ptrcomp->ptrfust )->max_radius; 

if (zroot > 1) 

¢ 
xWwing 
zroot 

} 

loc[01] / (ptrcomp->ptrvtaill )~>root_chords 
1.0 + distz / (ptrcomp->ptrvtaill )->span3 

ptrl2->xwing = 
ptrl12->zroot = zroot; 

% Module Name: vert_loc_parms 
MSSSSSSASASASASASAS SSS SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SSS SS SSSA SSS SSS sess SsesesssssssssssszzR 

Description: compute the location parameters of the vertical tail * 
* 
x ptrcomp - pointer to the structure containing pointers to 
* all other components 
* 

void vert_loc_parms (ptrcomp, ptrl12) 
struct struct_comp *ptrcomp; 
struct struct_wing *ptr123 
{ 
int is 
float pt1(3J, pt2{31, vec{3], dist, loc{3]s 

for (1=05 i<3 3 ++i) 

{ 

ptllil 

pt2lil 

} 

ptr12->root_trail_edgel iJ]; 
(ptrcomp->ptrfust)->first_ptlils 

7* distance between t.e. root and first point of the fuselage */ 
xyz_loc (ptrcomp, ptl, pt2, loc); 

ptrl2->wing = loc{[0] / (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->length; 

7* distance between t.e.root and first point of the fuselage */ 
ptrl2->yroot =loc{1] / (ptrcomp->ptrfust )->max_radius3 

7* distance of the q.c. root from the fuselage reference plane */ 
dist = dist_pt_plane (ptl, (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->ref_plane )5 
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ptrl2->zroot = dist / (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->max_radius} 

a a 

ptrcomp - pointer to the structure containing pointers to 
all other components 

void cana_loc_parms (ptrcomp, ptr12) 
struct struct_comp *ptrcomps 
struct struct_wing *ptr12; 
4 

int i3 
float ptl1[31], pt2[3], veci3], dist, loci3]3 

for (i=03 1<35 ++i) 
4 

ptl{i] = ptri2->root_lead_edgeli]s 
pt2[i] = (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->first_ptlils 

} 

7% distance between q.c root and first point of the fuselage */ 
7* distance between t.e. root and first point of the fuselage */ 
xyz_loc (ptrcomp, ptl, pt2, loc); 

ptr12->«xwing = locI0) / (ptrcomp->ptrfustJ)->lengths 

7* distance of the q.c. root from the fuselage reference plane */ 
dist = dist_pt_plane (ptl, (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->ref_plane); 
ptrl12->zroot = dist / (ptrcomp->ptrfust}->max_radius3 

} 
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Module wing_thi 

BE RBBRRB 8B BBR UB8 888 BBB B88 BB BEB HEBER BRB BREE 
XREPCRORERCRPREOB ERB RBBB RBBB BEBE EB EBB BBB BEBE BEEBE BBB ERBEEERREE 

* Name: wing_thick 
% Author: Uma Jayaram 
* Date: January 25, 1991 
x Description: obtain the thickness of a given wing cross section 
es Latstatetedakatetaceteketace datecode dekede tekadedodsdatodocakocakocadararararatatetaiataiaiaiarsisiataciniedsiaisisdetatstetdetsdstetesstA 

#include <afmnc.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

#include "../execs/uma_struct.h" 
[Rowe erence rcs rcs csce--=- Function Declarations-~------------99--2-<5-"-- */ 

void wing_thick{ )3 
void init_struct_ptr2()3 
void fst_camb_pt( )3 
void update_struct( )5 
void temp_camb_pt( )5 
void actual_camb_pt( )5 
void last_camb_pt( }3 
void camber_parms( ); 
void intersect_al )3 
void intersect_start_parms( )5 

int intersect_bl )5 
char intersect_c( )3 
float distance( }5 
float mid(}5 
float pt_line_dist( )s 
float inc_parm( )5 
float dec_parm( }}5 
void drw_int_pt( }35 

[Borne nnn ron renee nenn End of Function Declarations------------------- */ 

[Bormann nnn ncn ter cs er cen Constant Definitions--------------------------- */ 
struct struct_wing_thick 

{ 
int num_pt_cambers 
float chord_lengths 
float camber[5][990]5 
float thickI5]s5 
float norm[3]}; 
float dechord[3 135 
float le[3]; 
float tel3]; 
float arb_vector[3]s 
float top_pts[31[990]; /* top points of the wing x_section*/ 
float bot_pts[31[990]; /* bot points of the wing x_section*/ 

33 

struct struct_thick_temp 
{ 
float dv[3]}5 
float c[3];5 
float top[3]; 
float bot{3]; 
float uvalue[2]3 
float d_planes 
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[Rocrn rrr scree rene eresce End of Constant Definitions-~------------------ */ 
/RASTATAITATSS OS AS PSSST ALAA TSS SHSM SASS APSR SKS SOS SS SSH SSR SSS STASIS SSSR SHH SK 

% Module Name: wing_thick 
ene See See See Se SS SSS STS SSS STATE AE 

* Description: perform thickness computations for the wing 
* 

* Input: index - index to specify if x- section is root or tip 
* ptril - pointer to the wing structure 
* 
% Output: none 
* 
MSMSSSSAASRAAS SSS SSS SSS aS SSSBSASSSSSe SSeS sss sR sssesss essa ssssssssssssa=K/ 

void wing_thick (index, ptri1) 
int indexs 
struct struct_wing *ptrls 
{ 
struct struct_wing thick *ptr2 = NULL; 
struct struct_thick_temp *ptr3 = NULL} 
float delta, dist, midpoint({3]5 
int flags 
int is 

7* initialize the structure pointed to by ptr2 */ 
init_struct_ptr2 (index, ptrl, aptr2, aptr3)s 

/* specify the value of delta */ 
delta = .02 * ptr2->chord_lengths 

7* obtain the first point on the camber */ 
fst_camb_pt (ptrl, ptr2, ptr3, index); 

/*set the flag */ 
flag = 03 

while (flag == 0) 
{ 

7* obtain the temporary camber point */ 
temp_camb_pt (ptri, ptr2, ptr3, index); 

if (ptr3->cf{0] >= ptr2->tel[0] ) /*reached the trailing edge? */ 
flag = 13 

else 
€ 

/* obtain the actual camber point */ 
actual_camb_pt (ptrl, ptr2, ptr3, index, midpoint); 

/* obtain the distance of the point from the trailing edge */ 
dist = distance (midpoint, ptr2->te);5 

if (dist < delta) flag = 15 

} 

7* obtain the last point on the camber */ 
last_camb_pt (ptr2)5 

7* calculate parameters of the camber */ 
camber_parms (ptrl, ptr2, index) 

} 
PRASASBSTTSSSSASATRTASSN SRST SS SSSR SR SSS SASH SSSH SSS SSA SSS SSS SSSsSssssssxrssszsR 

% Module Name: init_struct_ptr2 (index, ptrl, add_ptr2, add_ptr3) 
ee ee SSeS See eee eS eee Se SSS SSS SSS tSessssesaK 

*% Description: initialize the values in structure pointed to by ptr2 
x 
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Input: index - index to specify if x- section is root or tip 
ptrl - pointer to the wing structure 
add_ptr2 - address of pointer to the wing thickness structure 
add_ptr3 - address of pointer to the temporary structure 

Output: none 

BSSSP TSS SSS SPSS PSS SASS SASS SRS SS SS SASS HSS SSS SS SSSA SSSA SS SSS SBS SSeS srs TSSHK/ 

void init_struct_ptr2 (index, ptrl, add_ptr2, add_ptr3) 
int indexs 
struct struct_wing *ptr13 
struct struct_wing_thick *#*add_ptr23 
struct struct_thick_temp **add_ptr3; 
C 

float point{[3], tempus 
int is 
struct struct_wing_thick *ptr2 = NULL; 
struct struct_thick_temp *ptr3 = NULL3s 

7% dynamically allocate memory */ 
ptr2 = (struct struct_wing_thick *) callocil, 

sizeof(struct struct_wing_thick) )3 
ptr3 = (struct struct_thick_temp *) callocil1, 

sizeof(struct struct_thick_temp) )5 

/* initialize number of points on the camber */ 
ptr2->num_pt_camber = 03 

/* if root */ 
if (index == 1) 

{ 

} 

/* initialize the starting u values for the top and bottom curves */ 
ptr3->uvalue[0] = ptrl->rootul0J; 
ptr3->uvalue(1] = ptr3->uvaluel[0]5 
ptr2->chord_length = ptri->root_chord; 

7* obtain u value for an arbitrary point */ 
tempu = ( ptrl->rootulO] + ptril->rootull] ) / 2.03 

7* evaluate the points at leading edge, trailing edge and tempu */ 
drw_int_pt (ptrl->rootul0], ptri->root_hull_ptr, ptri->knot, 

ptri->num_Knots, ptr2->le)3s 

drw_int_pt (ptrl->rootul1], ptrl1->root_hull_ptr, ptri->knot, 
ptrl-onum_knots, ptr2->teJs 

drw_int_pt (tempu, ptrl->root_hull_ptr, ptrl->knot, ptrl->num_knots, 
point} 5 

else 

{ 
/* initialize the starting u values for the top and bottom curves */ 
ptr3->uvalue[0] = ptrl->tipuldls 
ptr3->uvalue[1] = ptr3->uvaluel0]5 
ptr2->chord_length = ptrl->tip_chords 

7* obtain u value for an arbitrary point */ 
tempu = ( ptrl->tipulO] + ptrl->tipulll] }) 7 2.05 

7* evaluate the points at leading edge, trailing edge and tempu */ 
drw_int_pt (ptrl->tipul0], ptrl->tip_hull_ptr, ptril->knot, 

ptrl->num_knots, ptr2->le)s 

drw_int_pt (ptrl->tipull], ptrl->tip_hull_ptr, ptrl->kKnot, 
ptri->num_knots, ptr2->te);s 
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drw_int_pt (tempu, ptrl->tip_hull_ptr, ptri->knot, ptrl->num_Kknots, 
point )s 

} 

/* obtain the direction cosine of the chord line */ 
ptr2->dechord[0] = ptr2->tel0] - ptr2->lelo];s 
ptr2->dechord(1] = ptr2->tel1] - ptr2->lel1]5 
ptr2->dechord[ 21] = ptr2->tel2] - ptr2->lel2]s n

u
n
 

7* initialize the values of the camber for the first point */ 
ptr2->camber[01[01] = ptr2->lef[0]s /* x coordinate of camber pt */ 
ptr2->camber[1][0] = ptr2->lel1]; /7* y coordinate */ 
ptr2->camber[2][0] = ptr2->lel[ 2]; 7* z coordinate */ 
ptr2->camber[3][01 = 0.03 7* thickness of airfoil */ 
ptr2->camber[4][0] = 0.03 7% distance from chord line */ 

7* initialize the values of the thickness */ 

ptr2->thick(0] = ptr2->le[0]; /* x coordinate of camber pt*/ 
ptr2->thick[1] = ptr2->lel1]3 7* y coordinate */ 
ptr2->thick[2] = ptr2->lel2]; /7* 2 coordinate */ 
ptr2->thick(3] = 0.03 /* max thickness of airfoil */ 
ptr2->thick[(4] = ptr2->num_pt_cambers /* camber point at which 

thickness is maximum */ 

7* get direction cosine of arbitrary line on the plane */ 
ptr2->arb_vector[0] = point[0] - ptr2->lel0O]s 
ptr2->arb_vector[1] = point[1] - ptr2->lel1];5 
ptr2->arb_vector[2] = pointl2] - ptr2->lel2]; 

for (i=03 1<=23 #41) /* initialize top and bottom points of the x-section*/ 
¢ 
ptr2->top_pts{il{ptr2->num_pt_camber] = ptr2->leli]; 
ptr2->bot_pts[il[ptr2->num_pt_camber] = ptr2->lelils 

} 

7*set new values in the addresses */ 

} 
eee ee eS SSR SSS SSSR SS SSS SS TS SEAT SS SSR SS SSS SSS SSB SSSSSsssssssze 

% Module Name: fst_camb_pt (ptrl, ptr2, ptr3, index) 
RSS SASS SSS SRS SS SSA ASSS SS AAS SSAA SASS SSS STS SASS SS SSS SAAS SS SSSA TSS S SSSI AST TE 

*% Description: obtain the Ist camber point 
* 
% Input: ptrl - pointer to the wing structure 
* ptr2 - pointer to the wing thickness structure 
* ptr3 - pointer to the temporary thickness structure 

bas index - index to specify whether it is the root or tip 
* 

* Output: none 
* 
MESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS SAS ST SAS SS SSSSASSS SASS SSS SS SSH SSS SSeS Ssesssssssssssssk/ 

void fst_camb_pt (ptrl, ptr2, ptr3, index) 
struct struct_wing *ptrl; 
struct struct_wing_thick *ptr23 
struct struct_thick_temp *ptr3; 
int index} 
{ 

float ul, u2, del_value, al(3], a2(3J, midpoint[3]s5 
float temp_thicks 

/*set the pointer to the ul value */ 
ul = ptr3->uvaluel0O] 3 
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7*set the pointer to the u2 value */ 
u2 = ul3 

/*find the delta value */ 
if (index == 1) 

del_value = .05 * (float) fabs{ (double) (ptri->rootul1] - ptrl1->rootul0]))5 
else 

del_value = .05 * (float) fabs( (double) (ptrl->tipull] - ptrl->tipuld]))3 

7*find the new u value */ 
ul = inc_parm (ptrl, ul, del_value)s 

7*find the new u value */ 
u2 = dec_parm (ptrl, u2, del_value); 

if (index == 1) /* if cross section is the root */ 
¢ 

/7* find the points corresponding to ul and u2 */ 
drw_int_pt (ul, ptrl->root_hull_ptr, ptrl->knot, ptrl->num_Kknots, 

al)s 

drw_int_pt (u2, ptrl->root_hull_ptr, ptri->knot, ptrl1->num_knots, 
a2)3 

} 
else 7*if cross section is the tip */ 
€ 

7% find the points corresponding to ul and u2 */ 
drw_int_pt (ul, ptri->tip_hull_ptr, ptri->kKnot, ptri->num_Knots, 

al); 

drw_int_pt (u2, ptrl->tip_hull_ptr, ptrl->knot, ptrl1->num_Knots;, 
a2)3 

} 

/*evaluate the point on the camber */ 
midpoint[0O] = alfoO] - ( alf0] - a2fo] ) / 2.03 
midpoint[1] = al{l1] - ( alf1] - a2{1] ) / 2.03 
midpoint{2] = alf21] - € a1f2] - a2[2] ) 7 2.03 

/*evaluate the thickness at that point */ 
temp_thick = distance (al, midpoint); 

/7* update the structures */ 
update_struct (ptr2, ptr3, midpoint, temp_thick, ul, uZ» al, a2)}3 

} 
PRITATSTAASAS SPSS SSIS SS SM PSS SSS SASSSS SSS PASS SSS SAR SS SSSA SSSA ASSIS SISTHTTR 

% Module Name: update_struct (ptr2, ptr3, midpoint, temp_thick, utop, ubot, al, a2) 
ee SSeS eee ee Se se Ss ease Ss SSSSeSS2rSseazKR 

Description: obtain the temporary camber point % 
* 
*% Input: ptr2 - pointer to the wing thickness structure 
* ptr3 - pointer to the temporary thickness structure 
% midpoint - point on the camber 
* temp_thick - thickness at that point 
% utop - u value at the top of the curve 

Es ubot - u value at the bottom of the curve 
* al - intersection point at the top of the curve 
* a2 - intersection point at the bottom of the curve 
% 
% 
* 

void update_struct (ptr2, ptr3, midpoint, temp_thick, utop, ubot, al, a2) 
struct struct_wing_thick *ptr235 
struct struct_thick_temp *ptr35 
float midpoint[], alfJ, a2[], utop, ubot, temp_thicks 
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¢ 

float dists 

int 13 
float temps 

7* update number of points in the camber */ 
ptr2->num_pt_camber = ptr2->num_pt_camber + 15 

/*find the distance of the camber point from the chord line */ 
temp = ptr2->tel2]5 
ptr2->tel2] = ptr2->le{2]5 

dist = pt_line_dist (midpoint, ptr2->le, ptr2->te)s 
ptr2->te[21] = temp; 

/*update camber array */ 
ptr2->camber[0 ]{ptr2->num_pt_camber ] 
ptr2->camber([1]{ptr2->num_pt_camber ] 
ptr2->camber[ 2 ][ ptr2->num_pt_camber 1 
ptr2->camber[ 3 lI ptr2->num_pt_camber ] 
ptr2->camber[4¢ ][ ptr2->num_pt_camber ] 

midpoint[0]5 /* x location of camber */ 
midpoint{[1]} /*% y location of camber */ 
midpoint{2]} /# z location of camber */ 
temp_thick, /* thickness at that pt */ 
dist; 7% distance from chord line */ 

7* thickness at this pt > max. thick so far ? */ 
if ( temp_thick > ptr2->thickI[3]) 
{ 

/*update thickness array */ 
ptr2->thick[0] = al{01]5/% x location of corresponding pt on the top curve*/ 
ptr2->thick[1] = alll]s /* y location */ 
ptr2->thick[21] = a1f21]5 7* 2 location */ 
ptr2->thick[3] = temp_thicks /% maximan thickness so far */ 
ptr2->thick[4) = ptr2->num_pt_cambers /%* correseponding camber pt number */ 

} 

7* update starting u values of the top and bottom */ 
ptr3->uvalue[0] = utops 
ptr3->uvalue[1] = ubot; 

7* update starting point for top curve */ 
pir3->top[0] = ptr2->camber[0110)3 
ptr3->top{1] = ptr2->camber{11]1[0]5 
ptr3->top[2] = ptr2->camber[21[0]5 

7* update starting point for bottom curve */ 
ptr3->bot[0] = ptr2->camber[0][0]35 

ptr3->botl1] = ptr2->camber!1][0); 
ptr3->bot(2] = ptr2->camber[2][0]3 n

o
u
 

/7* update points on top and bottom curves */ 
for (1=03 i<=25 +41) 
{ 
ptr2->top_ptsli] [ ptr2->num_pt_camber] = allils 
ptr2->bot_pts[{i][ptr2->num_pt_camber] = a2[iJs 

} 

} 

/MASSSSSSTATTASASSS SSSA SSS SS SSSA TSS HSS TSS SSS SSS SSSSA SSK SSS SSI SASS SSSsszTR 

* Module Name: temp_camb_pt (ptrl, ptr2, ptr3, index) 
ee ee eee eee eee Se eR SS SBS SSS SSS S SS SSSSSTsAsTse 

* Description: obtain the temporary camber point 
* 
% Input: ptrl - pointer to the wing structure 
td ptr2 - pointer to the wing thickness structure 
bs ptr3 - pointer to the temporary thickness structure 
* index - index to specify whether it is the root or tip 
* 
* Output: none 
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MSBTPSS AAI SA TASS PSAP SS HSH SSS SSS SSH SASS SSS esses ass stresses sssesasssssTssssK/ 

void temp_camb_pt (ptrl, ptr2, ptr3, index) 
struct struct_wing *ptrl; 
struct struct_wing_thick *ptr23 
struct struct_thick_temp *ptr3; 
int index; 
{ 
float al3], bi3], t, deltas 

/*® initialize delta */ 
4 = ptr2->camber[0]{ptr2->num_pt_camber] / ptr2->chord_length; 
if( ¢t> .2a@&+t< .7 ) 

delta = .01 * ptr2->chord_length;s 
else 

delta = .05 * ptr2->chord_length; 

/*initialize point a */ 
alO] = ptr2->camber[0][ (ptr2->num_pt_camber) - 1 13 
all] = ptr2->camber[1][ (ptr2->num_pt_camber) - 1 1]; 
al2] = ptr2->camber[2][ (ptr2->num_pt_camber) - 1 ]5 

/*initialize array b */ 
bI0) = ptr2->camberl01[ ptr2->num_pt_camber 1]3 
bI1] = ptr2->camber[1][ ptr2->num_pt_camber ]}5 
bi 2) = ptr2->camber[2][ ptr2->num_pt_camber 1]; 

/*xobtain the direction of the line joining a and b */ 
ptr3->dv[0] = bf0O] - af0O);5 
ptr3->dv[1] = bf1] - all}; 
ptr3->dv[2] = b[2] - al2]s 

/* obtain the parameter for point b */ 
t = delta / ptr3->dvi0]; 

7* obtain the coordinates of the temporary camber point */ 
ptr3->cl0] = ( ptr3->dv[0] Jet + bIO]s 
ptr3->cl1] = ( ptr3->dv[1] Jet + bI1]5 
ptr3->cl2] = € ptr3->dvi2] Jet + bI2]5 

/*obtain the value of variable d to define the plane */ 
ptr3->d_plane = - ( ptr3->dv[0] * ptr3->cl0] 

+ ptr3->-dv[1] * ptr3->cl1] 
+ ptr3->dvl2)] * ptr3->ci2] Ds 

*
x
N
 x a tI ‘ f tt a ! a a a t a é a ! a t a é ' 0 t ! ly a a 6 i é " a a é ‘ t t 6 a 6 4 ! 1 t ft t 1 1 i t a ‘ i t ] ‘i t i a i a i f § t] 4 1 i a f x 

Description: obtain the actual camber point * 
% 
* Input: ptrl - pointer to the wing structure 
% ptr2 - pointer to the wing thickness structure 

ie ptr3 - pointer to the temporary thickness structure 
x index - index to show if it is the root or tip x section 
% midpoint - array containing point on the camber 
% 
* 
* 

void actual_camb_pt (ptrl, ptr2, ptr3, index, midpoint) 
struct struct_wing *ptrls 
struct struct_wing_ thick *ptr23 
struct struct_thick_temp *ptr33s 
float midpoint J; 
int index; 
{ 
float al[3], a2[3], ul, u2, temp_thick, pl1[31, p2[3]5 
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float utop, ubot, utemp = 0.3 
char Kindex = 'T's 

7*initilize the starting parameters for the top curve */ 
intersect_start_parms (index, kindex, ptrl, ptr2, ptr3, pl,» p2, &ul, &u2)3 

/* find the intersection point of the top curve */ 
intersect_a (index, Kindex, ptrl, ptr2, ptr3, pl» p2, &ul, &u2, &utemp, al); 
utop = utemp; /* u value corresponding to the intersection point */ 

/*initilize the starting parameters for the bottom curve */ 
Kindex = 'B‘} 

intersect_start_parms (index, Kindex, ptrl, ptr2, ptr3, pl, p2, &ul, &u2)5 

7* find the intersection point of the bottom curve */ 

intersect_a (index, Kindex, ptrl, ptr2, ptr3, pl,» p2, &ul, &u2, &utemp, a2)3 
ubot = utemp; /* u value corresponding to the intersection point */ 

/*evaluate the point on the camber */ 
midpoint([0J = alfo] - ¢ alfOJ ~ a2fo} ) 7 2.05 
midpoint(1] = alfl] - ( alf1] - a2(1] 3 7 2.035 
midpoint([2] = all(2] - ( alf2] - a2€21] ) 7 2.05 

/*evaluate the thickness at that point */ 
temp_thick = distance (al, midpoint); 

7% update the structures */ 
update_struct (ptr2, ptr3, midpoint, temp_thick, utop, ubot, al, a2)35 

* Description: check whether intersection is with the first segment or second 
% 

% Input: index ~ index to specify whether it is the root or tip 
* kindex - index to specify whether it is the top or bot curve 
bs ptr1 - pointer to the wing structure 
* ptr2 - pointer to the wing thickness structure 
5d ptr3 - pointer to the temporary thickness structure 
x pl - coordinates of beginning of line 
% p2 - coordinates of the end of line 
* add_ul - address of the starting u value of the curve 
* add_u2 - address of the ending u value of the curve 

* add_utemp - address of the middle u value of the curve 
x pmid - intersection point 
* 
% Output: none 
RTSRSMAASSSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SBS SSS SSS SSS ST SRSA SASS SA SSSA ST sssssssssss2=r=K/ 

void intersect_alindex, kindex, ptrl, ptr2, ptr3, pl,» p2, add_ul, add_u2, add_utemp, pmid?} 
int index; 
char Kindex}s 
struct struct_wing *ptrl;s 
struct struct_wing_thick x*ptr23 
struct struct_thick_temp *ptr3; 
float pl{J, p2t], *add_ul, *add_u2, *add_utemp, pmidI 15 
{ 
int flag = 0, flaga, is 
float utemp, dist; 
float ratios 

ratio = .53 
while (flag == 0) 
¢ 

7% find the u value in between the two end u values */ 
utemp = mid(*add_ul, *add_u2, ptrl, Kindex, ratio); 
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7*® evaluate the point */ 
if (index == 1) /* root? */ 

drw_int_pt (utemp, ptrl->root_hull_ptr, ptri->knot, ptrl->num_Knots, 
pmid )3 

else /* tip */ 
drw_int_pt (utemp, ptrl->tip_hull_ptr, ptrl->Knot, ptr1->num_knots, 

pmid)3 

7% check which of the lines is intersected by the perpendicular line */ 
flaga = intersect_b (ptr3, pl, p2, pmid, &ratio)s 

if (flaga == 1) 7* if the first line is the one being intersected */ 
¢C 

¥add_u2 = utemps 
for (1=03 1<=23 +#+1) 

p2til = pmidlils 
7* evaluate the distance of the line */ 
dist = distance (pl, p2)s 
if (dist < .001* ptr2->chord_length )}) flag = 13 

} 

else if (flaga == 2) /* if the second line is the one being intersected */ 
{ 

¥add_ul = utemps 
for (i203 i<=25 +41) 

pllil = pmidlils 
7* evaluate the distance of the line */ 
dist = distance (pl, p2)s 
if (dist < .001% ptr2->cherd_length ) flag = 13 

} 

else if (flaga == 3) 
flag = 13 

eee eee eee SPSS 2ST SSSesrsr=zRK eee Ree eee ae SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSA S SS SSS SSS SST STTEK 

Description: initialize parameters to start intersection checks 
* 
x 
* 

* Input: index - index to specify if x section is the root or tip 
bd Kindex - index to specify if it is the top or bottom curve 
* ptrl - pointer to the wing structure 
* ptr2 - pointer to the wing thickness structure 
* ptr3 - pointer to the temporary thickness structure 
# pl - coordinates of beginning of line 
¢ p2 - coordinates of the end of line 

cad add_ul - address of the starting u value of the curve 
bs add_u2 - address of the ending u value of the curve 
* 
* 
* 

void intersect_start_parms( index, kindex, ptrl, ptr2, ptr3, pl, p2, add_ul, add_u2) 
int indexs 
char kindexs 
struct struct_wing *ptrls 
struct struct_wing thick *ptr23 
struct struct_thick_temp *ptr33 
float pl{1, p2CJ, *add_ul, x*add_u23 
{ 
int i3 

/*initilaize starting and ending points on the curve*/ 
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for (i=05 i<=2) ++i) 

t 
p2[il = ptr2->tel[i]; /* p2 has the coordinates of the trailing edge */ 
if (kindex == 'T') 

pllil = ptr3->topli]s 
else 

pllil = ptr3->botlils 
} 

/*initialize ending u values on the curve */ 
if (index == 1) 7*® if x section is the root */ 
{ 

xadd_u2 = ptrl->rootull]s 7* u value of the trailing edge of root*/ 
*add_ul = ptrl->rootul0]s 

} 

else 7* if x section is the tip */ 
¢ 

xadd_u2 = ptrl->tipull]s /* u value of the trailing edge of tip*/ 
¥add_ul = ptri->tipul0); 

} 

} 

/MASSSSASASASSAS SP SASTOS SAAS SSSS SS SHA ST SSA SSASSS SSS SSS SSSA SST SSS SBS SS SSSTTK 

% Module Name: intersect_b (ptr3, pl, p2, pmid) 
ee eee eae eRe SS SS SS SSS SSS STS STS STH 

* Description: check whether intersection is with the first segment or second 
% 
% Input: ptr3 - pointer to the temporary thickness structure 
x pl - coordinates of one end of the segment 
* p2 - coordinates of the other end of the segment 
* pmid - coordinates of the middle parameter value 
* add_ratio - address of ratio of values at two ends of line 
* 
* Output: flag specifying whether the first or the second segment 

* was intersected 

int intersect_b (ptr3, pl, p2, pmid, add_ratio) 
struct struct_thick_temp *ptr3} 
float pll), p2l1, pmidl ]; 
float *add_ratios 
€ 
char flagb; 

int flaga; 

7% check if the first segment intersects the perpendicular line */ 
flagb = intersect_c (ptr3, pl, pmid, add_ratio)3 

/*if it does, then send back flag pointing to the first segment */ 
if (flagb == 'Y') 

flaga = 13 

else if (flagb == 'N') 
{ 

flagb = intersect_c (ptr3, pmid, p2, add_ratio); 
if (flagb f= 'Y') 

printf("neither of the two lines intersect. some error!\n")3 
flaga = 23 

} 

else if (flagb == 'M') 
flaga = 3; 

return (flaga); 
> 
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Description: check if there is an intersection or not 

Input: ptr3 - pointer to the temporary thickness structure 
pa - coordinates of one end of the segment 
pb ~ coordinates of the other end of the segment 
add_ratio - address of ratio of values at two ends of line 

Output: flag to specify whether there is an intersection or not 

char intersect_c (ptr3, pa, pb, add_ratio) 
struct struct_thick_temp *ptr3; 
float pall], pbl]; 
float *add_ratios 
C 
char flagb = 'N's 

float valuel, value2s3 

7* substitute values of first pt on segment in the equation of the plane*/ 
valuel = ( ptr3->dv[0] ) * palo] 

+( ptr3->dv[1] ) * pall] 
+( ptr3->dv[2] ) * pal2] 
+( ptr3->d_plane }3 

7* substitute values of second pt on segment in the equation of the planex/ 
value2 = ( ptr3->dv[0] ) * pb[0] 

+( ptr3->dv[1] ) * pbI1] 
+( ptr3->dvi2] ) * pbf2] 

+( ptr3->d_plane )3 

if ( fabs( value2 - 0.0) < 0.00001) 
flagb = ‘M's 

else 
{ 

xadd_ratio = fabs (valuel / (valuel - value2)) 3 

/*check if valuel and value2 have the same sign */ 
valuel = valuel * value2; 

/* 14 different signs, signals that there is an intersection */ 
if (valuel < 0.) 

flagb = 'Y'; 
} 

return (flagb); 

} 

CRS See SSS SS SSS SS SS SS SSS SSS SS SSsSseserse=s¥ 

x Module Name: last_camb_pt (ptr2) 

Description: obtain the last camber point 

Input: ptr2 - pointer to the wing thickness structure 

void last_camb_pt (ptr2) 
struct struct_wing_thick *ptr235 
{ 

int i5 
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/* initialize number of points on the camber */ 
ptr2->num_pt_camber = ptr2->num_pt_camber + 13 

/* initialize the values of the camber for the last point */ 
ptr2->camber[01][ ptr2->num_pt_camber] = ptr2->tel0]; 
ptr2->camber[1 ][ptr2->num_pt_camber] = ptr2->tel1]s 
ptr2->camberl 2 ][ ptr2->num_pt_camber] = ptr2->tel2]5 
ptr2->camber[3 ][ptr2->num_pt_camber] = 0.035 
ptr2->camber[41[ptr2->num_pt_camber] = 0.05 

for (1205 1<=25 ++1)/% initialize the top and bottom points of the x-section*/ 
{ 

ptr2->telils ptr2->top_pts[ i ][ptr2->num_pt_camber ] 
ptr2->telils ptr2->bot_pts[i I[ptr2->num_pt_camber ] 

} 

} 
PRITSTTLBSSLSSASST SAT SSS SSSSTSS SLASH SSS SAAS S SS SS SSS SS HTH AS SA SAAS SS SSHT SSN 

% Module Name: camber_parms (ptrl, ptr2, index) 
eee eS eS eee See eee SSeS SSS SSS RSS RSS SSS SSszTTX 

% Description: obtain the camber parameters - 
* a} maximum distance of camber from the chord line 
* b) distance of this point from the leading edge 
* 
*® Input: ptrl - pointer to the wing structure 
% ptr2 - pointer to the wing thickness structure 
Ss index - index to show if it is the root or tip x section 
* 
% Output: none 
* 
MSSSSSSSSSSSSSSR SSS SSSSHT SSH SSSSSSS SHA SSA SSA SSA ASS SSS SSSSSas lasses Ssss=ssK/ 

void camber_parms (ptrl, ptr2, index) 
struct struct_wing *ptr1}5 
struct struct_wing_thick *ptr23 
int indexs 
{ 

float max_dist, len, x, arrayl{3]35 
int Ky i3 

double a3 
a = (double) 23 

/* initialize the starting maximum distance value */ 
max_dist = ptr2->camber[41[0); 
k = O3 

/*check through all the values to find the maximum values */ 
for (i=15 1<=ptr2->num_pt_camber; ++i) 
¢ 

if (ptr2->camber[41][i] > max_dist) 
C 

max_dist = ptr2->camber[4][1i]35 
kK = is 

} 

7% find the pt on the camber having maximum distance from the chord linex*/ 
arrayl[0] = ptr2->camber(0I[k 15 
arrayl[1] = ptr2->camber[1][k]}5 
arrayl(2] = ptr2->camber[2]{k]5 

7* this is the distance from the point on the camber to the l.e. */ 
len = distancelarrayl, ptr2->le)s 

7* compute the value of the intercept on the chord line */ 
x = (float) sqrt ( 

pow ( (double) (len), a) 
- pow ( (double) (ptr2->camber[4][k1]), a) 
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iB) 

/* intialize array if cross section is the root */ 
if (index == 1) 
{ 

ptrl->root_camber[0] = max_dist / ptr2->chord_lengths 
ptrl->root_camber[1] = x / ptr2->chord_lengths 

if ( ptrl->root_camber[0] < .001 )} 
{ 

ptrl->root_camber[0] = 0.00; 
ptrl->root_camber[1] = 0.0035 

} 
ptri1->root_thek_chrd_rat = 2. * ptr2->thick[3] / ptr2->chord_lengths 

} 

else 
{ 

ptrl->tip_camber[0] = max_dist / ptr2->chord_length; 
ptri->tip_camber[1] = x / ptr2->chord_length; 
if ( ptrl->tip_camber[0] < .001 ) 
¢ 

ptrl->tip_camber[0] = 0.003 
ptrl->tip_camber[1] = 0.005 

} 

ptr1->tip_thck_chrd_rat = 2. * ptr2->thick[3] / ptr2->chord_length; 
} 

} 
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Module wing_ang 

OR BR ARR RR BR RRER RBBB BRE BHE BEEBE E BRT BEEBE REN UHBE HUB BG BB GHBBE 
ARERR OBI OBOE EEE EEE EEE ESE IEE TE FE FETE FE FETE JE IESE JEJE JE TE DE JE IE JE FE FE FETE HE IE IE IEDE FE FE HE IEE IEDE FETE NE TE IE 

x Name: wing_angles 
* Author: Uma Jayaram 
x Date: January 25, 1991 
* Description: obtain the angles for components with airfoil cross section 
JEIEIEIE HE IEIEIE HEHE FEE TE HE EDIE FE IEE FE IEIE IE IEFEDE HE IE IE IE IE IEIE HE HE IEE IE IE IE IE FE HE IEE JEJE IE IE IE IEE IE TE IE IE FE HE IE IE IE IE IE IE DE HE HE IEE IE IE IEE / 

#include <afmnc.h> 
#include <math.h> 
finclude "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/uma_struct.h" 
[Bon nne rn eres ene rene nnn- Function Declarations---------9---------------- */ 
void wing_anglest )5 
float wing_anglet )5 
void project_pt_planet( );5 

void update_wing_angles( )3 
void init_fuselage( ); 
void vert_axis( ]5 
void div_two_vecs( )5 
float distancel }3 
float ang_bet_vecs( )5 

void aero_angles( )5 
float aeroa_anglet )5 
void update_aero_angles( )3 
void cross_product( }5 

[Rem me cnn terre nr cree End of Function Declarations~---~--------------- ef 

Vf, Steatacahaatetetateteinatateteteietatanaiel Constant Definitions------------ 2-2-9 - === e/ 
[Rocce reser seernecerace= End of Constant Definitions-------------------- / 
PRISSSATSSASSSSSARSSSRSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS SSR SS SH SSSNSSASSS SSSI SS SRST SLSE 

% Module Name: wing_angles 
eee eee eee eee ee See Ss eS S ses SSrtat Te 

* Description: obtain dihedral and sweep angles 
* 
% Input: ptrwngl - pointer to geometry data structure of first wing 
* ptrwng2 - pointer to geometry data structure of second wing 
% ptrfust - pointer to geometry data structure of fuselage 
x 

% Output: none 
* 
MSSP SPSL SASS SSS SSS PSST SSSA SSS SSS SSP SSS SHS STS SS SHS SASH SSS TSS SSS SSS SSSsSTTR/ 

void wing_angles (ptrwngl, ptrwng2,> ptrfust) 
struct struct_wing *ptrwngl, *ptrwng2;3 
struct struct_fus *ptrfust;s 
{ 
int is 
float anglel, angle2, plane_norm[3], plane_pt[31], vec_1I31], vec_2[31]3 

/* obtain dihedral */ 

for (1703 1<=25 ++i) 
{ 

plane_normlil = ptrfust->xaxislils 
plane_pt{il = ptrfust->first_ptlils 

} 
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anglel = wing_angle(ptrwngl, ptrwng2, ptrfust, 
plane_norm, plane_pt,» vec_1l, vec_2)3 

7% need the angle with the horizontal */ 
anglel = 90.0 - anglel; 

/*xobtain the vertical axis */ 

vert_axis (ptrfust, vec_1, vec_2)3 

/*obtain sweep */ 

for (1=05 i<=25 +41) 

plane_normli] = ptrfust->zaxislils 
plane_ptlil = ptrfust->first_ptlils 

angle2 = wing_argle(ptrwngl, ptrwng2, ptrfust; 

plane_norm, plane_pt, vec_1; vec_2)3 
7* need the angle with the horizontal */ 
angle2 = 90.0 - angle2; 

update_wing_angles (ptrwngl, ptrwng2, anglel, angle2); 

} 
PMS TS SS TSS SST SSS AR SSS SSS SSS TASS SSS SSSR ESSA SS Sas Sess SSlssssSsssezsr==k*k 

% Module Name: wing_angle 
Ree See eee See SS SSS SSS SSS SSSSSSSS2sseresrssss 

* Description: obtain angle 
* 
* Input: ptrwngl - pointer to the first wing structure 

Es ptrwng2 - pointer to the second wing structure 
bd ptrfust - pointer to the fuselage structure 
x plane_norm - normal to the plane on which projection is desired 
* plane_pt - point on the plane 
Es vec_l - vector made by q.c. line for first wing 
* vec_2 ~- vector made by q.c. line for second wing 
* 
*% Output: none 
* 
eee eS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSSssssssssescrKk/ 

float wing_angle (ptrwngl, ptrwng2, ptrfust, plane_norm, plane_pt, vec_l1, vec_2) 
struct struct_wing *ptrwngl, *ptrwng2s 
struct struct_fus *ptrfust;s 
float plane_norm[(], plane_pt{], vec_1{], vec_2{ Js 
{ 

float ptroot1[3], pttip1(3], ptroot2[3], pttip2[3]; 
float angles 
int i, flags 

flag = 03 /* flag to denote if magnitude of either vector is zero */ 

project_pt_plane(ptrwngl->root_quarter_chord, plane_norm, plane_pt, ptrootl1); 
project_pt_plane( ptrwngl->tip_quarter_chord, plane_norm, plane_pt, pttipl)3 
project_pt_plane( ptrwng2->root_quarter_chord, plane_norm, plane_pt, ptroot2)3 
project_pt_plane( ptrwng2->tip_quarter_chord, plane_norm, plane_pt, pttip2)3 

for (1=03 1<=23 +41) 
{ 

vec_lf{il] = pttipl£[il - ptrootllils 
vec_2f1i] = pttip2[il - ptroot2[ils 

} 

angle = ang_bet_vecs (vec_l, vec_2, &flag)s 
angle = angle * 180. / ( 2.0 * M_PI)s 

return (angle); 
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(BMPSSSSSSSASSSSPSSSSSSSSSA SSH SSS SSSSSSAASAS SSS SSSSSSSRSIS SS SAI ASS SSSSSH STR 

% Module Name: update_wing_angles 
eee eee aaa eee eS SSE RSS SSS SSSSSSSSSSSaa=¥ 

* Description: update the angles in the structure 
% 
* Input: ptrwngl - pointer to the structure of the first wing 
% ptrwung2 - pointer to the structure of the second wing 
x anglel - dihedral angle 
* angle2 - sweep angle 
* 
*% Output: none 
* 
HSSRSPSSR SSS SASS SSS SSA SASS SH SSS SS SS SH SSS SIPS SSS SS SSIS Sass ssSSssssssssss=K/ 

void update_wing_angles(ptrwngl, ptrwng2, anglel, angle2) 
struct struct_wing *ptrwngl, *ptrwng2}5 
float anglel, angle2; 
{ 
float templ, temp2, temp3; 

/*update the dihedral in both the structures */ 
ptrwngl->dihedral = anglel; 
ptrwng2->dihedral = anglels 

/7* update the sweep in both the structures */ 
ptrwngl->sweep = angle2; 
ptrwng2->sweep = angle23 

/*calculate the span of the first wing*/ 
templ = distance ( ptrwngl->root_quarter_chord, ptrwngl->tip_quarter_chord)3 
temp2 = ptrwngl->dihedral * M_PI / 180. 3 
temp3 = ptrwngl->sweep * M_PI /180.}3 
ptrwngl->span = templ * (float) cos{ (double) temp2) 

* (float) cos( (double) temp3); 

/*calculate the span of the second wing*/ 
templ = distance ( ptrwng2->root_quarter_chord, ptrwng2->tip_quarter_chord)} 
temp2 = ptrwng2->dihedral * M_PI / 180.3 
temp3 = ptrwng2->sweep * M_PI /180.5 

ptrwng2->span = templ * ( (float) cos( (double) temp2) ); 
ptrwng2->span = ptrwng2->span * ( (float) cos( (double) temp3) ); 

} 

ARTSSSSSTS SSS SSTSSSS SSSA ST SSA ASASSST SSS SSS SS SSS SSS SSSA SSSSSSSSVSSSSSSS=Te 

% Module Name: vert_axis 
eee ea eee a eee SS SSS SSS SSS SSSA SS SS SS SSsSSSsseszreNe 

* Description: find the vertical axis 
* 
* Input: ptrfust - pointer to the fuselage structure 
* vec_l  - vector for the first wing 
* vec_2 - vector for the second wing 
% 
* Output: none 
RSSSSMAASSSASSSSS TS SS STS SSSS SASS SS SSSASS SSS SSSSSSSSSSASSSSSSSsssasssssssKx/ 

void vert_axis (ptrfust, vec_1, vec_2) 
struct struct_fus *ptrfusts 
float vec_1{1], vec_2{]s 
{ 

float vec_3(31]5 
int i3 

7*find a vector that divides the angle between the two vectors */ 
/* commented out for now */ 
div_two_vecs (vec_l1, vec_2, .55 vec_3)35 

/7* update the fuselage structure */ 
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for (i = O53 i <=25 +41) 
ptrfust ->zaxis[il = vee_3[lil; 

cross_product (ptrfust->zaxis, ptrfust->xaxis, ptrfust->yaxis )3 

} 
Je eee BSS SSSR SS SSS SSS SS ASSESS SSS SPSS SSS SSS SS es ssssaAssHK 

% Module Name: aero_angles 
eee eee ee SSS ee ee ee SS SSS SSS SSE SS SSS SSS SsSSSEs=¥ 

* Description: obtain dihedral and sweep angles for components 
with airfoil cross section (except the wings) 

% 
* Input: ptrwngl - pointer to wing geometry data structure 
* ptrfust - pointer to the fuselage geometry data structure 
x sl - string identifying the component name 
* 
% Output: none 
* 
MSSSSST IMSS SSSSS SSM ATLA SS TASS SPSS MASS SSH SASS ASA SAAS SASSS SAS SSS SSSA SSsscrK/ 

void aero_angles (ptrwngl, ptrfust, sl) 
struct struct_wing *ptrwngls 
struct struct_fus *ptrfust; 
char sll ]5 
¢{ 

int i, flag, indexs 
float anglel, angle2, plane_norml3], plane_pt[3], vec_2[3]35 
static char stringlI] = C"VERT_TAIL"};3 

index = 03 /%* index to flag down if magnitude of any vector is zero */ 
flag = stremp (sl, stringl); /%* check if component is vertical tail */ 

/* obtain dihedral */ 

for (1=05 1<=25 ++i) 
{ 

plane_normli] = ptrfust->xaxisflils 
plane_ptl[il = ptrfust->first_ptlils 
vec_2[i] = ptrfust->zaxislils 

} 

anglel = aeroa_angle(ptrwngl, ptrfust, plane_norm, plane_pt, vec_2, &index); 
if (flag !=0 && index !=1 ) /* if not vertical tail and mag not zero */ 

anglel = 90.0 - anglel; /* need the angle with the horizontal */ 

7*obtain sweep */ 
[Brenorennee seer eenn- */ 
for (i=03 i<=25 +41) 
{ 

plane_ptlil = ptrfust->first_ptlils 
if (flag !=0) 7% component not vertical tail */ 
¢ 

plane_normfi] = ptrfust->zaxis{il]} 
vec_2[i] = ptrfust->xaxislils 

} 

else 7* component is vertical tail */ 
{ 

plane_normfi] = ptrfust->yaxis[il]s 
vec_2(i] = ptrfust->zaxis[ils 

) 
} 

angle2 = aeroa_angle(ptrwngl, ptrfust, plane_norm, plane_pt» vec_2, &index); 
if ( flag f= 0 && index !=1 ) /* if not vertical tail and mag not zero*/ 

angle2 = 90.0 - angle2; /* need the angle with the horizontal */ 

update_aero_angles (ptrwngl, anglel, angle2); 
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PRAPAASHAAASSASASSSSSA RSS SH SSM SAS SST HS SSS SSSI A TSS SH SH STASIS ST aS SSeS SSSSSSTsK 

% Module Name: aero_angle 
MASSUP SAAS ST AAA SS SASS SASS ST SS ASS SSH SIA SR SSSA SSS SRS SSA AUSSI ASST SSS SH SSSSHHKe 

* Description: obtain angle 
* 

* Input: ptrwngl - pointer to the first wing structure 
x ptrfust  - pointer to the fuselage structure 
* plane_norm - normal to the plane on which projection is desired 
% plane_pt - point on the plane 
% vec_2 - vector with which angle is desired 
* add_index - address of integer Keeping track of magnitude of vec 
* 
* Output: none 
* 
eee eS SSS SS SSE SS SSS SS SSS SS SSS SS SSsSsessrsssessssKk/ 

float aeroa_angle (ptrwngl, ptrfust, plane_norm, plane_pt, vec_2, add_index) 
struct struct_wing *ptrwngl]; 
struct struct_fus *ptrfusts 
float plane_norm[ 1], plane_pt[{], vec_2[ ]5 
int *add_index; 
t 

float ptroot1(3], pttipi[3], vee_1{3]; 
float angle; 
int i, flags 

flag = 03 /* flag to denote if magnitude of any vector is zero */ 

project_pt_plane(ptrwngl->root_quarter_chord, plane_norm, plane_pt, ptrootl1); 
project_pt_plane(ptrwngl->tip_quarter_chord, plane_norm, plane_pt, pttipl)s 

for (i=05 i<=25 +41) 
vec_1l{il = pttipl1[il - ptrootl[il]; 

angle = ang_bet_vecs (vec_1, vec_2, &flag)s 
angle = angle * 180. / M_PI; 

if ( flag == 1) /* if mag of one vector is zero, then alert the program */ 
*add_index = 15 

return (Cangle)s 
} 
Jee eee SS SS SSS SSR S SS SS SS SSSSS SESS SSE SSSSsasesssss=K 

% Module Name: update_aero_angles 
MIESSSTSSS SSA ASASSSSSSSS OSS SASS AS RSSA SSS SA SAS SILAS SSS STATS SSS SS STS SSeS SscIr SK 

% Description: update the angles in the structure 
* 
% Input: ptrwngl - pointer to the structure of the first wing 
x anglel - dihedral angle 
bs angle2 - sweep angle 

% Output: none 
* 
MSM SSS SSS SSssss sss aeassSesssssssasesaSasasssssssasaasssesssesssssssssssesssaK/ 

void update_aero_angles(ptrwngl, anglel, angle2) 
struct struct_wing *ptrwngl; 
float anglel, angle2; 
t 
float templ, temp2, temp3; 

/*update the dihedral in both the structures */ 
ptrwngl->dihedral = anglels 

7* update the sweep in both the structures */ 
ptrwngl->sweep = angle2; 

/*calculate the span of the first wing*/ 
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templ = distance ( ptrwngl->root_quarter_chord, ptrwngl->tip_quarter_chord)} 
temp2 = ptrwngl->dihedral * M_PI / 180. 3; 
temp3 = ptrwngl->sweep * M_PI /180.3 
ptrwngl->span = templ * (float) cos( (double) temp2) 

% (float) cos! (double) temp3); 
} 
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Module eng_comp 

RRR B BREEN RBBB BEBE RBBB BEBE BBB B88 BBB BRE 
ORR ROBBER RBBB BERR BBB BBR BBB RRB HERHEHEBEHEEEHABHBBEIEBEBEEEBGHEEEERE 

x Name: eng_compute 
% Author: Uma Jayaram 
* Date: Oct 14, 1991 
* 

* Description: obtain the parameters for the engine 
388888808088 ERRRBEBREEEHHEHHE88E8B8ER BRB BBBHBBB8B88888E/ 

include <afmnc.h> 

#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/uma_struct.h" 
(Bammer rset cnn n nce cncsen Function Declarations-------------------------- */ 
void eng_computel )5 
comp_data *fnd_cmp_ptr( )3 
float find_ul)3 
void avg_ptt }3 
struct struct_eng *get_eng_geoml( )3 
void get_eng_lengthi ); 
void eng_parms_mass( )5 
void xyz_loc( }5 
void get_engf_loc( )3 
void get_engw_loc( }3 

void local_wingl( )5 
float distance( }5 

([Beownncr renner nce nsec n=-= End of Function Declarations----------- eetcec=- %/ 

Phan n en nnn t mre rrr een tenn n Constant Defini tions------------- 2-9 - een n nnn == */ 

[Remeron censor cccswscrne End of Constant Definitions-------------------- 7 
P/MTTSSTSTSSSS SPSS SSMS SSS PSS PSS SSSS SASS SSS SR ASSSS SSSI SSA SAS SSS esssssesses=sTK 

*% Module Name: eng_compute 
Re 8a 8 ee i eee See SSS SSS SSS SSS BSS SS SSS SSSsSSses=zKe 

* Description: obtain parameters for the engine 
% 

% Input: Model - pointer to the model 
* ptrcomp - pointer to structure containing pointers to all 
* other components 
* 

% Output: none 
* 
RSSSSASSSSSSSSSSS SS SVS SSSsTsSssSRSS SVs sssesrsssssssssassssssssssessssassKe/ 

void eng_compute (Model, ptrcomp ) 
MODEL *Models 

struct struct_comp *ptrcomp; 
{ 
static char sl{J] = {"ENG_WING"); 
static char s2[] = {"FUS_ENG"})}3 
int cmp_index = 13 /% index to denote which no of engine is being considered*/ 

7% WING ENGINE */ 
/* obtain geometry parameters */ 
ptrcomp->ptrengw = get_eng_geom (sl, Model, cmp_index)}s 
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/*obtain location parameters */ 
if ( (ptrcomp->ptrengw)->exist == 1 ) get_engw_loc (ptrcomp)s 

7*FUSELAGE ENGINE */ 

/* obtain geometry parameters */ 
ptrcomp->ptrengf = get_eng_geom (s2, Model, cmp_index)}; 

/*obtain location parameters */ 
if ( (ptrcomp->ptrengf)}->exist == 1 } get_engf_loc (ptrcomp); 
} 

Pee SSS SS SSS SSeS ass ST SSS SSS SSS SSS SS SSHSs===* 

% Module Name: get_eng_geom 
Ree eee ee ee ee es Se esse eS Sssssesssssssesrsessssss==%k 

* Description: obtain the geometry parameters of the engine 
* 
* Input: sl - string identifying the component name 
* Model - pointer to the overall structure 
% cmp_index - index denoting which number of that type is being 
% considered 
* 
% Output: pointer to the engine geometry structure 
* 
MISSPSSSSIMASSTSSASSASSS SSH SHRI AAASS ASH SSSTASA SSS SA SSS ASS SASS ASS SS SSI sSs ISTH 

struct struct_eng *get_eng_geom (sl, Model, cmp_index) 
MODEL *Model; 

char sll Js 
int cmp_index; 
54 

struct struct_eng *ptreng; 
comp_data *cmpptrs 
int cmp_exist = 03 
float temp; 

ptreng = (struct struct_eng *) calloc(1, sizeof(struct struct_eng))s 
cmpptr = fnd_cmp_ptr (Model, $1, cmp_index, &cmp_exist); /* find pointer*/ 
if (cmp_exist ==0) 
ptreng->exist = 03 

else 
¢ 

ptreng->exist = 13 
ptreng->engptr = cmpptrs 

get_eng_length (ptreng); 7* get the length of the engine */ 

eng_parms_mass (Model, ptreng)s /* get the mass parameters of the engine */ 

temp = 4. * ptreng->volume / ptreng->length; 
ptreng->diam = (float) sqrt ( (double) temp / M_PI J; 

return (ptreng)s 

/Roszssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssessssssssssssssrnsssssssesssssszs=sK 
% Module Name: get_eng_length 

x Description: obtain the length of the engine ==SSsSsSsSsS~S~S~S . 
x Input: ptreng - pointer to engine geometry data structure 

x Output: none 

void get_eng_length (ptreng) 
struct struct_eng *ptreng; 
t 
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int index, is 
float u_Knot, ptl{3], pt2{3]3 

7% FIRST X SECTION */ 

index = 03 7% the first cross section */ 
u_Knot = find_u (index, ptreng->engptr); /* find the u knot value */ 
avg_pt (ptreng->engptr, u_Knot, ptl); 7¥*® average pt on the first x_sec */ 

for (1=03 1<33 441) 
ptreng->first_ptlil = ptlfils 

7*® LAST X SECTION */ 

index = 13 7% the last cross section */ 
u_knot = find_u (index, ptreng->engptr); /* find the u Knot value */ 
avg_pt (ptreng->engptr, u_knot, pt2)5 7* average pt on the last x_sec */ 
for (1=05 1<35 +41) 
{ 

ptreng->last_ptfil = pt2lils 
ptreng->mid_ptlil] = ptlf[il + ( pt2fil - ptilil ) 7 2.03 

} 

7* distance between pt and the plane*/ 
ptreng->length = distance (ptl, pt2)3 

% Description: obtain the location parameters of the fuselage engine 
* 
% Input: ptrcomp - pointer to structure having the pointers to 

the geometry structures of all the components x 

MSS SSSSSTSSSSSSSTSSRSSSS SSA SSSSSSSASSS SSSA S SS SS SSSA AS SST SESS SSS SS SsssSssssK/ 

void get_engf_loc{ptrcomp) 
struct struct_comp *ptrcomps 
{ 
int is 
float pt1(3J], pt2[3], loc{3], sod, temp, y, z, theta; 

for (i=03 i<353 +41) 
¢ 

ptl{il = (ptrcomp->ptrengf )->first_ptlils 

pt2[il = (ptrcomp->ptrfust)->first_ptlils 
} 

xyz_loc (ptrcomp, ptl, pt2, loc); /*xyz location of first pt of the engine */ 

7*® X% LOCATION *7 
{ptrcomp->ptrengf)->x = locf[O] / (ptrcomp->ptr fust)->lengths 

7* obtain stand_off distance */ 
temp = locl1l}*#loc{1] + locl2]*loc[2]5 
temp = (float) sqrt ( (double) temp ); 

/*% STAND OFF DISTANCE */ 
7® 

sod = ( 
( temp - (ptreomp->ptrengf )->diam*.5 ) / 
(ptrcomp->ptrfust )->max_radius 

Y= 1.5 
7 

sod = ( 
( temp - (ptrcomp->ptr fust)->max_radius ) / 

( (ptreomp->ptrengf )->diam*.5 ) 
}- 1.3 
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7* ANGULAR ORIENTATION THETA #7 

y = (float) fabs ( (double) locl1] )3 
z = (float) fabs ( (double) loci2] }3 

if ( y < .001) 
{ 

if ( loci[2] < 0.0 ) theta = -90.03 
if ( locl2] > 0.0 ) theta = 90.03 

3 

else if ( z < .001) 

{ 
if ( lece{1] < 0.0 ) theta = 0.0; 

if ( loc{1] > 0.0 ) theta = 180.3 

} 

else 
{ 

temp = - locl1]s 
temp = (float) atan { (double) locl2]/ (double) temp}; 
temp = temp * 180. / 3.143 
} 

(ptrcomp->ptrengf )->sod = sods 
(ptrcomp->ptrengf )->theta = temp; 

* Description: obtain the location parameters of the wing engine 

* Input: ptrcomp - pointer to structure having the pointers to 
* the geometry structures of all the components 

void get_engw_loc(ptrcomp ) 
struct struct_comp *ptrcomps 

{ 
int i5 

float pt1[3], pt2[3], loe_en[31, loc_em[31], parm_wngl31;, local_chord, dihed; 

7% LOCATION OF ENGINE NOSE */ 
[Mone one nn nnn nooo -e */ 
for (12053 1<35 ++1) 
¢ 

ptlfil (ptrcomp->ptrengw )->first_ptli ls 
pt2[i] = (ptrcomp->ptrfust )->first_ptlils 

} 

xyz_loc (ptrcomp, ptl, pt2, loc_en)s /*xyz of engine nose */ 

7% LOCATION OF ENGINE MID */ 
[Mececensneene- ee ~~ e =e */ 
for (1=05 1<35 ++1) 

ptllil = (ptrcomp->ptrengw }->mid_ptlils 

xyz_loc (ptrcomp, ptl, pt2, loc_em); /*xyz of engine mid */ 

7% LOCAL WING PARAMETERS */7 

local_wing (ptrcomp, loc_em, parm_wng, &local_chord); 

7*® ENGINE LOCATION PARAMETERS */ 

(ptrcomp->ptrengw)->x = ( lec_en[0] - parm_wngl0] ) / local_chords 
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(ptrcomp->ptrengw)->y = loc_em[1] / (ptrcomp->ptrwngl )->span; 
dihed = (ptrcomp->ptrwngl )->dihedral; 
dihed = (float) tan ( (double) (dihed * 3.14 7 180.) 33 
(ptrcomp->ptrengw)->z = loc_em[2] - ( parm_wng[2] - loc_em[1 ]}*dihed)s 
(ptrcomp->ptrengw)->z = (ptrcomp->ptrengw )->z /(ptrcomp->ptrengw )->diam}3 

} 

Jee eee SSS SES SSSTS SSS SSSSSSSSASSSSASSSSTSS=ATe 

% Module Name: loca_wing 
eee SS Se Se eS ee ase ees Sees sss sssssseeeseres===K% 

* Description: obtain the local chord length of the wing 
* 
* Input: ptrcomp - pointer to structure having the pointers to 
% the geometry structures of all the components 
* loc_em ~- location of the engine mid point 
* parm_wng - location parameters of the local wing chord 
* add_local_chord - iaddress of local chord 
* 

* Output: none 
* 
PMSSIASSSS ASST SSSASS SSS SSS SSS SSA SSSA SSS SHAS SSS SASS SSS Srl SsssssssssssssssesK/ 

void local_wing (ptrcomp, loc_em, parm_wng, add_local_chord) 
struct struct_comp *ptrcomp; 
float loc_em[ 1], parm_wngl 1, *add_local_chords 
{ 

int i3 
float loc_engl3], sweep, pt1[3)], pt2[31, loc_wngI3]5 

7% LOCATION OF WING ROOT QUARTER CHORD */ 
[eeenn ween nen nnn ene ee nee ne nee */ 
for (i=05 i<35 ++1) 
¢ 

ptll[i] = (ptrcomp->ptrwngl )->root_quarter_chord[ i]s 
pt2Cil = (ptrcomp->optrfust}->first_ptlils 

} 
xyz_loc (ptrcomp, ptl, pt2, loc_wng)s /*xyz of wing root q.c. */ 

*add_local_chord = (ptrcomp->ptrwngl )->root_chord - 

((ptrcomp->ptrangl )->root_chord - (ptrcomp->ptrwngl )->tip_chord) 
*% (float) fabs ( (double) loc_emf1] ) 
7 ((ptrcomp->ptrwngl )->span ) 
3 

sweep = (float) tan ( (double) ( (ptrcomp->ptrwngl )->sweep * 3.146 / 180. ))5 
parm_wng[0J] = loc_wng!0] 

+ ( (float) fabs ((double) (loc_em[1] * sweep)) ) 
- *add_local_chord * .253 

parm_wng[1] = loc_wng[1] 
parm_wng[2] = loc_wng[2]5 
} 
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Module area 

J RFRA ASAE SEE HEHEHE SEFEE SE IEFE SE HEE MEE HE FEE DEE FEE FE FEFEEDEPE HE HEE DE FE HE FE HE FE ME FETE FETE FE HE HE HEHE FE HE HEME HE FEE FETE 

Name: area.c 

Author: Uma Jayaram 
Date: June 6, 1991 

volume of the fuselage 

x 
K
K
 

K
K
 

K 
X 

Description: Contains Modules to Calculate the area of a component 

JVBVBEEH8RB BEBE BERBER EEE EIEIEIEIE EEE IEIE ETE IEEE IESE FEE FEE HEE ETE DEDEDE FE DE FE JE IEE JE FE TE FE / 

tinclude<afmnc.h> 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<math.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/uma_struct.h" 

float component_area( )3 
void comp_mass_prop( )5 
void comp_parms_mass( )} 
void fus_parms( )5 
void wing_parms_mass( )5 
void eng_parms_mass( )5 

extern float tot_mass, tot_area, tot_cg[3], tot_inertl6]; 
extern float comp_mass, comp_area, comp_cgI[3], comp_inertI[6]; 
int cg_structs 

Description: Menu module for calculating the area of a component * 

* 

* Input: Pointer to Model data structure 
* 
* 

float component_area(Model, compptr ) 
MODEL *Model; 

comp_data *compptrs 
{ 

comp_data *comps 
comp_data **comp_lists 
int comp_counts 
float areas 

7% oro Alocate memory for component list ----- %/ 
comp_list = (comp_data *#)calloc(1, sizeof(comp_data *))3 

eg_struct = next_structurel( )3 7* Get next avail struct */ 

comp_count = 15 
comp_list[0] = compptr; /%* Add to List */ 

(void JGPEST(cg_struct)3 
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/* Compute Properties */ 
comp_mass_prop(Model, comp_list, comp_count) 

[% ore Empty Center of Gravity Structure ----- */ 
(void JGPDLST(cg_struct)5 

free(comp_list)s 7* Free Component List Memory List */ 

area = tot_area3 
return (area); 

) 
CBRASSSSSHBSS ASS SSHPSSSSSSSSTSSSSS SSSA SSS SSAA ATSSSSSSS SSS SATS SS SS sasSsTsSa=T*K 

% Module Name: comp_parms_mass 
eee ee eee eee eee eee ee SS esses St Ssssssssessesre=eso==%¥% 

* Description: module for calculating the mass properties 
% 
* Input: Pointer to Model data structure 
* 
* 

void comp_parms_mass(Model, comp_count, comp_list) 
MODEL *Model; 

int comp_counts 
comp_data **comp_list;s 
{ 

cg_struct = next_structure( )5 7* Get next avail struct */ 

(void JGPEST(cg_struct)3 

7* Compute Properties */ 
comp_mass_prop(Model, comp_list, comp_count)3 

[*% o---- Empty Center of Gravity Structure ----- x%/ 
(void JGPDLST(cg_struct)3 

frea(comp_list)s /*® Free Component List Memory List */ 

} 
fm SS SSS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SS SSS SSSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSSSsSsssssessczask 

* Module Name: fus_parms 
MSR STSSS AAAS SSH SH SHAS SSS SSS SSSA SSS STS SS SS HK SASS SSS SA SASS SS SSS SS SASS SSSz AK 

% Description: module for storing values in the structures 
* 
% Input: Pointer to structure having data about c$nose, mid or aft 
* 
* 

void fus_parms (ptrnma) 
struct struct_fus *ptrnmas 
{ 
int i) 

ptrnma->volume = tot_masss 
ptrnma->area = tot_area} 

for (1205 1<35 ++i) 
ptrnma->cgli] = tot_eglil/ tot_mass; 
/* 

ptrnma->prin_momli] = prin_momli Js 
ptrnma->prin_axes[il = prin_axeslil]s 
*/ 

for (i=03 1<65 ++i) 
ptrnma->mom_inert[i] = tot_inertlils 
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/RBSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS PSS S SST SSeS SPST SSH AAS T SSS SRS SS SH SSIS SS SSS SSSSSs=ssT=TsoT¥e 

* Module Name: wing_parms_mass 

x ul un " if] ua ul u it “ u” u a u iT) " tl " ul a“ u "l a“ ul a i i i i] “ u u u“ a“ " fl a“ au u u a ut al ul il if it it i“ u il 0 ii i ul u | u u u il i u a" " il il i ul u a" u x 

Description: module for calculating the mass properties of the wing * 
* 
% Input: Pointer to Model data structure 
% 
* 

void wing_parms_mass (Model, ptrl, ptr2) 
MODEL *Model; 

struct struct_wing *ptrl, *ptr23 
{ 
int i, comp_count = 13 
comp_data **comp_lists 

printf ("in wing_parms_mass Zd,Zd,Zd\n", Model, ptrl, ptrl->wngptr )3 
comp_list = (comp_data **} calloc(2, sizeoficomp_data *));5 

comp_list[0] = ptrl->wngptrs 
7% add the second wing if it exists */ 
if ( ptr2->exist !=0) 
{ 

comp_count = 
comp_list{1] 

} 

comp_parms_mass (Model, comp_count, comp_list)s 

23 

= ptr2->wngptrs 

ptrl->volume = tot_mass} 
ptrl->wing_area = tot_area/2.03 /* divide by 2 because top and bottom*/ 
printf ("volume = Zf\n", ptri->volume); 

for (1=05 1<353 +41) 
ptrl->cglil = tot_eglil/ tot_mass; 
/*® 

ptrl->prin_mom[i] = prin_moml i]; 
ptrl->prin_axes[i] = prin_axeslil]s 
*/ 

for (1=05 i<65 +41) 
ptr1->mom_inertl[i] = tot_inert[ils 

3 

/RBSSASSSSSSSTSSSSSSR SSSR SSHS SH SSR SS SSS SSS SSS SS LASS S SSS SS SSS ALAS T SS SSSSSHSIer¥ 

% Module Name: eng_parms_mass 
eee Be eee ee eee eS SS SSeS SS STS SSS SSS SSSR SST 

% Description: module for calculating the mass properties of the engine 
% 
% Input: Pointer to Model data structure 
% 
% Output: None 

void eng_parms_mass (Model, ptreng) 
MODEL *Model; 
struct struct_eng *ptreng; 
C 
int i» comp_count = 1} 
comp_data **comp_lists 

printf ("in eng_parms_mass 7d,Zd,Zd\n", Model, ptreng, ptreng->engptr )5 
comp_list = (comp_data **) calloc(2, sizeof(comp_data *))}5 

comp_list[0] = ptreng->engptr3 
comp_parms_mass (Model, comp_count, comp_list) 
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ptreng->volume = tot_mass; 
ptreng->area = tot_area; 
printf ("volume = %f\n", ptreng->volume )5 

for (1=03 1<35 #41) 
ptreng->cglil] = tot_cglil/ tot_masss 
/* 

ptreng->prin_momli] = prin_momli]3 

ptreng->prin_axes[i] = prin_axes[iJ; 
*/ 

for (1=03 1<63 ++i) 
ptreng->mom_inert[i] = tot_inert[ils 

3 
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Module divide_c 

DBRRRRBBRBR88 8888888808888 BREBNBBHB HEBBEN EHHEB BEEBE B EBB BE EBB 
LIRR SISLLP SLL ISISISS SSS SA SSIS SAS SSIS SAAN S SSA AA SANSA IA A ITI SSNS ASSASSIN SN NSN: 

Name: divide_comp.c 
Author: Uma Jayaram 
Date: November 11, 1991 

* 
K
K
 

K
K
 

Description: divide a B-Spline surface into multiple surfaces 
JEBHR BBB BRB RBUEEEBE RBBB RER EB BEEEEEEEUEEHEEHBHBEGEEEBBH8BHE/ 

#include <afmne.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/uma_struct.h" 
[Rewer e rocco nnn ncn nnn nn nee Function Declarations----------------<--------- */ 
void divide_comp( )5 
void divide_item( }3 
void display_single_geometry! )5 
struct struct_temp *divide_iteml()5 
int get_window_pick( )5 
void div_equal_knots( )35 
void div_graphical( )5 
int get_comp_number( )3 
void get_num_comp_div( )3 

void get_new_comps_name( )5 
void get_knots_div( )3 
void div_given_knots( )5 
void make_sep_fus( }}3 
struct struct_temp *make_temp_show( )5 
void make_temp_comp( }5 
void equ_sep_Knot_value( }5 
int knot_ranga( )3 
comp_data *put_sep_comp( )5 
void make_second_comp( }3 
void add_knots( )35 
void add_knot_spacel )3 

void insert_u_knott( )5 
int strepy(}3 
comp_data *fnd_cmp_ptr( )5 
int chk_brk_pt()5 
void delete_item( )5 

struct struct_temp 
{ 

char namel20]5 7® name of the component that is to be separated */ 
comp_data *cmpptr; 7% pointer to componet that is to be separated */ 
int num_comp_sep} /* no of comps into which the comp is to be separated */ 
char *names[5]3 7* names of the new components to be created */ 
comp_data *ptrl3 7*® pointer to a temporary component */ 
float sep_knots[5]; 7* knot values at which to separate the given comp */ 

}3 

([Bowwccccocssnrstcccccese- End of Constant Definitions-------------------- */ 
[Renn n nnn tenn nnn nnn nena n Global Variable Definitions-~------------------- */ 
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int Divide_valuators 

[Brocton errr sseneeon- End of Global Variable Definitions----------------- */ 

x Module Nano: dividacom =~ ~=~SsSsSt*~C~CS " 
x Description: Module to divide a component ———SSSsSs*=~CS " 
x Input: Pointer to Model data structure 

x Output: None 

void divide_comp( Model ) 
MODEL *Models 

{ 

comp_data *div_comp}; 

message("PICK COMPONENT TO DIVIDE OR RETURN TO EXIT",1)3 
div_comp = get_comp_pick( Model }5 

if ( div_comp f= NULL ) 
{ 

divide_item( Model ,div_comp )5 
(void) vuport(WKID, div_comp->nubs_id)5/* remove single component */ 
draw_bspline( Model )3 

message("DIVIDE COMPONENT CANCELLED",1)3 

Description: divide a given component % 
* 

* Input: Pointer to Model data structure 
bs Component to be divided 
* 
% 

void divide_item(Model, div_comp) 
MODEL *Model;s 

comp_data *div_comp} 
{ 
int Return = 03 7* return code */ 
int no_items = 33 7* Menu Parameters */ 
static char title = "DIVIDE"; 

static char *items[] = € "RETURN", 
"SELECT", 

"EXECUTE" 5 

7% window entries */ 
static char *window_title = "DIVIDE OPTIONS" 
static char *window_names[] = ( 

“EQUALLY SPACED KNOTS", 

“SPECIFY KNOT VALUES ", 

33 
int flag_execute = 03 7*flag to allow EXECUTE only after SELECT */ 
struct struct_temp *temps 

newmenu( title ,no_items,items ) 5 7* display menu */ 

remove_2D_window( 0,WINDOW_VIEW)5 

7* display a 2d window giving options */ 
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std_window (window_title, 2, window_names )5 

7* display single component */ 
display_single_geometry ( div_comp) 
Divide_valuator = 03 
message ("SELECT ITEM FROM MENU", 1)35 

while ( Return f= 1 ) /7* initial loop to start execution */ 
C 

Return = proc_input( }5 

if ( Return > 0 ) 

{ 
switch (Return) 

{ 

case (1): 7* Return */ 
Return = 13 
breaks 

case (2): /7* Return */ 
flag_ execute = 13 /* allow execute after this */ 
temp = divide_iteml (Model, div_comp)3 
breaks 

case (3): 7* execute */ 
if (flag_execute == 1) /%* template item has been picked*/ 
{ 

make_sep_fus (Model, temp); 
message ("COMPONENT HAS BEEN DIVIDED", 1)3 

Return = 13 
} 

else 
message ("'SELECT' AND PICK ITEM FROM TEMPLATE FIRST",1)3 

break; 

default: 
message("BAD INPUT IN COMPONENT",1)3 

break} 
} 

} 

} 

remove_2D_window( 0 ,WINDOW_VIEW)5 7* remove 2D window */ 
free (temp); 

oldmenul )5 7* display old menu */ 

} 
PRASBSTSPSTASSTASSSSSSSSS SSAA TP SAS SSSSSSSSSSSATATSRASSSSSSSSSSAISSSSSSTI SLITS 

% Module Name: display_single_geometry 
eee ee eee eS SSBB SSR SS SSS SST HSS SSS SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSEsSSsrzucTKNX 

* Description: Module to display a single component 
* 
% Input: Pointer to the component to be displayed 
* 
* Output: None 
MISSSSS SSS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SS SSasSSSsesSSssssssssssssessesssssesssessssssrs=K/ 

void display_single_geometry (div_comp) 
comp_data *div_comp; 
{ 

int no_views = 43 
static int views[ ] = {GEOM1_VIEW, GEOM2_VIEW, GEOM3_VIEW, GEOM4_VIEW)} 
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static int associ] = (2,2,2,2})3 

int geometry[1] 5 

geometry[0] = div_comp->nubs_id3 
geometry[1] = div_comp->nubs_ids 
geometry[2] = div_comp->nubs_id3 
geometry[3] = div_comp->nubs_ids 

display_geometry(no_views, assoc, views, geometry )5 

Description: divide a component based on template choice * 
* 

#% Input: Model 
* pointer to the structure to be deleted 
% 
x Output: item number in the window 

struct struct_temp *divide_iteml (Model, divide_comp) 
MODEL *Model; 

comp_data *divide_comp3 
{ 
int items 

struct struct_temp *temp = NULL} 
temp = (struct struct_temp *) calloc (1, sizeof(struct struct_temp))5 

message ("PICK ITEM FROM THE TEMPLATE", 1)3 

item = get_window_pick();  /* obtain the item picked from the template */ 

if (item == 1) /* space the knots equally */ 
div_equal_knots (Model, divide_comp, temp); 

else if (item == 2) 7* specify the Knots at which to divide */ 
div_given_knots (Model, divide_comp, temp); 

else 

message ("CHOOSE ITEM FROM THE TEMPLATE", 1)5 

return (temp )5 

x
n
 K
w
 

t] t t ( t ft t (} t ‘ 4 t t t 0 t t a a t t] 4 i] 1 f ty t] 4 i ‘ fi f ft é i t ft ft t t 1 t t t t i] t i 4 t ! i] 4 1 1] t] 0 t f t t ‘ t ' t { fl ft t] t *x 

* Description: obtain the item picked in the window 
* 
* Input: Model 
x 
% Output: item number in the window 
MSSPP SM SS sess SSeS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SPSS SSS SSS SSS assesses sssssssssescseK/ 

int get_window_pick( ) 
{ 

int stops 7* stopping conditions */ 
int type, item, sub_items 7* input parameters */ 

7* --- Get the input from the user --- */ 
stop = 035 
while ( stop == 0 ) 

{ 
deep_input( &type, &item, &sub_item)5 
if ( type == WINDOW ) 
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} 
else if ( type == GEOMETRY ) 7* Return */ 

stop = 15 
else if ( type == REG_MENU && item == 1 ) 7*® Return */ 

stop = 1; 
else if ( type == STD_MENU && item == 1 ) 7*® Return */ 

stop = 1; 
} 

return( item); 

} 
/RBPSTSSSASSSSSSS SS SSS SSS SS SSS SAS SSS SS SSS SA SSSS SASS SA SASS SSSSSSSSSS SHS STH 

% Module Name: div_equal_knots 
ese SSS SSS SS SSS SSeS SSS SS SS SSeS SS SS SS SSS SS SSS SSS STASIS TSS SST TH THF 

Description: divide a component at equally spaced knots 

pointer to the structure to be deleted 

* 

* 

*% Input: Model 
% 
* pointer to a temporary structure 
* 

% Output: none 

void div_equal_knots (Model, divide_comp, temp) 
MODEL *Models 
comp_data *divide_comp; 

struct struct_temp *temp; 
{ 

int i, comp_number 5 
comp_data *comps 

7®% set the name of the component to be divided */ 
(void) strepy (temp->name, divide_comp->comp_name )5 

7* obtain the component number of the last component in the model */ 
comp_number = get_comp_number (Model )5 

7* get no. of components into which to divide the given component */ 
get_num_comp_div (temp); 

7* make temp component */ 
make_temp_comp (Model, temp, comp_number )5 

7* find the knot values */ 
equ_sep_Knot_value (temp); 

7* display the cross sections */ 
div_graphical (Model, divide_comp, temp); 

7*® get the names of the new components */ 
get_new_comps_name (temp); 

message ("PLEASE SELECT A MENU ITEM OR EXECUTE IF YOU ARE SURE ", 1)3 

*
N
 x ul i u ul i a iT] it au u ul u“ ul ul u u uu i iy t] i tt i u it 1) it ul ul u al ul u “ “ i“ tt i t it i u u ul ul u u ul a" it i iT] u ul " “" u u" if u“ a“ ul i it iT] i il it il * 

* 
* 
*% Input: Model 
* 
* 

int get_comp_number (Model ) 
MODEL *Model; 
{ 
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comp_data comp; 
int i, comp_number; 

comp = Model->comp; 
for (i=13 1<Model->num_comp; ++1) 

comp = comp->nexts 
comp_number = comp->comp_number 3 

return (comp_number )5 
} 
A/RAASBTBUSSSSA TST SA SSSI SSHsssSsesssssssssersss=zs=e=== SS SSassesssssessssszsse 

% Module Name: div_given_knots 
Meee eee eee eee ee SSS SS sSSsRSSSsessastk 

* 

*% Input: Model 
* 

* 
*% 

pointer to the structure to be deleted 
pointer to a temporary structure 

void div_given_knots (Model, divide_comp, temp) 
MODEL *Model; 
comp_data *divide_comp; 
struct struct_temp xtemp; 
¢€ 

int i, comp_number} 
comp_data *comp; 

(void) strepy (temp->name, divide_comp->comp_name )5 

7* obtain the component number of the last component in the model */ 
comp_number = get_comp_number (Model); 

7* get the knot values at which to separate */ 
get_knots_div (temp, divide_comp)}; 

/* display the cross sections */ 
div_graphical (Model, divide_comp, temp); 

7* get the names of the new components */ 
get_new_comps_name (temp); 

7* make temp component */ 
make_temp_comp (Model, temp, comp_number }3 

message ("PLEASE SELECT A MENU ITEM OR EXECUTE IF YOU ARE SURE", 1)3 
} 

/RSBTTTT SS ISSSSSSSS ST SSSSS SSSI SSS SSH SS SHAS SSS SSS SSSA SSS SST TASS S SSS sss Ssse 

% Module Name: make_sep_fus 
eee eae eee Se eee Se eS SSS SSS SSS STS SSS SSSsss==xe 

* Description: make separate components out of a given component 
% 
# Input: Model - pointer to the moclel 
* 
* Output: temp - structure having temporary data for the new component 
eee eee a See SS eS SSS SSSSSSSqsqrtes==5 BSsassssssssssssrsrerK/ 

void make_sep_fus (Model, temp) 
MODEL * Model; 

struct struct_temp *temp; 
{ 
int i, range, flag, comp_numbers 
comp_data *comp, *newcomps 

7* get the last component */ 
comp = Model->comp; 
for (12131<Model->num_comp3it+ ) 
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comp = comp->nexts 

7% obtain the component number of the last component in the model */ 
comp_number = get_comp_number (Model); 

for ( 1=05 i< temp->num_comp_sep -15 ++i) 
¢ 

7% find the range corresponding to the Knot value */ 
range = Knot_range ( temp->sep_kKnotslil, ( temp->ptrl1)->u_knot, 

(temp->ptrl )->nu_knots }5 

/* check if the needed Knot value is a break point */ 

flag = chk_brk_pt (temp->sep_knotslil, (temp->ptrl)->u_knot, 
( temp->ptrl1)->nu_KkKnots )5 

if (flag == 1) 7* 1f not a break point */ 
add_knots (temp, i, 1)3 /*insert Knots at the given Knot value */ 

/*put the data for the new component in the data structure */ 

newcomp = put_sep_comp(Model, temp, i, range, flag)s 

comp->next = newcomps /* set the new component as the next comp*/ 
comp = comp->nexts 7* set the new comp as the current comp */ 
Model->num_comp++3; /% increment the number caf components */ 

7% make the second hull into the temporay hull] */ 
make_second_comp(Model, temp, range, flag); 

} 
(temp->ptri1)->comp_number = comp_number + i +15 

7% make the temporary component into the last component */ 
(void) strepy (( temp->ptrl )->comp_name, temp->names[i])5 

comp->next = temp->ptrls 

Model ->num_comp++ 5 
comp = comp->nexts 
comp->next = NULL} 

7* set the existence of the original component to not existing */ 
delete_item (Model, temp->cmpptr )3 
} 

% Module Name: make_temp_comp 
eee SSeS SS SSS SSS SS SS SVS SSSSSsSsssssr=====5k 

* Description: make a temporary component structure 
*% 

* Input: Model - pointer to the model data structure 
* temp - pointer to the temporary data structure 
bd comp_number - component number in the model 
* 
* Output: none 
Meee SS SESS SS SSS SSS SSB SSS SSS SSS lessees sSssssasssssK/ 

void make_temp_comp (Model, temp, comp_number ) 
MODEL * Model; 
struct struct_temp *temp; 
int comp_number 3 
{ 
comp_data *cmpptr, *ptrl3; 
int cmp_exist =O, i» jy» k3 

7* find the structure that is to be separated */ 
cmpptr = fnd_cmp_ptr (Model, temp->name, 1, &cmp_exist)3 
temp->cmpptr = cmpptr3 

/* create a new temporary structure */ 
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7* comp_data *ptrl = NULL */3 
ptrl= (comp_data *) malloc ( sizeof(comp_data) )5 

ptrl->nu_knots = cmpptr->nu_knots3 
ptrl->nw_Knots = cmpptr->nw_knots;s 
ptrl->nu = cmpptr->nus 
ptrl->nw = cmpptr->nws 
ptrl->color = cmpptr->colors 
ptri->existance = 135 

7% --- Allocate memory for control hull --- */ 

ptrl->hull = (float 8 )calloc(ptri->nu_knots-4, sizeof( float +) );5 
for ( 1 = 0 3 i < ptrl->nu_knots-4 3 i++ ) 
{ 

ptrl->hulllil = (float **)calloc(ptrl->nw_knots-4, sizeof( float *))}5 
for ( j = 03 3 < ptrl->rw_knots-4 5 jtt ) 
{ 

ptrl->hulllfil[j] = (float *)calloc(3,sizeof( float) )5 
} 

} 

7% --- Allocate memory for Knot vectors --- */ 

float *)calloc(ptrl->nu_knots,sizeof( float) ); 
float *)calloc( ptr1->nw_knots,sizeof( float) ); 

ptr1->u_Kno 
ptrl->w_kno oe

 
re

 

“
o
a
 

~_ 
a
n
 

/%* --- Loop thru points --- */ 

for ( i = 0 5 1 < ptrl->mu_knots-G 3 i++ ) 
{ 

for ( j = 0 5 j < ptrl->rw_knots-4@ 5 j++ } 
{ 

ptrl->hullfiJ£j110] = cmpptr->hullli ll 1075 
ptri->hull(id0j)[1] = cmpptr->hulllilly101]5 
ptrl->hullfiJ(31£21] = cmpptr->hulllilljM2)s5 

} 

7% --- Loop thru u Knots --- */ 

for ( k = 03 kK < ptrl->nu_knots 5 k++ ) 
ptrl->u_Knot([k] = cmpptr->u_knot(k]5 

7% --- Loop thru w knots --- */ 

for ( kK = 05 K < ptrl->rw_knots 5 ket ) 
ptrl->w_kKnot[k] = cmpptr->w_knot[k]5 

ptrl->comp_number = comp_number 3 

temp->ptrl1 = ptrls3/* assign the structure pointer in the temporary structure */ 
} 

CSS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS S SSS SAS SSSSsSsssssssssssssK% 

% Module Name: equ_sep_knot_value 
eRe ee SSS SS SSS SSSR SSSSSSSSSSSRSSSSAASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS TTT 

* Description: determine the equally spaced knot values at which to separate 
* the component 
* 
% Input: temp - temporary structure 
x 
* Output: none 
Me SSS SSSR SS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SS SASS SSS SSS ssesasssssssssass=aK/ 

void equ_sep_knot_value (temp) 
struct struct_temp *temp; 
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{ 
int size, max_knot_index, i3 
float diff; 

7* dynamically allocate memory for the array to store Knot values at which the 
the component is to be separated */ 
size = temp->num_comp_sep - 13 

7* determine the index of the maximum Knot value #/ 
max_kKnot_index = (temp->cmpptr) -> nu_Knots -43 

7* determine the difference between the maximum and minimu Knot values */ 

diff = (temp->cmpptr )->u_knot[max_Knot_index] -  (temp->cmpptr )->u_knotl3 ]5 

7% determine the knot values */ 
for (i =05 1< sizes ++1) 

temp->sep_Knots[il] = (temp->cempptr )->u_knot[3] 
+ (i + 1) * ( diff / temp->num_comp_sep )}3 

} 
PRSSSTASSSSSASSSSSSASASSSSSSSASSSSSSSSSASSSSSSSSSSSUSSSSSSSSSSSITSSSSSTSESH 

% Module Name: put_sep_comp 
eee ea aa See See ee Se BSS SSS SS SSS sSsesezzk 

* 

% Input: Model - pointer to the model data structure 
* temp - pointer to the temporary data structure 
* number - number of the new surface being created 
i range - range corresponding to the knot at which to divide 
% flag - flag denoting if Knot at which to divide is a break pt 
% 

comp_data *put_sep_comp(Model, temp, number, range, flag) 
MODEL *Models 

struct struct_temp *temp; 
int number, range, flag; 
{ 

int i> j> Ks 

comp_data *newcomp 3 

7% --- Allocate Space for New Component --- */ 
newcomp = (comp_data *Jmalloc(sizeof(comp_data)]5 

newcomp->existance = 13 /7*® set existance to yes */ 
newcomp->nu = (temp->cmpptr) -> nu3 /*® initialize rendering */ 
newcomp->nw = (temp->cmpptr) -> nw5 
newcomp->color = (temp->cmpptr) -> colors 
newcomp->comp_number = (temp->ptrl1) -> comp_nurber + number + 13 
(void) strepy (newcomp->comp_name, temp->names[ number ])5 

newcomp->nu_Knots = range + 4 + flag; 
newcomp->nw_Knots = (temp->ptrl1) -> nw_knotss 

7% --- Allocate memory for control hull --- */ 

newcomp->hull = (float ***)Jcalloc(newcomp->nu_knots-4, sizeof( float *#*)); 
for ( i = 0 3 i < newcomp->nu_knots-4 3 i++ ) 
{ 

newcomp->hullfil = (float #**)calloc(newcomp->nw_knots-4, 
sizeof( float *))35 

for ( j = 0 5 3 < newcomp->rm_Knots-¢ 3 jtt+ ) 
¢ 

newcomp->hullf[i1[31] = (float *)calloc(3,sizeof( float) )s 
} 

} 
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7% --- Allocate memory for Knot vectors --- */ 

newcomp->u_Knot = (float *)calloc(newcomp->nu_knots ,sizeof( float) )5 
newcomp->w_Knot (float *)calloc(newcomp->nw_knots,sizeof( float) )3 

/% --- Loop thru points --- */ 
[Bon nnnnn- een - 8 = eo = */ 
for ( 1 = 0 3 i < newcomp->nu_knots-4¢ 5 it¢ ) 
{ 

for ( j} = 0 5 j < newcomp->nm_Knots~4 3 j++ ) 
{ 
newcomp->hull(il{j][0] = (temp->ptr1) ->hullfill jody 
newcomp->hullfiJ£j1£1] = (temp->ptrl) ->hulllill(ji{115 
newcomp->hullfiJ(j1[21] = (temp->ptrl) ->hulllilf[jI0215 

} 
} 

7% ~-- Loop thru u Knots --- #/ 

for ( kK = 0 3 K < newcomp->nu_Knots 3 K++ } 
newcomp->u_kKnot[k1] = (temp->ptrl) -> u_kKnotlk]s 

7% --- Loop thru w Knots --- */ 

for ( kK = 0 3 K < newcomp->rw_knots 3 k++ ) 
newcomp->w_Knot[kK] = (temp->ptr1) -> w_knotIk]s 

return (newcomp }3 

} 
PRAPSSSASLARST SASS SSS SASS SSS SSS SSS SSR SSPSS SSS SASS SA SAAS SS SSS SSS SasTssr=sss=rzNK 

% Module Name: make_second_comp 
MASSA SSM SASS SST ASP SARS SSS SS SSA SSS SSS SS SS SS SSS SS ASS SST S SS SSS SSS SSSA T SSSR 

% Description: puts the second part of the hull and Knots in the structure 
* pointed to by ptrl in structure temp 
x 
% Input: temp - temporary structure 
* 
* Output: none 
MSD SSASSSSSS SSSI SS SSSR SSA SSS SS SPA ASSS SSS SSS SSS SST SASS SASS SASS sss SSsssscessK/ 

void make_second_comp(Model, temp, range, flag) 
MODEL *Model; 
struct struct_temp *temp; 

int range, flag; 
{ 
int index, i, j3 

7% determine number of Knots in the u direction */ 
(temp->ptr1) -> nu_knots = (temp->ptrl) -> nu_knots - range +3 - flag; 

7% --- Loop thru points --- */ 

index = range -3 + flag; 
for ( i = 0 5 2 < Ctemp->ptrl )->onu_knots-4¢ 5 i++ ) 
{ 

for ( 3 = 0 3 j < (temp->ptrl )->nw_knots-¢ 5 jt+ ) 
{ 

(temp->ptrl1 )->hullfil£j1£0] = (temp->ptrl) ->hullfindex + i1fj1[0]5 
( temp->ptrl1)->hul lfil[j [1] = (temp->ptrl1) ->hulllindex + 1113][1]5 
(temp->ptrl)->hullfillj1l2] = (temp->ptril) ->hulllindex + 1113 1[2]5 

} 
} 

7% --- Loop thru u Knots --- */ 

for ( 1 = 0 5 i < (temp->ptrl)->nu_knots 35 it+ ) 
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( temp->ptrl1)->u_knotli] = (temp->ptrl) -> u_KnotLindex + i]3 

} 
Jee SS SSS SSS SSS SSSR SSS SSS SS SS SSS SSS SSS SSSA SS SSSR esses sess STTTT TK 

% Module Name: add_knots 
eee eee ee eee ee SSS SSS SSSSSSse esr szk 

* Description: adds Knots at the value given 
x 

% Input: temp - temporary structure 
* i - specifies which no. of the separated comp 
x index - specifies how many Knots are to be inserted 
% 
* Output: none 
MESSI Sas ssssstSsrssSssssssss sass essssessrssssssessssssssssssssssssssssasK/ 

void add_knots (temp, i, index) 
struct struct_temp *temp; 
int i» index} 
C 

int counters 

7% add memory for the extra Knots */ 
add_knot_space (temp->ptrl, 0, index); /* 0 specifies the u direction */ 

for ( counter =03 counter < indexs ++counter ) 

insert_u_kKnot (temp->ptrl, temp->sep_knots[i] }5 

} 
PRATT AASS SS SST SSIS HSS SSS SS SSSA AP AS SS ASA S SS SSS SSS SSS SSA S SSS SIS SaSS STS SS ST STE 

% Module Name: chk_brk_pt 
eee eee eee ee es eee es sass essssssseseserz=z¥e 

*% Description: checks if the given Knot value is a break point 
% 
* Input: knot - given Knot value 
* knot_array - the total knot sequence 
* num_Knots - number of Knots in the Knot sequence 
x 
* Output: flag to denote if Knot is a break point or not 
e flag = 1 not a break point 
* flag = 0 is a break point 

int chk_brk_pt (Knot, knot_array, num_Knots ) 
float Knot, *knot_arrays 
int num_knots; 
{ 

int i, flags 
float temp; 

flag = 13 

/7* step through all the knots in the Knot array */ 
for (i =03 i<num_Knots 35 ++1) 
¢{ 

temp = (float) fabs ( (double) (Knot - Knot_arraylil] } ) 5 
if ( temp < .001 }) flag = Os 

3 

return (flag); 

} 
/RSSSASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSASSSSSSSSSSSSSTSSTASRSSSSSSSSSTSSS ASS SSS Sa SSSsSsssTK 

% Module Name: get_num_comp_div 
Me Se eS Se a SS SSS SS SST SESS SS SS TBS SS SSS SSS SSSSSESSee=z2% 

Description: query for the no. of components into which to divide 

Input: temp - temporary structure 
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void get_rum_comp_div( temp ) 

struct struct_temp *temps 
{ 
int class, devices /* input parameters */ 
char string 60]5 7* input string */ 

char *blank = "'"5 
int number 3 
int num_comp_sep = 23 
int max = 5) min = 13 

/* query user for information on number of components into which to divide 

sprintf(string,"Zd",num_comp_sep }}3 
message("PLEASE ENTER NO. OF COMPONENTS INTO WHICH TO DIVIDE",1)3 

init_string(string)3 
class = PICK; 
while ( class != STRING ) 

t 
get_input(&class, &device)s 
if ( class == STRING ) 

{ 

vgtst( &number, string); 
init_string( blank )3 

sscanfistring,'"Ad",&( temp->num_comp_sep ) )5 
if (temp->num_comp_sep > 5) 
{ 
message ("number should be less than or equal to 5", 1)3 
class = PICKs 

% Module Name: get _new_comps_name 
Ree eee SS sess SS SS SSSSsssrsssrsersr=Ke 

*% Description: query for the names of the new components 

x 

* Input: temp - temporary structure 
% 
* 

void get_new_comps_name( temp ) 
struct struct_temp *temp; 
{ 
int i, class, devices 7* input parameters */ 
char stringl60]5 7* input string */ 
char *blank = '""'s 
int number, num_names} 
char name[] = "namel name2 name3 name4 name5"'s 

/* query user for names of the new components 

sprintf(string,"Zs",name )3 
message("PLEASE ENTER NAME OF THE NEW COMPONENT ",1)3 

init_string(string)3 
class = PICK 

temp->names[0] = calloc (sizeof(char), 20)3 
calloc (sizeof(char), 20)3 
calloc (sizeofichar), 20)3 

temp->names[1] 
temp->names[ 2] 
temp->names(3] = calloc (sizeof(char), 20)3 
temp->names[4] = calloe (sizeof(char), 20)35 
while ( class != STRING ) 

¢ 

get_input(&aclass, &device); 
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if ( class == STRING ) 
{ 

vgtst! &number, string); 
string[number] = '\O's 

init_string( blank )5 
num_names = sscanf(string>'"%s%s7sZs/%s", temp->names[01, 

temp->names[11], temp->names[2], temp->names[3], temp->names[4])3 
} 

if (num_names < temp->num_comp_sep) 
¢ 

message ("NUMBER OF NAMES IS LESS THAN ......",0)3 
message ("PLEASE ENTER NAMES OF NEW COMPONENTS",1)5 

class = PICKs 
} 

} 

} 
Fee eee eee ee se SSS SSSR TESS SSS sssesssssse=X 

% Module Name: get_kKnots_div 
eee eee eee eee eee SSeS SS SSSSSSSSqessrerzzz=sXk 

* Description: query for the knots at which to divide 
* 
% Input: temp - temporary structure 
* 

* Output: none 
BRT SS SSS SSSA SSS SSS SSS SSH SSSSSSSSSSSSS SS SSSR SSSSSSSSASSSSS sss SsSssssssSe2=2=K%/ 

void get_knots_divitemp, divide_comp ) 
struct struct_temp *temp; 
comp_data *divide_comp; 
{ 
int class, device; 7* input parameters */ 

char string[60]5 7* input string */ 
char *blank = ""s 
int number, num_knots, flag = 0, is 
float Knot_temp [4], min, max, diffs 
float max_div = 53 /* max no. of components into which to div*/ 

/7* query user for information on number of components into which to divide 

message("PLEASE SPECIFY KNOT VALUES AT WHICH TO DIVIDE ",1)3 

min = divide_comp->u_knot[3 15 7* minimum Knot value */ 
max = divide_comp->u_knot[ divide_comp->nu_Knots-4]; 3% max Knot value */ 
diff = max - mins /* difference between max and min Knot value */ 
sprintf(string, “MIN KNOT VALUE IS %.2f. MAX KNOT VALUE IS %.2f"smin, max)3 

message (string,1)3 

for ( i=03 i<max_div -15 ++1) 7* set up default Knots */ 
knot_temp[i] = min + (1i+1) * (diff / max_div )5 

ten: sprintf(string,"%.2f %4.2f %.2f %.2f ",knot_temp[01], knot_temp[1], 
knot_temp[21, Knot_temp[31)5 

init_string(string)3 
class = PICK} 
while ( class != STRING ) 

{ 
get_input(&class, &device)s 
if ( class == STRING ) 

{ 
vgtst( &number, string)s 

string number] = '\O's 
init_string( blank); 

num_Knots = sscanf(string,"ZfZfZ7f27f" ,&( temp->sep_knots[0]), 
&( temp->sep_knots[11]),&( temp->sep_knots[ 21), &( temp->sep_Knots[31))5 

7% check if the values are consistent */ 
flag = check_div_knots (temp, num_Knots, min, max)3 
if ( flag ==1) 

goto ten; 
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} 
} 
temp->num_comp_sep = num_Knots + 1 3 

} 
P/MTTASHSASIOAASTSSSHASSTTAASSS SRST AIS SASSSSSS SSS SSS SSSA SSS SaSsesssssrssssN 

% Module Name: check_div_knots 
eee Sees ese sees SS Sess sscssssssssesssssese% 

% Description: check if the values given by the user are consistent 
% 
% Input: temp 
* num_knots - number of Knot values input by the user 
* min, max <- minimum and maximum values of the Knot 
* 

int check_div_knots (temp, num_Knots, min, max) 
struct struct_temp *temps 
int num_knots; 
float min, max3 
{ 
int flag = 1, is 
int max_div = 55 

if ( temp->sep_Knots[0] < min ) 
message (" FIRST KNOT VALUE IS LESS THAN THE MINIMUM ALLOWED", 1)3 

else if ( temp->sep_Knots[num_Knots-1] > max ) 
message (" LAST KNOT VALUE IS GREATER THAN THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED", 1)3 

else 
flag = 03 

for (i=03 i<= num_knots -23 ++i) 
t 

if ( temp->sep_knots[i+l1] < temp->sep_knots[il ) 
{ 
message("KNOTS SHOULD BE IN INCREASING ORDER", 1)3 

flag = 13 
} 

} 

return (flag); 

* Description: divide a component at equally spaced Knots 
* 
% Input: Model 
x pointer to the structure to be deleted 
% pointer to a temporary structure 

void div_graphical (Model, divide_comp, temp) 
MODEL *Model; 

comp_data *divide_comp; 
struct struct_temp *temp; 
{ 

int i> K> ruml, nmeums 

comp_data *comps 
float x[100], yl100], 2f[100]; 
float min_knot, max_knot, init_knot, w_Knot, point(3]35 

/* open the structure for displaying the points */ 
vopst( divide_comp->nubs_id)35 
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if (Divide_valuator = 1) 
vdel( )3 

numl = temp->num_comp_sep - 23 
for ( K=03 K<=numls ++k) 
{ 

init_Knot = temp->sep_knots[k]; 

7* get the x»,y»z coordinates on the surface to be displayed */ 

num = divide_comp->nw_knots-63 
for (1=05 i<nums +41) 
{ 

w_knot = divide_comp->w_knotli+3]5 
bspline_point (divide_comp, init_knot, w_knot, point); 

x[k¥num + i] = pointl0]; 
y(k¥num + i] = point({(1];5 
z[k*num + i] = point[2]; 

3 

7* draw the polymarkers */ 
vpm3 ( (numl41)%*num, x» ys Zz )3 

7* close the structure */ 

velst()3 

7* update the workstation */ 
vuwk (1,1)5 

if (Divide_valuator = 0) 
Divide_valuator = 15 
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Module hermite 

(ORF RR BBR BBE BEBE EBB EBB BREE BBR BBE BBB EB BHR HEBBEN ERNE BRRE 

Name: hermite_menu.c 

Author: Uma Jayaram 
Date: October 10, 1991 

Description: Brings up a new menu under HERMITE to add components 
and create a new component 

K
K
 
K
K
K
 

K 
K 

JEIEIE IEE IE IE HE IEE IEE HE FETE IEE IE DEE HE FETE IEE EE JEDE FE FETE HE IEE EDETE JE HE FE IE IE FE FEDE DEE SEE HE HEE TEDE FE DE FE FE FEE JE DEDEDE NE HEE DE TENE IESE / 

#include<afmnc.h> 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<math.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

void make_one_comp({ }5 
void get_one_comp_datal )5 
struct struct_temp *make_temp( ); 
void get_new_comp_name( )5 
void update_herm( }3 

void delete_item( )3 
(Ramco mecn mene s em eeeennn= End of Function Declarations----~--------------- / 

[Re cecoorreteccccwecense= Global Definitions--------------------------- */ 
[Reeweccr rns neces cerr=== End of Global Definitions-------------------- */ 

struct struct_temp 
{ 
char namel[20]5 
float ***acs_pts; 
int nptss 
int ncrosss 
int colors 
int mum_comp_add3 
comp_data **comp_list; 

23 

Description: Menu module for bringing up a new menu under HERMITE 
to add components to create a new component 

* 
* 
x 

% Input: Pointer to Model data structure 
* 
* 

void hermite_menu( Model ) 
MODEL *Model; 

t 
comp_data *comp; 
comp_data **comp_lists 
int comp_count; 
int no_items = 43 
int Return = 03 
int i, flags 
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static char *title = "HERMITE" 

static char *items[] = { "RETURN", 
"LIST", 
"SELECT COMPS", 
"EXECUTE" )5 

static char *window_title = "COMPONENTS" 
static char *comp_names[ 25]; 
static char scrn_msgl60]5 

f¥% o-n--- Alocate memory for component list ----- / 
comp_list = (comp_data **)calloc(Model->num_comp, sizeof(comp_data *))3 

newmenu( title ,no_items, items )5 7* Display new Menu */ 
message("THIS MENU ENABLES COMPONENTS TO BE COMBINED INTO ONE COMPONENT" ,1)3 

message("PLEASE SELECT COMPONENTS TO BE COMBINED AND THEN EXECUTE",1)3 

comp_count = 03 

while ( Return != 1 ) 
{ 

Return = proc_input( )3 7* Get input */ 
if ( Return > 0 ) 

{ 
switch ( Return ) 

t 
case (1): 7*% Return */ 

remove_2D_window(0, WINDOW_VIEW)3 
Return = 13 

break} 
case (2); 7% List */ 

remove _2D_window(0, WINDOW_VIEW)5 

make_comp_list(Model, comp_names )3 
std_window(window_title, Model->num_comp, comp_names )3 
break 

case (3): /* Select Comps */ 
message("SELECT COMPONENT OR RETURN",1)3 
comp_count = 03 
comp = get_comp_pick(Model )5 /% Get Component */ 

while (comp != NULL) 
{ 
comp_list[ comp_count] = comp; /* Add to List */ 

7% ~~-- Print Results ---- */ 

sprintf(scrn_msg,"COMPONENT = %s", comp->comp_name )5 
message(scrn_msg, 1)3 

message("SELECT COMPONENT OR RETURN TO END THE LIST",1)3 

comp = get_comp_pick( Model )5 

flag = 03 
/* Check if Component Has Been Picked */ 
for (i = 0 3 i <= comp_count 3 i++) 

{ 
if (comp_list[il == comp) 

flag = 13 
} 

if (flag == 0) 
¢ 

comp_count++35 
comp_list{comp_count] = comp; 

} 
else 

¢ 
message("COMPONENT ALREADY SELECTED!",1)3 

} 
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message( "SELECT MENU ITEM",1)3 

break} 
case (4); 7* Execute */ 

remove_2D_window{0, WINDOW_VIEW)3 
if (comp_count f= 0) 

{ 
make_one_comp (Model, comp_count, comp_list); 
message("COMPONENTS COMBINED SUCCESSFULLY", 1)3 

message("SELECT MENU ITEM",1)}3 

else 
¢€ 

message("NO COMPONENTS PICKED",1)3 
} 

breaks 
default: 

remove_2D_window(0, WINDOW_VIEW)s 
message("BAD INPUT ",1)3 
break; 

} 

remove_2D_window(0, WINDOW _VIEW)3 

free(comp_list); 7% Free Component List Memory List */ 
oldmenu( 5 

} 
MSP SSSTSTAARA TSS SSSSAS ST SHIPS SSSSSASSSSSAAA SSS SSSASSSS SSA SASSSSSSSsss=TTNR 

% Module Name: make_one_comp 
ee SS Se SSS eee Sse SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSSSSSeq5qsErzzzez% 

* Description: make one component from 
% the hermite data for the individual components 
* 
% Input: Model - pointer to the model 
* comp_count - number of components to be combined 
x comp_list - list of components to be combined 
* 

% Output: none 
ee eee eee SS SS SSS SSS Sts sssssssasssserK/ 

void make_one_comp (Model, comp_count, comp_list )} 
MODEL *Model; 
int comp_counts 

comp_data **comp_lists 
{ 
struct struct_temp x*temp; 
comp_data *newcomps 
int i> js 

comp_data *comp;s 

/* make the temporary data structure */ 
temp = make_temp(Model, comp_count, comp_list)s 

7* get the data for the total fuselage */ 
get_one_comp_data (Model, temp); 

7* obtain the pointer to the last component in the model */ 
comp = Model->comps 
for (i=15 i<Model->num_comps +41) 

comp = comp->next; 

Model->num_comp++} 7* increment number of components */ 

[% oon Allocate Space for New Component ------ */ 
newcomp = (comp_data *)malloc( sizeof(comp_data))5 
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comp->next = newcomps 

newcomp->existance = 13 /* set existance to no */ 

newcomp->nu = comp->nus 7* initialize rendering */ 
newcomp->nw = comp->nw}3 

(void) strepy(newcomp->comp_name, temp->name )5 
newcomp->comp_number = comp->comp_number + 135 

newcomp->color = temp->color; 
newcomp->acs_ncross = temp->ncross3 

newcomp->acs_npts = temp->nptss 

[8% wrennen Allocate Array for hermite points ----------- */ 
newcomp->acs_pts = (float *#**)calloc(newcomp->acs_ncross, 

sizeof( float **))3 
newcomp->acs_utan = (float #+*)calloc!{newcomp->acs_ncross, 

sizeof( float *#*))5 
newcomp->acs_wtan = (float *4€)calloc(newcomp->acs_ncross» 

sizeof( float **))3 
for ( i = 0 5 i < newcomp->acs_ncross 3 i++ ) 
{ 

newcomp->acs_pts[i] = (float **)calloc(newcomp->acs_npts;, 
sizeof(float *))s5 

newcomp->acs_utan[i] = (float **)calloc(newcomp->acs_npts;, 
sizeof( float *))3 

newcomp->acs_wtanl[il = (float *#*)calloc{newcomp->acs_npts, 
sizeof( float *))5 

for ( 3 = 0 3 j < newcomp->acs_npts 3 j++ ) 
{ 

newcomp~>acs_pts[iJ[j] = (float *)calloc(2,sizeof( float) ); 
newcomp->acs_utan[iJ[j] = (float *)calloc(3,sizeof( float) )s 
newcomp->acs_wtan[iJ[j] = (float *)calloc(3,sizeof( float) )s 

(% ----- Read in point data ------------ */ 
for ( i = 0 3 i < newcomp->acs_ncross 5 i++ ) 

for ( j3 = 0 5 j < newcomp->acs_npts 5 j++ ) 
{ 

temp->acs_pts[iJ[j]{0); 
temp->acs_pts(illjIl1Is5 

temp->acs_pts[il[j](2]5 

newcomp->acs_pts[iJ(j 110) 
newcomp->acs_ptslilf 3111] 

newcomp->acs_pts[i1[j1[2] 
} 

} 
comp = newcomps 
comp->next = (comp_data *) NULL3 

update_herm (Model, comp_count, comp_list)s 
7 

free (temp); 
%/ 

ee ee Bee Ses Ss eee S SSS Sess essssssssseseessse=2zee 

* Description: get the data for the complete fuselage component 

% Input: Model - pointer to the model 
temp - structure having the temporary data for the new component 

void get_one_comp_data (Model, temp) 
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MODEL *Model; 
struct struct_temp temp; 
{ 
int i» j»> Ks cmp_exist=0, n_xs3 
comp_data *cmpptrs 

7* find the total number of x sections for the combined component */ 

for (1203 i<temp->num_comp_add; ++i) /* loop through the comps */ 
€ 

cmpptr = temp->comp_list[il]s 
temp->ncross = temp->ncross + cmpptr->acs_ncross - 13 
temp->npts = cmpptr->acs_nptss /* points/xsection for each comp same */ 
temp->color = cmpptr->colors 

} 

7* for the last component, the last cross section is needed */ 
temp->ncross = temp->ncross + 13 

[Beran nnn nnn nn nn nnn nn nnn nnn nnn nn nn nnn nnn nn noe ee ee */ 

[8% seen enn Allocate Array for hermite points ----------- */ 
[Benn nnn nn nnn nnn nnn nn nn enn nnn ee ee oe oon = = === */ 
temp->acs_pts = (float ***)calloc( temp->ncross, sizeof( float *)); 
for ( i = 0 5 i < temp-oncross 3 ++i) 
{ 

temp->acs_pts[il] = (float **)calloc( temp->npts, sizeof( float *))3s 
for ( j = 0 3 j < temp->npts 35 ++) ) 

temp->acs_ptslillj] = (float *)Jcalloc(3,sizeof( float)); 

n_xs = 03 /* set current xsection for the new component to zero */ 

7* fill in the point data for the new component */ 
([Ben-nn- 2-2 ----------- --- = +--+ */ 
for (k=03 K<temp->num_comp_adds ++k) 
{ 

cmpptr = temp->comp_listik]s 

7® omer Read in point data - take one cross section less----------- */ 

for ( i = 0 5 i < cmpptr->acs_ncross - 1 5 ++i ) 
€ 

for ( } = 0 5 j < cmpptr->acs_npts 3 ++) ) 
¢ 

temp->acs_pts[n_xstil[j]{0] 
temp->acs_pts[n_xs+i](jJ{1] 
temp->acs_pts[n_xstil[j1{2] 

cmpptr->acs_ptsfil[j](0]5 
cmpptr->acs_ptsliJ[j1[1]5 
empptr->acs_ptsliJ[j12]5 

} 
} 
n_xs = n_xs + cmpptr->acs_ncross -13 
7% delete_item (Model, cmpptr)s; */ 7* delete the component */ 

} 

/* need points from the last cross section for the last component*/ 
i = cmpptr->acs_ncross - 15 
for ( j = 0 5 j < cmpptr->acs_npts 5 ++) ) 
{ 

temp->acs_pts[n_xs1[j3][0] = cmpptr->acs_pts[i1[j1{0]5 
temp->acs_pts(n_xs1[j31][1] = cmpptr->acs_pts(i1fj1[1]5 
temp->acs_pts[n_xs][j][2] = cmpptr->acs_pts[il[j][2]5 

} 

} 

/RABBASAAAAATRSSAST SSS SSS HPA SSIS AAAS SSS SSS SSS SSS Ss aS sa Sse Sse ssesssssssss===¥X 

%* Module Name: make_temp 
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ee ee SSeS eS es SSS SS SSS SSSR S STK 

% Description: make a temporary structure having data for the complete 
* fuselage component 
* 

* Input: Model - pointer to the model 
* 

% Output: temp - structure having temporary data for the new component 
MS SSS SSB SSS RS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SRS SSP SSS STS SSS SASS SSeS SS SSS SSS SsSsssecK/ 

struct struct_temp *make_temp (Model, comp_count, comp_list) 
MODEL * Model; 

int comp_counts 
comp_data **comp_list; 
{ 

int i5 
struct struct_temp *temp = NULL}; 
temp = (struct struct_temp *) calloc (1, sizeof(struct struct_temp) 33 

temp->comp_list = (comp_data **)calloc(comp_count, sizeof(comp_data *)}5 

temp->ncross = 03 

temp->npts = 03 
temp->color = 03 

temp->num_comp_add = comp_counts 
for ( i =03 i<comp_counts ++i) 

temp->comp_list{[i] = comp_listlils 

get_new_comp_name (temp); 

return (temp )3 
} 

ARBSSSSSSSLSAS SAAS SSSA SS SSS SSSSSSS SSS SSS SAASSA ASS SS SSS ST SSSSSSSSS Sass ssaTTs% 

% Module Name: get_new_comp_name 
MISS SSSS SS SS SSS SS SSS SSSA S SSA SARA SS SSASA SSS SSS SSS SSSA TSR SS SAS ST ASS sSsrIT AA 

*% Description: query for the name of a new component 
* 

* Input: temp - temporary structure 
* 
* Output: none 
MISS SSSASSSS SSH SSSSSSASSAASS SAS SSS SSS SS SSP II SS SS SSS SAS SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SIESSorTK/ 

void get_new_comp_name( temp ) 
struct struct_temp *temp; 
t 
int i, class, devices 7% input parameters */ 

char string[60]5 /* input string */ 
char *blank = "5 
int number} 
char name[] = "COMBINED COMPONENT" 

/7* query user for names of the new components 

sprintf(string,"“%s",name )5 
message("PLEASE ENTER NAME OF THE NEW COMPONENT ",1)3 
init_string( string); 
class = PICK; 
while ( class != STRING ) 

t 
get_input(a&class, &device); 
if ( class == STRING ) 
{ 

vgtst( &number, string) 
stringl number] = '\O'3 

init_string( blank )} 
sscanf(string,'"Z%s", temp->name ) 3 

} 
} 
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RAST SSTSUTSSSTTASASSS SSS SRS SSASaT I SMA AS SASS SS HS SV ssen sss RTs rrssTTseSsSsSs=sssK 

% Module Name: update_herm 
eee eS eS SSS SS SS SS SS SSS TSAR SSS SSS SSS SSSSSSsseaxX 

* Description: delete some components and draw the new geometry 
% 
* Input: temp - temporary structure 
* rmumber of components to be deleted 

ie pointer to the components to be deleted 
* 
*% Output: none 
MISSI SASS S SS SSSA SS ASH AAS SSS SSSI SSS SS SSS SSS SASS SSS SS SASS LS SSS TT SSSSSSSssscK/ 

void update_herm (Model, comp_count, comp_list) 
MODEL * Model; 
int comp_counts 
comp_data **comp_lists 
{ 

int is 

for ( i=05 i< comp_counts ++i) 
delete_item (Model, comp_listlil)s 

(void) vuport (WKID, Model->acs_root)3; 
draw_hermite (Model); 

) 
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Module struct 

7* structure having pointers to structures of other components */ 
struct struct_comp 
{ 

struct struct_fus *ptrnos; 
struct struct_fus *ptrmid; 
struct struct_fus xptrafts 
struct struct_fus *ptrfust; 
struct struct_wing *ptrwngl]3 
struct struct_wing *ptrwng25 
struct struct_wing *ptrhtaills 
struct struct_wing *ptrhtail2s 
struct struct_wing *ptrvtaill; 
struct struct_wing *ptrvtail2; 
struct struct_wing *ptrstrakels 
struct struct_wing *ptrstrake23 
struct struct_wing *ptreanard]1s 
struct struct_wing *ptrcanard23 
struct struct_eng *ptrengf3s 
struct struct_eng *ptrengw;s 
23 

7* structure having all the parameters of a wing */ 
struct struct_wing 
{ 

comp_data *wngptrs 
float *root_hull_ptr; 
float *tip_hull_ptrs 
float *knot; 
int exists 
int num_knotss 
float root_chord; 
float tip_chord; 
float rootul2]5 
float tipul2];5 
float root_lead_edge[31]3 
float root_trail_edgel3]; 
float tip_lead_edge[3] 5 
float tip_trail_edgel[31; 
float root_quarter_chord[3]; 
float tip_quarter_chord[3]}5 
float root_thck_chrd_rats 
float tip_thek_chrd_rats 
float root_camber[2]; 
float tip_camber[2]; 
float dihedral; 
float sweep; 
float spans 
float wing_area; 
float volume; 
float mom_inert[6]35 
float cgl3]5 
float prin_mom[3 1} 
float prin_axes[9]35 
float «wings 

float yroots 
float zroot; 
ds 
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/* structure having all the parameters of a fuselage */ 
struct struct_fus 
€ 

comp_data *fusptry 
float *knots 
float num_knots; 
float xaxis[315 
float yaxis[3]} 
float zaxis[3]}5 
float first_pt[3]s 
float length; 
float max_radius}3 
float last_radiuss 
float volumes 
float area; 
float mom_inert[6]5 
float cg[3]35 
float prin_moml[ 315 
float prin_axes[ 9]; 
float ref_planel4]s 
3 

struct struct_fust 
{ 
comp_data *fusptrs 
float length; 
float volume; 
float max_radius;3 
float last_xs_radius; 
float xaxis[3]5 
float yaxis(3];5 
float zaxis[3]} 
float nose_pt[3]s5 
5 

struct struct_eng 
t 
int exists 
comp_data *engptr 3 
float length; 
float volume; 
float area; 
float diam; 
float first_ptI3]s 
float last_ptI3]; 
float mid_pt[3]; 
float xaxis[3]3 
float yaxis[3]3 
float zaxis[3]5 
float cgf3]3 
float mom_inertl6]5 
float prin_mom[3]}; 
float prin_axes[9])5 
float xs 
float ys 
float z; 
float sod; 
float thetas 
33 
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